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ABSTRACT 
 
When asked to consider bodies and sexuality in literature, people often imagine scenes from D.H. 
Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928). In marked contrast to her voiceless fictional predecessor 
Anne Elliot whose “word had no weight” in Jane Austen’s Persuasion (1818), the female protagonist 
in Lawrence’s novel gives voice to her erotic desires. The novel’s powerful illustrations undermine 
her agency, however, by emphasizing her body’s passivity; she always takes up reactive positions 
rather than active ones. Lady Chatterley could have learned something from the sexual female 
protagonist Molly Bloom who spoke six years earlier in James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922) by taking readers 
bodily into her world. She has the last word in the novel, concluding with her own words – “What 
else were we given all those desires for Id like to know I cant help it if Im young still can I” – as she 
reminds us that a woman can be her own access point to modes of sexuality rooted in the body.  
 
It is precisely this shift in literary representations of a woman’s voice in relation to her sexuality that 
I chart in my dissertation. “Embodied Female Voices: Sexuality and Artistry in Woolf, Yeats, Joyce, 
and Beckett” investigates modernist literary techniques for creating a female character with a voice 
who is also active and expressive in her sexuality. These canonical modernist authors found new 
ways to represent women as embodied, sexual, desired and desiring subjects through prose, poetry, 
and drama – Virginia Woolf’s Orlando: A Biography (1928), W.B. Yeats’ The Winding Stair and Other 
Poems (1933), James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake (1939), and Samuel Beckett’s Happy Days (1961), Play 
(1963), Not I (1973), Footfalls (1976), and Rockaby (1982). Looking at the work of these authors, I 
argue that the “modern woman,” who pursues her own pleasure and self-realization in the world, 
represents a literary effort to reclaim the idealized feminine body. Positioned at the nexus of studies 
on the body and sexuality in modernist literature, this project ultimately addresses the complex ways 
that “differences” among women are understood culturally, politically, and epistemologically. By 
rendering sexuality more obviously as a component of female character, these works of modernist 
literature shape our understanding of the artistic body as a structure for thinking about “woman” as 
a linguistic construct and material reality. 
 
My introduction establishes the theoretical framework for the dissertation. Here, I show how I 
extend current scholarship on new materialisms (especially Elizabeth Grosz, Jane Bennett, and Sara 
Ahmed) by also deploying new conceptions of bodies related to Deleuzian theories of becoming 
woman. Rendering the experiences of embodied female subjects with recourse to actual prototypes 
(such as Lucia Joyce’s role in Finnegans Wake), Joyce, as well as Yeats and Beckett, are among the 
first to write more fully realized female characters rather than reducing women to symbols. As Irish 
writers, Joyce, Yeats, and Beckett can be positioned within a tradition of colonized subjects who are 
aware of the embodied nature of historical oppression. Identifying “feminization as colonization,” 
Anca Vlasopolos’ Working Papers in Irish Studies reiterates an established line of critical inquiry about 
the Irish nation as a woman to be fought over by warring men. Yeats’ “Easter 1916” poem, for 
example, recognizes this trope while linking “that woman [whose] days were spent / In ignorant 
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good will” with a real political figure, Constance Gore-Booth Markievicz, who was familiar to Yeats. 
 
The first chapter, “Clothing and the Female Body in Woolf’s Orlando” demonstrates how Woolf’s 
theory of “myriad-mindedness” outlined in her non-fiction A Room of One’s Own (1929) comes to life 
as Orlando, a roman à clef drawn from her romantic and artistic liaison with Vita Sackville-West. 
Deliberately deconstructing gender binaries with non-conformist modes of dress and behavior, 
Orlando plays a genderqueer role by refusing expressions that limit subject positions to either male or 
female. As Orlando writes “The Oak Tree, a poem,” (s)he draws from material published in The 
Land (1926), Sackville-West’s award-winning poem. In the novel, Orlando’s poem becomes a 
memoir for Sackville-West’s struggle with the Knole House inheritance, which she was refused on 
account of her sex.  
 
The next chapter, “Yeats’ Female Forms and Poetic Figures” registers a shift in Yeats’ poetics from 
symbolist aesthetics to materialist embodiment by demonstrating a correlative shift in his depictions 
of women from the early twentieth century to his Last Poems (1938-1939). Over time, Yeats’ poems 
increasingly challenge the expansive possibilities of sexual and intellectual depths in the figure of a 
woman as Yeats appreciates the female voice for the sake of its own desire in his 1933 poems, 
“Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks at the Dancers” and “Crazy Jane Talks with the Bishop.”  
 
The third chapter, “Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Girl” demonstrates how Joyce’s 
portrayal of the female body is fragmented and multiple insofar as Finnegans Wake does not present 
the body as an a priori structure that precedes its constructedness as a text to be read/written. I 
approach Issy’s avatars as distilled versions of her “queen bee” character and demonstrate how 
various aspects of her character might offer countervailing readings of one another. One of Issy’s 
iterations is Joyce’s own daughter Lucia, an artist and dancer, whose illustrations were used for 
Storiella as She is Syung (a part of the novel particularly inspired by Lucia).  
 
The final chapter, “Playing the (Body) Part in Beckett’s Theater” analyzes female characters’ 
monologues as they relate to the staging of physical bodies in Beckett’s Happy Days (1961), Play 
(1963), Not I (1973), Footfalls (1976), and Rockaby (1982). Linked to depictions of immobility and 
containment, Beckett’s characters perform what I refer to as a “theatrics of inertia,” which draws 
from a principle of non-Newtonian motion that Beckett refers to in Murphy (1938). By staging the 
body as fragmented and restricted, Beckett illustrates particular limitations placed on the female 
body and amplifies the failures of institutionalized forms of human connection, such as 
husband/wife roles (inspired by his marriage to Suzanne).  
 
The depiction of female artistry in these works prefigures contemporary feminist thought regarding 
gender identity, disability theory, and erotic embodiment. My project shows that by creating textual 
space for women, Woolf, Joyce, Yeats, and Beckett simultaneously establish space for real women at 
the forefront of the cultural and political milieu. 
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EMBODIED FEMALE VOICES: SEXUALITY AND ARTISTRY IN  
WOOLF, YEATS, JOYCE, AND BECKETT  
 
The book somehow has to be adapted to the body. – Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own, 1929 
 
'Tis as human a little story as paper could well carry. – Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, 1939 
 
Man can embody truth but he cannot know it. – Yeats’ Letter to Lady Pelham, 4 January 1939 
 
All the dead voices / They all speak at once / To have lived is not enough for them. – Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, 1949 
 
 
 Representations of women in fiction changed forever in 1922 when James Joyce’s Ulysses 
eradicated any remaining vestiges of Victorian modesty in the literary arts by reminding readers via 
the character Molly Bloom that women are sexual creatures. Positioning himself more in line with 
Giovanni Boccaccio’s fourteenth-century The Novellino than the novels of his own contemporaries, 
Joyce presented erotic descriptions of actual bodies in realistic fashion using interior monologue 
form. A brief comparison reveals a striking similarity between Joyce and his predecessor’s use of 
overtly sexual language: 
 The Novellino:  “Fu uno c'avea sì grande naturale, che non trovava neuno che fosse sì grande 
   ad assai. [There was a man who had such a large penis that no one could be  
   found who had one so big.] 
 Ulysses:  “what’s the idea making us like that with a big hole in the middle of us or like 
   a Stallion driving it up into you because thats all they want out of you”  
 Molly’s soliloquy addresses lust, sexual intercourse, and female pleasure explicitly by drawing 
attention to her own genitals using blunt language rather than veiled allusion, euphemism or double-
entendre. This soliloquy follows a masturbation scene depicted earlier in the novel that involves her 
husband and his thoughts on how a woman’s perfume emanates from her body “out of all holes and 
corners” (U, 307). Using interior monologue form in both instances, Joyce announces rather than 
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downplays the Blooms’ experiences with female sexuality. Simply put, Joyce portrays a woman in 
literature that recognizes her body as a source of its own pleasure; she thinks of her “plump and 
tempting” breasts that “excite [herself] sometimes” (U, 618.1378-1380). Joyce crosses social and 
moral boundaries by stating the subject of sex plainly rather than implicitly. Banned from UK 
markets until the 1930s on account of its “obscenity,” Ulysses was too real and direct about the body 
to be accepted in what is sometimes referred to as “The Gatsby Era” of post-war America, England 
and Ireland. Incidentally, Fitzgerald admired Joyce, declaring him a “great genius” at Sylvia Beach’s 
1928 dinner party. Fitzgerald thus joins a crowd of Joyce followers who accept the “unparlorlike”1 
language of his writing and appreciate it artistically rather than take it offensively.  
 After Ulysses, literary depictions of female bodies became more comprehensive and realistic. 
Joyce, it might be argued, sets the tone for his contemporaries and successors – Virginia Woolf, 
W.B. Yeats (late work), and Samuel Beckett – to fictionalize the sexual realities of the female body. 
Their works of literary fiction draw on the realities of the body, which is not a fiction, to comment 
on an historical period when the actual body of a woman, including her sexual reproductive parts, 
became part of cultural consciousness through the literary arts. Female characters in Woolf’s Orlando 
(1928), Yeats’ later poems, Joyce’s Finnegans Wake (1939), and Beckett’s dramas are detailed so 
specifically with images of embodiment that readers might wonder whether there are actual women 
behind the “make-up” or fictiveness of a particular character. Identifying the real-life model for a 
particular character supports the notion that female embodiment is specific and individual; 
nevertheless, the complexity of a fictional character is not reducible to biographical material nor is 
the complexity of actual experience reducible to biography. The definition of “female character” is 
not monolithic; rather it signals the multifaceted, dynamic and changing representations of women 
in twentieth-century literature. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 United States vs. One Book Entitled Ulysses by James Joyce, 72 F.2d 705, 706 (2d Cir. 1934), 
http://www.todayinliterature.com/stories.asp?Event_Date=6/27/1928. 
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 Ultimately, these authors define what makes a woman “real” in modernist literature by 
presenting a more sexual and more material version of women and their bodies than their Victorian 
predecessors. To appreciate modernist experimentation with character construction vis-à-vis stream 
of consciousness writing more fully, recall Emily Brontë’s description of Catherine in Wuthering 
Heights (1847), which serves as a typical Victorian description of a woman. Catherine lacks a stream 
of consciousness narrative and, instead, haunts the novel as a ghost without a voice: Catherine’s 
story is told from the perspective of other characters. Perhaps most striking is the narrative of 
Catherine’s brother judging her “beauty” based on how much she “looks like a lady, trying to raise 
her self-respect with fine clothes and flattery, instead of a wild, hatless little savage.” Brontë 
effectively replaces Catherine’s emerging sexuality by placing her aesthetic beauty on a pedestal for 
male spectatorship and judgment. Furthermore, the novel’s pivot point and the crux of Catherine’s 
identity – Catherine Earnshaw, Catherine Heathcliff, or Catherine Linton – largely depend on her 
marriage rather than any other factor. In contrast to the Victorian period’s mystification of the 
female body, fictional women in modernist literature are not just artworks or objects of desire. 
Continuing with the example of Ulysses, Molly Bloom represents a various source of life and 
knowledge as a woman with access to her own sexuality. The meaning of sexuality expands at the 
same time that it becomes explicitly rooted in the body. That is not to say that women were branded 
by sexuality alone or that female sexuality became women’s defining characteristic. On the contrary, 
a woman’s explicit awareness of her own sexuality recognizes curiosity and artistic possibility.  
 As this project will demonstrate, Woolf, Yeats, Joyce, and Beckett conceptualize women in 
particular works of modernist fiction as more than images of beauty but also as realistic bodies that 
exist in space and time. That is, instead of depicting women solely by using imagery grounded in a 
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vague sense of idealized beauty (a category rarely if ever applied to men2), these modernist authors 
“realize” women in literature through depictions of corporality that enable us to experience the 
mental life of these physical bodies. Such female textual bodies resist long established views of 
femininity that equate women with objects for the pleasure of men as these authors give voice to a 
type of character that is more often written about in fiction than realized in relation to lived 
experiences. Insistent on materiality, these narratives render women as subjects of artistic 
presentation that take physical form. Female characters in these texts, I aim to show, provide a 
structure for thinking about the purpose of making the female body visible on the page, or in the 
case of Beckett, on the stage. Moreover, a common thread among the chapters is a comparison of 
the constructedness of the female image or idea of femininity as a masquerade with the 
constructedness of a work of art. 
 Among the authors who largely shaped this vision of modernist writing – fictionalizing 
female bodies and rendering the experiences of female embodied subjects with recourse to actual 
women – only one, Virginia Woolf, is female and English. The other three, James Joyce, W.B. Yeats, 
and Samuel Beckett are male and Irish. They are uniquely positioned in a tradition of colonized 
subjects who are aware of the embodied nature of historical oppression. “To colonize is to 
feminize,” one might say, referring to a history of Ireland’s depiction as a woman.3 These authors, 
however, are not reaffirming this category through depictions of women as colonized subjects; 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Studies of femininity as a concept defined in opposition to masculinity may be found in Judith Gardiner, 
ed., Masculinity Studies and Feminist Theory (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), especially Calvin 
Thomas’s essay, “Refleshing the Bright Boys; Or, How Male Bodies Matter to Feminist Theory,” p. 60-89. 
For more on the function of “masculinity” and manhood as it relates to Irish nationalism during a historical 
epoch when Yeats and Joyce, in particular, are writing, see Joseph Valente, The Myth of Manliness in Irish 
National Culture, 1880-1922 (Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2010).  
3 See Anthony Bradley and Maryann Gialanella Valiulis, eds., Gender and Sexuality in Modern Ireland (Amherst: 
University of Massachusetts Press, 1997). Gerardine Meaney, Gender, Ireland, and Cultural Change: Race, Sex, and 
Nation (New York: Routledge, 2010).   
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rather, their experiences as colonized subjects uniquely position these male Irish writers to identify 
with and to see women in relation to real experiences rather than as emblems.  
 The project of “Embodied Female Voices: Sexuality and Artistry in Woolf, Yeats, Joyce, and 
Beckett” draws on literary realism as an entry point for reading women in twentieth-century 
literature as artists as well as works of art. Women’s artistry is often understood as being deployed 
upon their own bodies (the artwork). This work recognizes how characters are embodied or 
described with recourse to the female body and how interior monologue provides access for the 
reader to understand a character’s point of view. The motor for this inquiry is primarily embedded in 
two major ideological constructs — art’s historical and philosophical specificity and the mediation 
between an artistic idea and its physical expression. The first construct relates to “realism” as it is 
understood via Georg [György] Lukács’ The Theory of the Novel (1916) as an attempt to faithfully 
represent social processes (as opposed to photographic representation) through the figure of a 
woman. Lukács’ claim that “art forms become subject to a historico-philosophical dialectic” (Theory, 
39) contains the possibility that these dialectics become the subjects of art. Therefore, it may be 
argued that “modern woman,” as she pursues her own interest, pleasure, self-fulfillment, and self-
realization in the world, is rendered in literary fiction as a response to and instigator of ways for 
reclaiming through art the isolated and de-historicized body of a woman. The second major 
construct shifts synchronously with Lukács’s realism: Jacques Lacan’s idea of “the Real as 
impossible” articulated in L'envers de la psychanalyse (1970) refers to something that we never have full 
access to because there is always some kind of mediation. Forms of mediation pertaining to this 
project include the female body and material forms of artistic expression, such as poetry, dance, 
cosmetics, and song.    
 Devoted to its study of the “made-up” or fictionalized woman in modernist literature, this 
project acknowledges the influence of Jacques Lacan’s work on the phallic signifier as it relates to 
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the “non-existence” of the woman. Controversial among feminist scholars for its apparent violence 
and attempted erasure of “the woman,” Lacan’s provocative one-liner, “la femme n'existe pas” [the 
woman does not exist] (Lacan, 14) first emerged during his lecture on feminine sexuality. This 
complex pronouncement derived from the premise that sexuality may be identified according to a 
phallic signifier, which for the woman exists as a “void” or lack. The feminine phallus becomes, as 
Alexius Meinong’s Realism and the Background of Phenomenology (1960) explains, the decisive anchor of a 
woman’s impossible identity. The significance of Lacan’s theory of identity formation for this 
project as it concerns fictional characters and the “real” women who inspire them issues from the 
idea that “non-existent” objects have tangible or “real” effects. As Lacan’s editor Jacques-Alain 
Miller explains, “conceptual/linguistic illusions and fantasmatic non-entities, while being materially 
and factually non-existent, are absolutely crucial in the constitution of concrete reality experienced 
by flesh-and-blood human beings as part of the pathology of everyday life” (55). The mechanism of 
a feedback loop helps us to see that fictional characters influence lived experience (the world outside 
the novel) just as female characters in literary fiction are constructed from the material existence of 
personages in an author’s life. Although female characters exist in part because of real-life models, 
there is a massive degree of imaginative labor involved in writing a character. The resulting character 
constructed from the combination of a real-life model(s) and artistic imagination ultimately has 
“real” effects for the author and the model(s) rendered fictionally.  
 The eponymous example of this feedback loop is Virginia Woolf’s Orlando: A Biography, 
written as a thinly veiled roman à clef of her relationship with Vita Sackville-West. As Woolf’s 
collected letters show, she remained in correspondence with Vita up to and through the novel’s 
publication on 11 October 1928 (which is also the date that the novel concludes). Two days before 
Orlando’s publication, Woolf confessed to Vita that the novel focused on the “lusts of [Vita’s] flesh 
and the lure of [her] mind” (Woolf, Letter). For her part, Vita “was not upset,” according to Julia 
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Briggs, when readers interpreted Orlando as an announcement of her relationship with Virginia 
Woolf. On account of its explicit engagement with the real life of Vita that lies behind the figure of 
the poet Orlando, Orlando serves as this project’s starting point for literary engagements with the 
embodied nature of female experience. Among Woolf’s texts, Orlando is the closest to addressing 
sexuality and the embodied nature of female experience. Readers might expect to find more sexuality 
in a text other than Orlando, given the largely absent description of her body and minimal 
explanation of the circumstances surrounding Orlando’s sex change. It happens overnight, 
according to the narrator, “without [Orlando] showing any signs of discomposure” (Orlando, 102).  
 Nevertheless, Woolf identifies a major problem in modernist literature: how are women to 
be represented in works of fiction? In addition to Woolf’s Orlando, Yeats’ later poems, Joyce’s 
Finnegans Wake, and several of Beckett’s dramas respond to this question through unique literary 
representations of “femaleness” via sexuality, embodiment, and artistry. Stories about sexuality, as 
Moira Gatens aptly noted, need to be analyzed in terms of their “historical and discursive 
association” (Imaginary Bodies, 71). Further, to understand “femaleness” as an embodied experience 
links this project to the work of Judith Butler on a cluster of terms, such as “gender,” “woman,” and 
“femininity.” Femininity’s association with an imagined ideal woman that may or may not correlate 
to actual individuals is a dated term.  However, research in this area remains relevant and serves as a 
benchmark for further inquiries on the topic.  
 Adopting a similar logic to her deconstructive study of the word “gender” outlined in Gender 
Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (1990), Butler investigates presumptions about “woman” 
as an identity category in Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex (1993). To this end, Butler 
canvasses how various philosophers define “woman,” including Luce Irigaray, Jane Gallop, 
Friedrich Nietzsche, Plato, Jacques Derrida, Margaret Whitford, Jacques Lacan, and Julia Kristeva. 
Butler’s challenge to heterosexual assumptions implicit in the vocabulary of feminist criticism 
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underscores the aim of this project to understand the artistic body as a structure for thinking about 
“woman” as a linguistic construct and material reality. Ultimately, Butler regards “woman” as a fluid 
rather than prescriptive term and emphasizes its performative effects. Outlined in Gender Trouble, 
Butler’s theory of “gender performativity” argues that there is no unique and singular “identity” 
separate from expressions of gender. For Butler, “the act that one does, the act that one performs is, 
in a sense, an act that’s been going on before one arrived on the scene” (Gender, 27). Butler cites a 
drag show to exemplify how a person might enact or align with a particular gender role that is not 
necessarily correlated to the sex of one’s body.  
 Positioned at the nexus of studies on the body and sexuality, this project draws from a long 
history of scholarship on the complex ways that “differences” are formed culturally, politically, and 
epistemologically. Sexuality studies, like histories of the body, are a site of scholarly contention as 
well as Foucauldian influence. Since Michel Foucault’s College de France 1975-1976 lectures, it is 
commonplace for scholars to ground their analysis in concepts of “biopower” and “biopolitics” that 
aim to account for the body in anti-essentialist ways (Foucault, Biopower, 202-207). As Roy Porter 
phrased it in Peter Burke’s revised second edition of New Perspectives on Historical Writing (2001), 
“body history became the historiographical dish of the day.” Furthermore, a critical inquiry of “body 
history” emerged during a “wave of theorization” in related areas of intellectual concern, such as 
feminism and gender politics. Increasingly, the lived experience of the body received less scholarly 
attention than reading the body through the lens of “representationalism” so that the body became 
“nothing more than a discourse, or something entirely structured by language” (Cooter, 393-405). 
 The “somatic turn” in fields outside of medical literature, such as cultural studies, history, 
and literary criticism sought new directions for explicating and illustrating “how concepts and 
categories like the body served to naturalize, rationalize, and cohere a reality that was increasingly felt 
by many twentieth century intellectuals to be fragmented” (Rose, 42). Reading the body as a 
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representation (and de-essentializing the biological body) effectively created, as Roger Cooter 
describes it, a “representationalist cultural history4 of the body that essentialized or naturalized 
language” (Cooter, 397). In the wake of representationalism, “presentationalism” arrived on the 
scene about 2006, seeking “presence” in history.5 Cooter’s article, “The Turn of the Body: History 
and Politics of the Corporeal” refers to presentationalism as a kind of return to biological and 
historical essentialism but with a difference. Implicit in the task of acknowledging “presence” is 
Jacques Derrida’s work on the “metaphysics of presence” in the 1970s. Presentationalism of the 
early 2000s, however, seeks something else. “Of central concern,” Cooter writes, is the question of 
“how to make the lived experience of the past a part of the living present, or how to put the 
experiential sense of presence into history writing” (399). Presentationalists endeavor to resist 
representationalism’s essentialism of language, and in so doing, bring “essentialism to the essence of 
experience” (399). Although the scholarly effort to problematize “representationalism” seems 
valuable for recognizing embodiment as a common as well as historically specific aspect of being, its 
danger lies in its resemblance to essentialist modes of thought. Cooter refers to biological, political, 
and historical “new breeds of essentialism” as threatening to “foreclose on the historical ontology of 
the biological present” (402).  
 “Representationalist” and “presentationalist” approaches to the body may be forever 
irreconcilable. Perhaps Patricia Waugh, however, offers an alternative that might benefit scholars of 
fictional bodies in literature at large by focusing on the role of the body in a specific historical time 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 A starting point for reading the kind of cultural history challenged by Cooter includes Judith Butler, Bodies 
that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex (New York: Routledge, 1993); Caroline Walker Bynum, “Why All the 
Fuss about the Body?,” Critical Inquiry, vol. 22 (1995), p. 1-33; Elisabeth Grosz, Volatile Bodies: To- ward a 
Corporeal Feminism (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1994); Dalia Judovitz, The Culture of the Body: 
Genealogies of Modernity (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2001); Barbara Marie Stafford, Body Criticism: 
Imaging the Unseen in Enlightenment Art and Medicine (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991).  
5 For an introduction to “presentationalism,” see History and Theory, vol. 45 (2006) and the following articles in 
particular: Frank Ankersmit, “Presence and Myth,” p. 328-336; Michael Bentley, “Past and presence: revisiting 
historical ontology,” p. 349- 361; Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, “Presence achieved in language (with special 
attention given to the presence of the past),” p. 317-327; Eelco Runia, “Presence,” p. 1-29. 
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and a particular literary epoch while acknowledging how “art” might transcend such boundaries 
(Waugh, 176).  
 Continuing the “representationalist” line of thought in Bodies That Matter, Butler reiterates 
from Gender Trouble how gender is not necessarily rooted in the body and insists that gendered 
modes of being – such as dressing, behaving, or identifying as a “woman” – are, nevertheless, related 
to “matter or the materiality” of the body (Bodies, 29). At the most basic level, the body facilitates the 
expression of gender, as the performative aspects of gender are made possible in part by using the 
body as a medium. Carefully positioned between material reductionism and endlessly deferred 
linguistic signification, “woman” is related, according to Butler, to the realities of the body, cultural 
constructions, and linguistic categories of identification but is not ultimately defined solely by them. 
Butler’s point seems to be that the constructed nature of being “woman” – expressing oneself 
through social and cultural modes of being – and the material reality of existing as a sexed body are 
not mutually exclusive categories. Rather, each informs the other as a system of checks and balances 
against the monopolizing powers of cultural constructivism that threaten to destabilize everything to 
the point of meaninglessness and the threat of biological essentialism to reduce everything to base 
material substance. As Butler succinctly puts it, “Surely it must both be possible to use the term 
[woman], to use it tactically even as one is, as it were, used and positioned by it, and also to subject 
the term to a critique which interrogates the exclusionary operations and differential power-relations 
that construct and delimit feminist invocations [of it]” (Bodies, 29).  
 In addition, the concept of a “made-up” woman evokes an immense history of scholarship 
on the topic of “woman.” Lacan’s “l’objet petit a” [the unattainable object of desire] reminds us that 
woman does not just construct herself through repeated alignments with a tradition; rather, she is 
(re)constructed as the cause of man’s desire. Instead of defining “woman” with “recourse to matter 
or the materiality of sex” (Bodies, 29), Butler understands “woman” as an identity category that a 
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person subscribes to through processes of repetition. To become a woman, according to Butler, one 
must constantly re-iterate behavioral norms and re-identify with gender categories associated with 
“woman.” The term “woman” might be understood, then, as a constellation of forces that combine 
to form what Jacques Derrida calls iterability, or a constructed effect, rather than an object bounded 
by space or time. Constructing oneself in alignment with the category of “woman,” what Joan 
Riviere refers to as a masquerade of femininity, is an ongoing process (303-313). Along similar lines, 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari theorized productions of “becoming” in A Thousand Plateaus: 
Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1980) as an ontological effort of de-subjectivizing or “becoming-
indiscernible.” Perhaps unsurprisingly, feminist scholars resisted Deleuze and Guattari’s implicit 
declaration that woman does not exist prior to becoming. Similar to the feminist objection to 
Lacan’s pronouncement that the woman does not exist, unsympathetic critics read “becoming-
woman” as a dangerous disruption of a stable, centralized self.6 The processes of becoming, as 
Adrian Parr explains, “rest on a non-unitary, multilayered, dynamic subject” (Deleuze Dictionary, 307).  
 To think that “becoming-woman” pertains to an empirical woman instead of a topological 
position is to miss the point. Instead, becoming-woman is a process that involves “dismantling the 
conceptual opposition of masculine and feminine that insists on fabricating bodies as distinct, sexed 
organisms. Becoming-woman is a movement traversing this division that releases sexuality from 
molar identity, from its repression in an organized and sexed body” (Deleuze and Guattari, 27). 
Thus, the process of “becoming” allows a subject to refashion identity through a liberating process 
of disarranging or challenging the discourses of conceptual opposition, such as masculine/feminine. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Adrian Parr, ed. The Deleuze Dictionary, revised edition. (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2010). The 
following reading list offers a starting place for feminist interpretations of “becoming” – Rosi Braidotti, 
Nomadic Subjects (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994) and Metamorphoses: Towards a Materialist Theory of 
Becoming (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2002); Tamsin Lorraine, Irigaray and Deleuze: Experiments in Visceral Philosophy 
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1999); Dorothea Olkowski, Gilles Deleuze and the Ruin of Representation 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999); Elizabeth Grosz, Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of 
the Earth (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008).  
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The theory of “becoming-woman” encourages us to recognize a continuum of constant motion in 
one direction or another based on contingent and changing factors.  
 Modernist representations of women as less static and more dynamic than previously drawn 
in literature remain the focus throughout the dissertation. Each chapter addresses how a particular 
fictional character is constructed with varying degrees of embodiment, sexuality, and artistry and is 
to some extent modeled on a real-life person from an author’s life. Recent books in the last decade 
that relate to my argument about modernist literary representations of artistry by women that are 
coded in terms of female sexuality and embodiment are various. The remainder of this introduction 
outlines the argument for each chapter and how it engages with and tacitly disagrees with existing 
literary criticism on the subject.  
 Chapter 1: “Clothing and the Female Body in Woolf’s Orlando” demonstrates how Woolf’s 
theory of “myriad-mindedness” outlined in A Room of One’s Own (1929) – it is Coleridge on 
Shakespeare that she references – comes to life in Orlando as Woolf draws the character Orlando 
from her real-life relationship with Vita Sackville-West. Vita’s name means “life,” which is significant 
as she is the driving force behind Orlando’s character construction. Radical in its time for depicting 
a character that changes sex halfway through the novel – “Truth! He was a woman” (Orlando, 102) – 
the word “and” in the novel’s title suggests something more radical still, namely a nonbinary-
identified person. Deliberately breaking down binary constructions of gender identity with non-
conformist styles of dress and modes of behavior, Orlando plays a genderqueer role by not ascribing 
to expressions that limit subject positions to either male/female. Instead, Orlando is both and 
neither simultaneously.    
 Misrecognitions of gender offer comic relief for the novel’s foundational premise, which is 
not a joke at all. Woolf takes seriously the question of women’s rights and the possibility of equality 
for artists regardless of sex and historical boundaries. Awake from a week-long slumber, Orlando 
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“had become a woman” (Orlando, 102), perhaps recalling the Deleuzian concept of “becoming-
woman.” What it means for Orlando to become a woman is addressed at length in the dissertation 
chapter, but it will suffice for now to specify that Orlando becomes the ultimate fashionable woman 
whose body functions as an artifice; the body becomes the sine qua non text in Orlando, adorned 
with jewelry. “Wedding rings were everywhere,” Orlando repeatedly notices in part of the novel set 
in the nineteenth century. Orlando’s finger feels “poisoned through and through” with nerves that 
“pierce” through her body with sensations so unbearable that she determines to “take a husband” 
for its remedy (Orlando, 178). By objectifying Orlando’s wedding ring finger, a “submissively 
adopted” marker of conformity with the “spirit of the age,” the narrator offers corporeal 
fragmentation as a form of satirical symbolism. Comic relief, in fact, is an important aspect of the 
text because it demarcates Orlando from feminist practices and radical politics, in general, that often 
lack a sense of humor. 
 Drawing from material published in The Land (1926), an award-winning poem by Vita 
Sackville-West, Orlando writes “The Oak Tree, a poem,” which also wins an award. As a dominant 
symbol in the novel, the oak tree connects to Vita’s poem, The Land (1926) and her struggle with the 
Knole House inheritance, which she was refused on account of her sex.7 Incidentally, the word 
“land” is also in the title Orlando. Although readers might not expect anthropomorphic humor from 
Woolf, it is instructive to remember that Orlando is a fantasy novel (the protagonist lives for 
centuries) as “The Oak Tree” comes “alive” in Orlando’s body when she returns the poem to its 
source, namely her “bosom” (Orlando, 103). Upon her “awakening” as a woman, Orlando becomes 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter’s engagement with issues of sexuality, embodiment, and 
artistry in Orlando, I acknowledge the valuable insight offered by scholars of trauma studies in relation to 
Woolf and her work. On this subject, see Literary Aesthetics of Trauma: Virginia Woolf and Jeanette Winterson, ed. 
Reina Van der Wiel (London: Palgrave, 2014); see also Cornelia Burian’s essay, “Modernity’s Shock and 
Beauty: Trauma and the Vulnerable Body in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, in Woolf in the Real World: Selected 
Papers from the Thirteenth International Conference on Virginia Woolf (Clemson, SC: Clemson University Digital 
Press, 2005), 70-75.    
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implicitly aware of a need to hide her art from the world. We might recognize that women have a 
long history of gaining social power only as mothers, not as poets, and are often recognized as 
sexual beings only within the context of motherhood. Thus, the poem’s title “The Oak Tree” offers 
a comic way for Woolf to render reproduction as the tree itself produces acorns and grows other 
little trees. 
 Despite its elements of fantasy Orlando’s message of empowerment is real: woman can 
publish poetry, with the caveat that she is an aristocrat or otherwise has the means to acquire “a 
room of one’s own.” Orlando might be an impractical poetic solution to historical and social 
inequality; however, through the figure of Orlando, Woolf is able to describe the past as well as the 
present conflict faced by many women writers. Orlando itself is an artifact of the communicative and 
creative potential of the female artist (i.e. Woolf) and more generally presents the struggles and 
challenges faced by Orlando, a figurehead for potential artists and mothers, who recognize that 
fiction is “attached to life and to grossly material things, like health and money and the houses we 
live in” (A Room of One’s Own, 43).8 Orlando’s emergence as a successful writer might be read, then, 
as recognition of past as well as present attempts by female authors to find venues for poetic 
expression.  
 In addition to Orlando’s engagements with The Land and A Room of One’s Own, this chapter 
addresses connections between Orlando and As You Like It. The reference to Shakespeare in Orlando 
also connects with A Room of One’s Own as Woolf reads Shakespeare’s “myriad-mindedness” as the 
epitome of an androgynous mind capable of “genius” artistry. Further, this chapter reads the 
“myriad-mindedness” that Woolf attributes to Shakespeare in A Room with the “myriad-bodiedness” 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 For more on embodiment as it relates to novels other than Orlando, consult Renee Dickinson, Female 
Embodiment and Subjectivity in the Modernist Novel: The Corporeum of Virginia Woolf and Olive Moore (New York: 
Routledge, 2009). The following essay offers an important study of Woolf in conversation with another 
woman writer, see Claudia Heuer, “The Professional Poet: Aphra Behn and Virginia Woolf’s Concepts of the 
Female Writer in Orlando and A Room of One’s Own,” Aphra Behn and Her Female Successors, ed. Margarete 
Rubik (Vienna:  LIT Verlag Münster , 2011), p. 151-166.  
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of Vita that Woolf encountered. I use the term “myriad-bodied” for Orlando as a multisexual and 
genderqueer figure, drawn by Woolf as a kind of portrait of Vita. Drawn from real life, then, Orlando 
shows how poetic expression and sexual expression both hold communicative potential to 
reproduce something via language and the body. Literary expression is only part of the productive 
potential that Woolf simultaneously celebrates and mocks in Orlando, as Orlando’s myriad-sexuality 
qua work of art is also a synecdoche for the novel.9 Ultimately, this chapter argues for a reading of 
“The Oak Tree” and Orlando as literary products of sublimated sexual desire between women.  
 Chapter 2: “Yeats’ Female Forms and Poetic Figures” registers a shift in Yeats’ poetics from 
symbolist aesthetics to materialist embodiment by demonstrating a correlative shift in his depictions 
of women from the early twentieth century to his Last Poems (1938-1939). Earlier representations in 
Yeats’ texts romanticize the female form; whereas his later work depicts the physical realities of the 
body, such as the material realities of Crazy Jane’s aging body. This chapter demonstrates how the 
juxtaposition of these female figures embodies Yeats’ increasing interest in imagining spaces for 
women’s desire and pleasure. Briefly stated, Yeats’ poems increasingly challenge the expansive 
possibilities of sexual and intellectual depths in the figure of a woman as embodiment becomes 
more evident in his later poems. Yeats, I argue, relocates beauty in art from the idea of “woman” as 
an ethereal symbol of transcendentalism, not physically grounded in the body as a desiring organ, to 
a more focused image of an aging and sexual body that is not beautiful in the same way but is still 
desirous and liberated by the loss of beauty. In his later works, Yeats continues to challenge how his 
aesthetic may be best expressed through depictions of women, but he moves away from idealizing 
beauty and more explicitly appreciates the female voice for the sake of its own desire in his poems. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 An alternate interpretation of sexuality and artistry in Woolf’s works may be found here: Ann Ronchetti, The 
Artist-Figure, Society, and Sexuality in Virginia Woolf’s Novels (New York: Routledge, 2004). For a more general 
reading of Woolf and various theories of sexuality presented historically, see Patricia Morgne Cramer, “Woolf 
and Theories of Sexuality,” Virginia Woolf in Context, eds. Bryony Randall and Jane Goldman (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2012); Anna Katharina Schaffner, Modernism and Perversion: Sexual Deviance in 
Sexology and Literature, 1850-1930 (London: Palgrave, 2011).  
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 Consistent with the theme established in the previous chapter of using a person from real-
life as a model for constructing a fictional character (Vita Sackville-West qua Orlando), Yeats also 
drew inspiration from real women in his social circle. It might be said, for instance, that Yeats’ initial 
passion for the Irish actress Margot Ruddock in his later life, referring to her as his “sweet dancer,” 
inspired a change in his art. “Sweet Dancer” (1938) and “A Crazed Girl” (1938), both inspired by his 
affair with Margot strike a different chord than his idealized depictions of a dancer in “To a Child 
Dancing in the Wind” (1914), which was inspired by Iseult Gonne. Yeats’ complex engagement with 
Iseult lies in his shifting role as her father-like mentor to her would-be husband as he proposed 
marriage to her when he was 52 and she was 23. The Margot and Iseult-inspired poems both link to 
a “dancer” figure; however, the earlier poems linked to Iseult specifically – in Responsibilities (1914), 
The Wild Swans at Coole (1919), and Michael Robartes and the Dancer (1921) collections – function as 
crux poems for Yeats, establishing the dancer as an evolving image of artistic creativity. “To a Child 
Dancing in the Wind” (1914), the child being Iseult, might be the first poem to focus explicitly on 
the female dancer as opposed to fairies dancing or couples dancing, for example. The poems that 
involve Margot, however, employ a more direct and forceful language as Yeats shifts from symbolic, 
idealized representations of femininity as a metaphor for poetry to an aesthetic treatment of material 
bodies (Yeats was intimately involved with Margot).  
 This is just one of many examples elaborated in the chapter that mark a shift in Yeats’ 
poetics. Further, in this example the figure of the dancer based on Iseult is portrayed as a work of art 
constructed by the poet and as a basis for art as a body that dances and performs art. In the poems 
related to Margot, however, Yeats drops the association between youth and ideal forms of ethereal 
beauty to focus on an older dancer whose beauty gains a material basis grounded in the body. The 
lines “Escaped from bitter youth, / Escaped out of her crowd, / Or out of her black cloud” (CP, 
296.4-6) from “Sweet Dancer” contrast with the carefree image of a child dancing with the 
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movement of the wind. “Being young you have not known / The fool’s triumph, nor yet / Love lost 
as soon as won” (CP, 122.6-8), Yeats writes in the dancer poem about Iseult, suggesting that as she 
ages she will become more aware – like the sweet dancer – of the realities of life experienced with 
age.  
 Further examples of real-life models that inspired Yeats’ poetry include his biological 
daughter Anne and wife Georgie Hyde-Lees in the collection Michael Robartes and the Dancer (1921), a 
“drunken old woman from Loughrea” who inspired Crazy Jane as “the most famous hag in modern 
literature,”10 and Yeats’ most recognized muse Maud Gonne, who appears throughout his poetic 
corpus. Most relevant for this project are those poems in The Tower (1928) collection that render 
Maud’s embodied beauty as Yeats’ life-sustaining passion. In Yeats’ later poems, the imagined or 
“made-up” and constructed image of a woman and the real, sexual body are no longer antithetical 
but part of the same texture of work. This concept is embodied by the mother of god, who is so 
often idolized as a figure blessed and burdened with virgin birth. For Yeats, she is a woman whose 
“womb” carries the weight of “Heavens” (CP, 249.5). Overall, “The Mother of God” (1933) 
showcases Yeats’ increasing desire to see a woman as a creative and kinetic rather than static symbol 
of beauty. To do this, he attends to her body, emphasizing not only her womb but also her flesh as 
he humanizes her plight as a “common woman” (CP, 249.7) in an unusual circumstance. With such 
explicit references to the female body Yeats emphasizes Mary’s humanity and gestures toward an 
increasing interest in depicting sexual rather than ideal love, as his later poems, especially those 
featuring Crazy Jane, make evident.  
 Chapter 3: “Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Girl” investigates how music hall 
images of femininity inform the character development of Issy Earwicker-Porter in Finnegans Wake 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 For a study on the woman that inspired Crazy Jane, see Patricia Monaghan, The Red-Haired Girl from the Bog: 
Landscape of Celtic Myth and Spirit (Novato, CA: New World Library, 2010). Joseph Hassett’s essay offers an 
interesting perspective on critical discussions of the Crazy Jane figure in Poems and Contexts: Yeats Annual 
16.16, ed. Warwick Gould (New York: Palgrave, 2005), p. 99-129.  
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(1939). In particular, it addresses the various emanations of Issy’s character – Alice, Eve, Ophelia, 
Leapyear Girls, Nuvoletta, Rainbow Girls, and Joyce’s daughter Lucia – as they emerge in the “Issy-
parts” of chapters I.6, II.1, II.2, and III.2. I approach Issy’s avatars as distilled versions of her 
“queen bee” character and demonstrate how various aspects of her character might offer 
countervailing readings of one another. Joyce’s portrayal of the female body is fragmented and 
multiple insofar as Finnegans Wake does not present the body as an a priori structure that precedes its 
constructedness as a read/written text.11 Moreover, the character Issy and the circumstances of her 
position are presented as a narrative of the textual body as Joyce remains attentive to how 
femaleness is related to the materiality of language and also nature (especially water). The multiplicity 
of Issy’s adolescent and undeveloped sexuality is attenuated as she “ages” and grows complicit with 
more mature kinds of sexuality.12 Issy’s portrait depicts female adolescence as a period of maturation 
when a young girl grapples with body changes and desirability as well as to others’ responses to her 
sexuality.  
 However expansive adolescent female sexuality and the imaginative possibilities for 
interpreting Issy may be, including her vaporous quality depicted in the Nuvoletta (“little cloud”) 
section, Finnegans Wake remains limited by the boundaries of language itself. Joyce circumscribes 
Issy’s youthful sexuality, confining its multiplicity to a socially and patriarchy-sanctioned framework 
that delineates the limits of language and textual interplay. Issy struggles to express her sexuality 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 As a starting point for studies of Molly Bloom, see Maud Ellmann, “Penelope Without the Body,” and 
Richard Brown, “Body Words,” in Joyce, “Penelope” and the Body, ed. Richard Brown (Amsterdam, Netherlands: 
Rodopi, 2006). 
12 On female sexuality and identity in Joyce, see Eugene O’Brien, “The Return and Redefinition of the 
Repressed: The Construction of Female Identity in the Writings of James Joyce,” Joyce, Imperialism, and 
Postcolonialism, ed. Leonard Orr (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2008), p. 41-57. For a more general 
study of sexuality in the modernist novel, see Susan Mooney, The Artistic Censoring of Sexuality: Fantasy and 
Judgment in the Twentieth-Century Novel (Columbus, OH: The Ohio State University Press, 2008). On desire and 
sexuality in Joyce, see Joseph Valente, ed., Quare Joyce (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1998) 
and Vicki Mahaffey, States of Desire: Wilde, Yeats, Joyce, and the Irish Experiment (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1998).   
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using a language and alphabet constructed by men. She speaks, according to McHugh’s Annotations, a 
“children’s secret language” as in the phrase, “A penegeneepy for your warcheekeepy” (peneggepy = 
breeches; FW, 275.F1; McHugh, 275). In contrast to the secrets of scripture written by men, Issy’s 
sexual identification is, by her own admission, no secret (FW, 273.F7): “I gnows me,” she says 
(knows; FW, 274.F2).  
 Issy’s status as a virgin queen bee in FW III.2 and her virginity more generally remain focal 
points of the chapter. Her brother Shaun does his part to socialize his “Fond sister Izzy” (FW, 
431.15) to believe that her value as a human being is contingent on her sexual capital. Provoked by 
paternalistic illusion, Shaun’s “brokerly advice” (FW, 439.27) on Issy’s “whorable state of affairs” 
(FW, 438.17-18) is rife with comments that equate virginity with virtue. Moreover, to procure a 
“marrying hand” (FW, 441.35), Shaun implies, his sister must leverage her physical attractiveness 
and status as a virgin – “never lose your heart away till you win his diamond back” (FW, 433.14-15). 
Her “jewel”(FW, 441.19), chastity, might be traded on the marriage market. 
 A crucial moment of Issy’s sexual development is rendered in FW I.6 as a subject speaking 
into the mirror, watching her mouth move as she thinks about applying lotion to her hands and 
visualizing the sexuality of her own body. As Issy talks to her mirror image “Mee!” (FW, 147.15) she 
looks at her lips in a “tête-à-tête with herself, over whom she is incurably jealous and impossibly 
erotic” (Understanding FW, 94). Her “selfthought” (self taught and thought, FW, 147.9) language is 
definitely a kind of pig Latin (the deformed language of a child) that seems naïve and playful but 
reveals an emerging sexual awareness. 
 A final example of Issy’s iterations is Joyce’s own daughter Lucia, who suffered mental 
illness. Joyce drew from personal experience with Lucia as a model for developing the complex and 
multifaceted character Issy. “Issy has her flaw,” Adaline Glasheen writes, “she is mad, is a 
personality split into two temptresses, or seven rainbow girls, or 29 leap-year girls. Issy is diversity. 
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Lucia was the real-life, sexually rejected schizophrenic girl who must have given her father the idea 
of a split young heroine” (Glasheen, 5-6). Glasheen remarks that Joyce found Alice to be “exactly 
what he needed to complete the elaborated symbol of the Virgin which he formed out of the 
combined characters of Alice, Iseult, the dissociated personality girl Christine Beauchamp, and 
Swift’s two Stellas. Alice, of course, was the looking-glass girl; there were two Iseults – and Miss 
Beauchamp had many personalities” (128-129). In Eternal Geomater: The Sexual Universe of Finnegans 
Wake, Margaret Solomon notes in the context of the Prankquean that the “daughter will be” a major 
motif in FW for the “mutual seduction between an older man and a very young girl, which makes 
use of numerous historical and legendary relationships – Swift and the ‘Stellas,’ Mark and Isolde, 
Lewis Carroll and Alice, Finn MacCool and Grania” (18). To explore the dynamics of female 
sexuality within a cubist complex in FW is an effort to account for the “measureless surreality of 
dreams,” and, like any work of art, FW may very well “exceed the artist’s intentions” (Atherton, 117, 
128-129). 
 Chapter 4: “Playing the (Body) Part in Beckett’s Theater” analyzes the monologues of female 
characters as it relates to the staging of physical bodies in Happy Days (1961), Play (1963), Not I 
(1973), Footfalls (1976), and Rockaby (1982). Through a chronological investigation of these plays, this 
chapter demonstrates how Beckett’s artistic expression of the female body – her stage presence and 
scripted lines (audible presence) – shifts over time in its presentation but maintains a consistent tone 
of apathy toward the solipsistic endeavor of “action” or the illusion of mobility. Beckett stages 
women using boxes and other objects of containment, such as jars and urns, to make a statement 
about “boxed-in” or unimaginative forms of femininity that frame the female body as inert, non-
moving, and almost completely dead. These dramas go beyond depictions of going nowhere, 
however, by using a character’s speech to comment on the intrinsic mobility of thought in contrast 
to immobile bodies. Beckett showcases a kind of theatre of the psyche that presents in dramatic 
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form the material or “pure figment” that lives in the “madhouse of the skull.” 13  Thus, the 
relationship between a character’s perception of her conscious self, expressed as the content of her 
scripted lines, and how Beckett stages the actor’s body to dramatize such a state is the focus of this 
chapter. In Not I, for example, Beckett invites the audience to get inside the character’s head, so to 
speak, by staging Mouth to perform and speak her thoughts as they come to mind in a seemingly 
unfiltered and raw form.   
 Taken together, Happy Days, Play, Footfalls, and Rockaby present an empathetic statement 
about female entrapment as each script enacts non-Newtonian motion in the sense of not forcing an 
exploration or explanation of every iteration or possibility that might be expressed in a given 
dramatic situation. By staging the body as fragmented and restricted, Beckett illustrates particular 
limitations placed on the female body and amplifies the failures of institutionalized forms of human 
connection, such as husband/wife and mother/daughter relationships. The strains of his own 
marriage to Suzanne might serve as a model for Winnie, W1, and W2, for instance. Linked to 
depictions of immobility and containment, moreover, Beckett’s characters perform what I refer to as 
a “theatrics of inertia,” which draws from a principle of non-Newtonian motion that Beckett refers 
to in Murphy (1938). As a variant of Newton’s third law – force multiplied by time (IMPULSE) is 
equal to a change of momentum – Beckett challenges “immutable truths” of the universe, such as 
the fact that matter cannot be created or destroyed, an object in motion will stay in motion unless 
acted on by an outside force, by expanding ideas of “matter” and “motion.”  
 Beckett’s women characters consistently represent the disempowered (and sometimes 
disembodied) position of a female subject on the fringes of a patriarchy structured to privilege men. 
Prior to the 1960s, Beckett tends to have men play both gender roles rather frequently. In Waiting for 
Godot (1953) and Endgame (1957), for example, Gogo, Lucky, and Clov are all arguably in the female 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 Beckett uses this phrase in Ill Seen Ill Said (1981). 
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subject position, while being biologically male. In fact, it is only at this late part of his career that 
Beckett includes women characters in his plays at all. It is of particular interest that he consistently 
dramatizes the physical limitations and pressures that contain female modes of expression once he 
begins to stage women in positions so rife with intense physical confinement that it threatens 
suffocation and other forms of violence. Winnie in Happy Days, for instance, is buried up to her neck 
in a mound of earth, W1 and W2 are stuck in urns’ mouths (Play), May paces rigidly and nearly 
incessantly (Footfalls), and W never moves from her rocking chair (Rockaby). Beckett stages bodies 
more visibly in these later plays — Footfalls and Rockaby — as the actors are less physically contained; 
however, the characters are still “contained” in the sense that each is trapped by repetitious acts and 
movements.14 Both May and Woman, respectively, stay in motion: May paces the hallway and 
Woman rocks on a chair as each continues to hear the voice of her mother “inside of her own 
head.” The voice heard in each character’s psyche is verbalized for the audience as a kind of scripted 
dialogue that would not be heard otherwise by a theater audience (who cannot read the minds of 
characters). Despite the immobility of a character, as Play’s W1 reminds us, “How the mind works 
still!
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 An informative study of the relationship between Beckett’s staged theater and scripted text is Lotta 
Einarsson, “Movement as Text, Text as Movement: The Choreographic Writing of Samuel Beckett,” Liminal 
Borderlands in Irish Literature and Culture, eds. Irene Nordin and Elin Holmsten (New York: Peter Lang, 2009), 
p. 87-101. 	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CHAPTER 1 
 
CLOTHING AND THE FEMALE BODY IN WOOLF’S ORLANDO  
 
 Largely recognized among Virginia Woolf’s novels as the one with a protagonist who 
changes sex halfway through the novel, Orlando: A Biography (1928) is “half a mock style” and partly 
a veiled roman à clef based on “Vita [Sackville-West], Violet Trefusis, Lord Lascelles, Knole and 
etc.”15 The novel opens in October 1553, with Orlando as a 16-year-old boy who transforms almost 
inexplicably and overnight to a 36-year-old woman by the novel’s end in October 1928. As might be 
expected, scholars often identify Orlando’s change from male to female as the novel’s pivot point. 
Taking the “truth” of the biography literally, critics often find Orlando’s lack of surprise at the 
mirror image of her newly female body as proof that a sex change “did nothing whatever to alter 
their [sic] identity” (Orlando, 102). In haste to defend this position, critics often overlook the 
significance of how Woolf formulates the character’s sex change in relation to Orlando’s artistic 
practice of writing and revising “The Oak Tree, a poem” (Briggs, Reading, 201-202; Rose, 182).   
 It is no accident that Orlando’s first “deliberate in the extreme” act as a woman is to search 
among a stack of papers and, finding her poem among them, hide it “in her bosom” (Orlando, 103). 
Orlando makes room for “The Oak Tree” – a symbol of vast expansion and depth – in the fleshy 
confines of her womanly chest and next to her heart or he-art, reminding readers that Orlando 
drafted the poem as a man. Having inherited overnight the silence taught to women, Orlando 
retracts the poem from the desk and reabsorbs it into the body from where it emerged. As a 
character whose life spans almost four centuries, Orlando fulfills the author’s intention to create a 
“Restoration prototype with a change of sex”16 in part by restoring the poem to its source. “The Oak 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Virginia Woolf, Diary, vol. 3. Entry dated 5 October 1927; Virginia Woolf, Diary, vol. 3, footnote 3, page 
163. Entry dated October 22, 1927. Virginia Woolf had a romantic affair with Vita Sackville-West. Vita, often 
disguised as a man, had a passionate and dramatic love affair between 1918-1921 with Violet Trefusis.  
16 For a timeline of Orlando’s lifespan, see Ed. Stuart Nelson Clarke, The Original Holograph Draft (London, 
1993).  
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Tree, a poem” thus returns to the “suffering human being” (Room, 43) who authored it, a habit of 
retreat inherited by a culture of women taught to feel ashamed of their capacity for literary and 
bodily production. 
 Reading Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own (1929) alongside Orlando convinced me that the task 
for women “to write all kinds of books, hesitating at no subject however trivial or however vast” 
(Room, 107) has its physical counterpart in the body.17 Embodiment is Woolf’s chosen fictional 
device to exemplify artistic and sexual multiplicities in a single character. It also allows her to 
compress centuries of time by creating Orlando as a synecdoche for a long history of women 
marginalized or excluded from male-dominated literary culture. To the extent that fiction can create 
a character to illustrate a concept, Orlando figures as the expression – literally the “pressed out” and 
extended version of Woolf’s theoretical concept of the “androgynous” mind in A Room of One’s Own. 
The “myriad-mindedness” that Woolf attributes to Shakespeare in A Room of One’s Own may be read 
in parallel relation to the “myriad-bodiedness” of Vita that Woolf encountered. The “myriad-ness” 
of these figures serves as a template for understanding how Woolf constructs Orlando: the principle 
of “myriad-mindedness” in A Room becomes a “myriad-bodied” or multisexual character in Orlando, 
drawn by Woolf as a kind of portrait of Vita.   
 Orlando shows how poetic expression and sexual expression both hold communicative 
potential to reproduce something via language and the body. Literary expression is only part of the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Woolf studies largely privileges the written corpus as the body Woolf cares most about. “The only existing 
life is the imaginary one,” Woolf herself once declared. Her inclination to focus on literary style rather than 
human anatomy is often linked to her history of sexual abuse revealed in “A Sketch of the Past” (1938). The 
fact that George and Gerald Duckworth molested Woolf at a young age undoubtedly shaped her interest in 
poetry as an alternative to bodily expression. Rightly admired for its evocation of sense experience and 
centrality of the body, Orlando is also Woolf’s “farewell to the flesh” and in its place is a fictionalized 
“imaginary body, impossibly freed from all those burdens” to which the porous human body is susceptible. 
Ruth Saxton, “The Female Body Veiled: From Crocus to Clitoris,” ed. Ruth Saxton and Jean Tobin, Woolf and 
Lessing Breaking the Mold (Macmillan, 1994), p. 96-97, argues that “in Woolf’s fictional world, woman cannot 
simultaneously exist as an artist and mother” and that “women can either procreate or create, but never 
simultaneously.” Orlando invalidates Saxton’s argument as Woolf constructs a protagonist who is both a writer 
and mother, much like Vita Sackville-West, who served in part as a model for Orlando. 
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productive potential that Woolf simultaneously celebrates and mocks in Orlando; the novel also pays 
homage to multiplicitous forms of sexual expression. Multisexuality or the possibilities of sexual 
multiplicity emerges in Orlando as an aesthetic sensibility expressed through poetry. The term 
“multisexual” is an inclusive descriptor for all people who have desires toward multiple genders and 
is linked in Orlando with artistic production. Twentieth-century England, unaccustomed to visible 
practices of sexuality – public expressions, gestures, acts of desire – might find literature a less 
threatening medium for announcements of affection than visible, sexualized bodies in public. To 
sufficiently treat the formative aspects of Orlando and to demonstrate Woolf's formulation of a 
multisexual artist figure – who creates a poem and a child – the following analysis treats Orlando in 
relation to its intertexts: Orlando’s poem, “The Oak Tree”; the “myriad-bodied” Vita and her poem 
titled, The Land; Shakespeare’s “myriad-mind” and the aborted stage performance of his fictional 
sister, Judith in A Room of One’s Own; and the cross-dressing Rosalind and the male actor who played 
her in Shakespeare’s As You Like It. 
 One aim of queer theory is to destabilize gender identity categories that objectify individuals 
as “sexed subjects,” and Orlando joins this effort as a queer text by not only destabilizing such 
categorical distinctions but also treating them with derision (Jackson and Scott, 16). Orlando queers 
routine assumptions about heteronormative sexualities and desires by constructing a multisexual 
protagonist whose sexual interests are not only varied but do not always find expression in sexual 
ways. In other words, Orlando’s sexual desire is directed or sublimated into the aim of writing 
poetry. Sublimation, a concept defined by Sigmund Freud in an essay titled, “On Narcissism” is a 
“process that concerns object-libido and consists in the instinct directing itself towards an aim other 
than, and remote from, that of sexual satisfaction; in this process the accent falls upon a deflection 
from sexuality” (Freud, “Narcissism,” 5). Sublimation, in short, involves integrating and rerouting 
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sexual energy into a different form. Through the work of sublimation, Orlando’s myriad sexuality 
becomes a work of art, and the result of this labor is her poem.  
 Orlando’s myriad sexuality qua work of art is also a synecdoche for the novel; both “The 
Oak Tree” and Orlando are literary products of sublimated sexual desire. Woolf expresses her 
affection for Vita via Orlando by making connections to Vita’s life. “At the heart of Woolf’s novel 
lies the identity of Orlando with Woolf’s beloved Vita,” according to Julia Briggs. “Orlando,” Briggs 
continues, “can be read as an act of homage to Woolf’s androgynous aristocratic friend Vita 
Sackville-West” (16-17). Indeed, Orlando was to be an “imaginary life of Vita, incorporating details of 
her real’ life, her ancestors’ lives, and of Knole itself” (Sackville-West, Knole, 194-195). Moreover, 
Orlando’s poem draws four lines from Vita’s The Land. After sitting down “under [Orlando’s] 
favorite oak tree,” (Orlando, 107-108), Orlando tries to describe the scenery in a long blank verse 
poem that is similar in form to Vita’s poem, which is also written mostly in blank verse. Vita’s 
winning of the Hawthornden Prize for her poem The Land (1926) anticipates Orlando’s award of the 
fictional Burdett Coutts Memorial Prize for her poem, “The Oak Tree” (1928). 
 The oak tree functions in Orlando as a trope for the female body and its reproductive 
possibilities. The oak tree, producing acorns and growing other little trees, is a comic way for Woolf 
to render reproduction. Similar to the female body, it too may multiply or become multiple. We 
might recognize that women have a long history of gaining social power only as mothers and are 
often recognized as sexual beings only within the context of motherhood. Consider how well this 
bodes for some women, such as the fictional Judith Shakespeare. Denied an artistic outlet on stage, 
she performs sexually with her body, becomes pregnant and commits suicide. In A Room of One’s 
Own, Woolf reminds readers that even William Shakespeare, for all of his artistic myriad-minded 
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greatness was still susceptible to the “bloody” and “grossly material” realities of the body.18 “One 
remembers,” Woolf writes, prompting her readers, “Shakespeare’s plays [despite the fact that they] 
seem to hang there complete by themselves” actually involve a great deal of labor and the 
“suffering” of a human being (Room, 43).  
 As a dominant symbol in the novel, the oak tree connects Orlando to Vita’s struggle with the 
Knole House inheritance. Orlando’s poem gestures toward the ancient Sackville family property, 
and significantly, to the property rights denied Vita on account of her sex. Vita often “resented her 
allotted gender role, and never more than when it debarred her from becoming the fourth Baron 
Sackville and inheriting Knole in her own right” (Briggs, Reading, 200). Vita was an “aristocrat, with a 
family history stretching back to the Elizabethan Sackvilles, enlivened by a marriage to a gypsy 
[echoed by Orlando’s acquaintance with gypsies in Constantinople], tied always to that great house 
Knole, which Vita adored” (Rose, 176). As her biographer Robert Sackville-West once wrote, Vita’s 
“tomboyish behavior” did nothing to alter her legal rights as a female, and Knole House continued 
its descent, throughout centuries, from heir male to heir male. Notably, Sackville-West writes, “since 
its purchase in 1604 by Thomas Sackville, 1st Earl of Dorset, the house of Knole, Kent, has been 
inhabited by thirteen generations of a single aristocratic family” (Inheritance, 106).  
 No matter how much literary prestige Vita acquired, she would never inherit her family 
home because she was not male. Woolf notices that by the twentieth century, “there are almost as 
many books written by women now as by men,” and at the same time realizes that “nobody cared” 
about the “average woman” developing a “prose style completely expressive of her mind” (Room, 
79). Perhaps more disturbingly, Woolf ironically observes, passersby are so “self-absorbed” that they 
ignore the realities of the “passing of their own bodies” (94). One thing that remains consistent and 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 In a diary entry dated April 13, 1930, Woolf admires Shakespeare’s “pliancy of mind.” In a letter to Vita 
Sackville-West dated October 26, 1925, Woolf remarked, “How bloody the body is” and noted her general 
distaste for the “gross” materiality of life.  
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certain for Woolf is that women “have always been poor, not for two hundred years merely, but 
from the beginning of time” (106).  
 In Orlando, Woolf represents the history of women writers and their secondary status to 
males of educational privilege and opportunity. Half a century before Adrienne Rich published 
“Diving Into the Wreck” (1973), a poem about the erasure of marginalized narratives, Woolf broke 
the tradition of silence by imagining Orlando as a writer who witnessed those centuries of silenced 
history. Orlando itself is an artifact of the communicative and creative potential of the female artist 
(i.e. Woolf), and more generally presents the struggles and challenges faced by Orlando, a symbol for 
potential artists and mothers, who recognize that fiction is “attached to life and to grossly material 
things, like health and money and the houses we live in” (Room, 43). Orlando’s emergence as a 
successful writer might be read, then, as recognition of past as well as present attempts for female 
authors to find venues for poetic expression. Orlando might be an impractical poetic solution to 
historical and social inequality; however, through the figure of Orlando, Woolf is able to describe 
the past as well as the present conflict faced by many women writers.  
 In A Room of One’s Own, written concurrently with Orlando, Woolf challenges the sexist 
assumption that all great artistry is the work of men. First, she recognizes that women writers have 
been marginalized and discouraged based on their sex. “Poetry depends on intellectual freedom,” 
Woolf contends. “Women have had less intellectual freedom than the sons of Athenian slaves. 
Women, then, have not had a dog’s chance of writing poetry” (Room, 106). Access to venues for 
showing work, for example, would not be available to would-be female artists of the sixteenth 
century. The problem with finding inspiration from female literary predecessors was that none were 
recorded, according to Woolf, at least until the eighteenth century (11). Woolf then emphasizes that 
to become a great writer is not a question of capability but a matter of opportunity. Being a man 
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does not make you a superior writer, Woolf implies, but it does help you to be taken seriously in a 
literary field traditionally dominated by men.  
 Nevertheless, possibility and actuality for artists are delineated by gender. For Woolf, the 
biological sex of a would-be artist is irrelevant, but an artist’s productive output is largely based on 
whether or not the artist is male. To further her point, Woolf highlights the incongruity between 
“Shakespeare’s women” – female characters in his dramas – and the realities of women’s lives in the 
male-dominated world of sixteenth century England. Woolf writes, “Some of the most inspired 
words in literature fall from the lips [of a Shakespearean female character]. In real life she could 
hardly read” (Room, 45). Orlando bemoans the same state of affairs once she becomes a woman: 
“they [men] debar us even from a knowledge of the alphabet” (Orlando, 117).  
 The bodies of female would-be writers are entirely significant. Woolf suggests that women 
are often barred from the literary realm precisely because of their sex. The laws and customs in 
Renaissance England were such that women had no property rights and were the property of their 
fathers and then husbands. Woolf’s story of Judith Shakespeare in A Room functions as commentary 
on Elizabethan women writers. Woolf creates Judith, an ancillary of Shakespeare, for purposes of 
comparison between a male and female sibling. Judith was denied any artistic recognition in her 
(fictional) lifetime on account of her female status. Her potential as a writer and actor was squelched 
by a sixteenth-century cultural climate that kept women largely illiterate and off-stage. 
Overshadowed by her male sibling and without the educational opportunities given to him on 
account of his gender, “It would have been impossible,” Woolf writes, “completely and entirely, for 
any woman [including Judith] to have written the plays of Shakespeare in the age of Shakespeare” 
(Room, 48).  
 Instead of becoming a successful stage actress, as she intended, Judith is impregnated by 
Nicholas Greene: the actor-manager in A Room (Room, 50) and literary critic in Orlando. Just like “the 
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average woman” (Orlando, 167-168), Judith is pregnant, but unlike other women she chooses suicide 
rather than subject her body to a “succession of childbirths” (Room, 50). Scholar Julia Briggs 
succinctly concludes that Judith Shakespeare was “destroyed by the patriarchal culture of her time” 
(Reading, 14). Judith’s or any woman’s decision not to have a child, according to Woolf’s 
contemporary, the British sex reformer Norman Haire, implied that she failed to harness the “drives 
[of] her body.” Widely popular in late 1920s England, Haire and his male cohort contended that 
women have a “physiological need of childbirth.”19 Judith’s failure in the roles of actress and mother 
marks a history of discouragement and male privilege.  
 Writers inherit Judith’s story, according to Woolf, and although Judith “never wrote a word” 
or, if she did, it was probably some pages “scribbled in an apple loft on the sly,” she is a “continuing 
presence” of would-be female authorship that may inspire others. Judith’s poetic spirit, Woolf 
contends, only needs “the opportunity to walk among us in the flesh” (Room, 11, 49). The 
intangibility of her art needs to find a body to house it. “Was not writing poetry a secret transaction, 
a voice answering a voice?” Orlando poses, “What could have been more secret, more slow, and like 
the intercourse of lovers, than the stammering answer she had made all these years to the old 
crooning song of the woods” (Orlando, 238). Ostensibly, it is this notion of finding a body for such 
“continuing presences” as Judith Shakespeare that inspires Woolf to construct Orlando as an 
embodiment of myriad forms of artistic expression. In particular, her expressions are not bound by 
conventional understandings of chronological time or limited life spans. Orlando herself experiences 
the overwhelming influence of would-be literary greats of the past. Her biographer described 
Orlando’s experience as though “words formed themselves, involuntarily, just as her pen had written 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
19 Norman Haire, Hymen, or the future of marriage (London: Paul, Trench, Trubner, 1927); Woman and Love 
Volume 2: A Treatise on the Anatomy, Physiology, Psychology and Sexual Life of a Woman, with an appendix on prostitution 
by Bernhard Bauer, translated by E.S. Jerdan (New York: Boni and Liveright, 1927). For a study of sex 
transformation, see Lili Elbe an Neils Hoyer, Man into Man: An Authentic Record of a Change of Sex; The true story 
of a miraculous transformation of the Danish painter Einar Wegener, trans. by H.K. Stenningworth (London: Jarrold 
Publishers, 1933).  
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of its own accord. It was not Orlando who spoke, but the spirit of the age” (179). “For the 
transaction between a writer and the spirit of the age is one of infinite delicacy,” the biographer 
continues, “a nice arrangement [on which] the whole fortune of his works depend” (196). The 
emphasis on the word his is striking in this context because the “spirit” of literary heritage was linked 
almost exclusively to male predecessors until at least the nineteenth century.  
 By using Orlando as a mouthpiece, Woolf further voices her concern about the impact of 
marriage on a woman’s possibilities for authorship. Desperate to find out whether she could still 
write as a married woman, Orlando “looked at [her wedding] ring. And she plunged her pen neck 
deep in the ink. To her enormous surprise, there was no explosion. She wrote” (Orlando, 195). A 
wedding ring, like a poem about a tree, symbolizes something that it is, in itself, not. A poem about a 
tree is not a tree, and a ring is not a marriage. As mentioned, “The Oak Tree” recalls the security and 
stability Orlando felt about the old oak tree on her family’s property, but it is a poem and not an oak 
tree, and at that, an oak tree only symbolizes stability. Similarly, Orlando’s ring, worn on the fourth 
finger of her left hand, signals a sense of security and strength, commonly associated with the 
institution of marriage. For Orlando, the impulse to conform to married life is somatic: a “ring of 
quivering sensibility about the second finger of her left hand” (175). It is a Western convention for 
married people to wear a wedding band on this finger, hence the connection between sensations in 
this finger linked to an urge to wed. 
 Although the patriarchal institution of marriage may be threatening to a female writer’s 
autonomy on some level, the challenge to make the roles of writer and wife simultaneously viable 
offers an opportunity to resist oppressive modes of culturally acceptable conduct and behavior. That 
is, for Orlando, writing poetry publicly as a woman challenged the cultural expectations for her 
behavior as a married woman. Like Woolf and Vita, Orlando revises the script for what it means to 
be a woman who is married and also a writer. Marriage and writing are not incompatible, after all, as 
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Woolf shows herself by writing and publishing Orlando while married to Leonard. Proving herself a 
successful woman writer and contributor to the field of women’s literary history, Woolf’s Orlando 
sold over 6000 copies in the first three months of its release (11 October 1928).  
 Woolf found a model for Orlando in the writer, aristocrat and lover Vita Sackville-West, to 
whom Woolf dedicated Orlando. “Shall you mind,” Woolf wrote to Vita, “it’s all about you and the 
lusts of your flesh and the lure of your mind [and] your excellence as a subject arises largely from 
your noble birth.”20 Unlike the brain and body of a living person, fiction is not bound by the limits 
of time and thus offers a way for Woolf to reconstruct Vita’s life in prose by stretching and 
transforming particular events. To convey such character complexity, Woolf writes with the detailed 
sense of a portrait painter, creating scenes for the Vita-inspired protagonist to interact with other 
characters in a shared environment. Orlando’s character – who was s/he, how was s/he, where was 
s/he, and what did s/he do and how did s/he do it – emerges as Woolf describes the atmosphere, 
mood, and spirit of various cultural ages with a tone of mock sentimentality that characterizes the 
novel overall. 
 As both are poets and sexual non-conformists, Vita and Orlando link to another female 
poet, Sappho, from the Greek Isle of Lesbos. Sappho became synonymous with female 
homosexuality: lexicographically the words “sapphism” and “lesbianism” are similar if not 
interchangeable. Companionship between women expressed in a physical way involved an element 
of sexual contact between women. Like most women in the earth twentieth century, it is probably 
true that Orlando’s affection toward women included “embracing, kissing, sitting close together, and 
sharing the same bed at night.” As her biographer contends, “all Orlando’s loves had been women, 
now, though she herself was a woman, it was still a woman she loves; and if the consciousness of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 Virginia Woolf, Letter to Vita Sackville-West (9 October 1927); Victoria-Sackville West, Knole and the 
Sackvilles (New York: George H. Doran, 1922). Incidentally, Vita was not upset when the public quickly 
realized that Orlando was based on and dedicated to her life. 
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being of the same sex had any effect at all, it was to quicken and deepen those feelings” (Orlando, 
119-120). As Hera Cook’s study makes clear, “women who identified as lesbians and bisexual 
women” often experimented with genital sexual activity, but “like many heterosexual women, did 
not initially identify their genitals as a source of pleasure.” Cook contends, moreover, that the 
Bloomsbury group “contributed to the new openness which was being introduced in novels and 
magazines, [but that] their sexual activity remained limited.” It was more a matter of becoming less 
“sexually prudish” in talking about sex in mixed-gendered groups (Cook, 176-185). 
 Woolf experimented with multisexualities – including lesbianism – breaking taboos and 
resisting the cultural default mode of sexuality understood according to a heterosexual continuum. 
Vita’s diary as well as her confessional letters to her husband, Harold, indicates that she and Virginia 
“slept together perhaps a dozen times.” Vita’s nephew Nigel Nicolson explains in his edited edition 
of Woolf’s letters that, “For Virginia the affair was a strange and pleasurable experience, but 
unintoxicating, terminable. Only for a short time was it central to her life. This was also true of Vita” 
(13). Moreover, Quentin Bell and Nigel Nicolson are, according to Lyndall Gordon’s biography of 
Woolf, “properly cautious” about using the word affair to characterize Woolf’s relationship with 
Vita. Gordon contends that Woolf did not “warm to [Vita’s] physical demonstrations” of affection 
and directed their relationship “over the years” to a “warm slipper friendship” (Gordon, 184). Woolf 
knew Vita Sackville-West since 1922, and according to Woolf’s biographer Phyllis Rose, Woolf “fell 
in love” with Vita around 1925. Their involvement was, as her biographer describes it, “a delightful 
and energizing experience for Virginia … none the less welcome because it came to her in her 
forties and was inspired by a woman” (Rose, 176). In Woman of Letters, Rose emphasizes that it was 
the idea of having a lesbian affair that excited Woolf. She “preferred the conceptual aura of romance, 
its literary glow, its aristocratic dazzle, to its deeply felt substance” (118). 
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 As Woolf reimagines Vita as Orlando, Orlando alternately figures as a man “or” woman. 
Orlando is a man “and” woman over the course of the novel. The word “land” also forms part of 
Orlando’s name, gesturing toward Vita’s award-winning poem titled The Land. Orlando exists as a 
remnant of Woolf’s memory of Vita’s physical body. Woolf describes the process of creating a 
character or how to arrange words on a page as to “bring her to life.” Of fiction, Woolf writes, “Life 
conflicts with something that is not life. Then since life it is in part, we judge it as life” (Room, 72). 
Taking the fictional Mrs. Martin as her example in A Room of One’s Own, Woolf describes the 
process: “What one must do to bring her to life was to think prosaically at one and the same 
moment, thus keeping in touch with fact but not losing sight of fiction either” (45). Woolf’s 
description of Mrs. Martin sounds strikingly similar to Vita: “aged thirty-six, dressed in blue, wearing 
a black hat and brown shoes…a vessel in which all sorts of spirits and forces are coursing and 
flashing perpetually” (46). Orlando, of course, is also aged thirty-six at the end of the novel.  
 Woolf mocks gender binaries through scenarios like Orlando’s encounter with Archduchess 
Harriet “Hare” of Romania (based on Henry, the would-be sixth earl of Harewood). Their meeting 
in the eighteenth century is a rather striking example of ambiguous sexuality. Based on her 
appearance, “a full height, which must have been something over six feet two” (Orlando, 83), which 
seemed uncharacteristic for a female, Orlando thought. Significantly, the symbolism of the hare is 
relevant for its association with transformation and creation. As a symbol of procreation and 
immortality, the hare is also linked with trickery, fraud, hyper-activity, and a tendency to not stay in 
one place for any length of time.21 Recall that the word mock also means deception. In a sense 
Orlando mocks or deceives its own subject: at is turns out, Harriet (whom Orlando assumed was a 
woman) is the Archduke Harry, a man who “dressed a woman” (132) and resembles one of Vita’s 
suitors, Henry Lord Lascelles. Orlando and Harry, according to the biographer, “acted the parts of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 Ted Andrews, Animal-Speak: The Spiritual and Magical Powers of Creatures Great and Small (Woodbury, MN: 
Llewellyn, 2002); Jessica Palmer, Animal Wisdom (Hammersmith: UK, Harper Collins, 2001).  
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man and woman,” but at first their roles were reversed, as each believed the other to be the sex 
“opposite” from their own. Once Orlando realizes that Harriet is Harry, the sex roles reverse. The 
encounter depicts a heterosexual romance, and the humor of the romance is largely derived from the 
confusion over who was tasked with acting the “part of man” and who the “part of woman” (132). 
 Orlando ends with a confirmation of heterosexual marriage. As Briggs notes, this is not “just 
the marriage of Orlando and Shel, of male and female, but of homo – and hetero – sexual love, of 
biography and autobiography, of literary history and quantum physics, of the body and the 
university, of eternity and time” (Briggs, Inner, 210). An example of one such union may be found in 
the dialogue of Orlando and Shel. “You’re a woman, Shel! she cried. You’re a man, Orlando! he 
cried. … For each was so surprised at the quickness of the other’s sympathy, and it was to each such 
a revelation that a woman could be as tolerant and free-spoken as a man, and a man as strange and 
subtle as a woman” (Orlando, 189). This fictional rendition of androgyny is precisely the embodiment 
of its principle described in A Room of One’s Own. Woolf imagines, self-admittedly “amateurishly” 
that “in each of us two powers preside, one male, one female” (Room, 96-97). Woolf partly mocks 
the literalness of her assertion by creating the dialogue between Orlando and Shel as one of surprise 
and sympathy at the similarities between them. 
 An Arthurian knight-type, Marmaduke Bonthrop Shelmerdine Esquire showcases his poetic 
persuasion and impressive memory by reciting the “entire works” of Percy Shelley “by heart” 
(Orlando, 178, 182, 191). The phrase “by heart” underscores poetic writing and recitation as activities 
linked to romantic sensibility. The name “Shel” forms part of “Shelley,” which is significant insofar 
as Woolf refers to Percy Shelley elsewhere as “perhaps sexless” in comparison to “androgynous” 
poets of the previous centuries, “Keats, Stern, Cowper, Lamb, Coleridge” (Room, 102). What would 
it mean for Shel to be sexless? Perhaps he has less sexual activity than the average person, he is 
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neuter, asexual, or generally unconcerned with sex. The word “less,” however, implies that he once 
had sex and is now without it or at least has it in a smaller quantity.  
 Vita’s sexual ambiguity seemed to substantiate Woolf’s conception of a “mixture of man and 
woman, one being uppermost and then the other” (Orlando, 139). Vita and her husband Harold 
Nicolson were openly bisexual, a sexual orientation that Vita believed was common among people 
but rarely admitted. “It will be recognized,” Nigel Nicolson wrote in Portrait of a Marriage, speaking 
for Vita, “that many more people of my type do exist than the present-day system of hypocrisy is 
commonly admitted.” To Woolf, in particular, Vita wrote that Orlando would encourage multisexual 
expressions and openness, hyperbolizing that the “percentage of lesbians is rising in the States, all 
because of you” (Nicolson, Portrait, 112). Notably, the “female invert” or homosexual was 
“constructed as masculine,” according to Freud’s assessment of nineteenth-century understandings 
of sexuality and genitalia, “because she was active in a sexual role with another woman” (Freud, 
Sexuality, 155). This was a time in history, of course, when love affairs between women were largely 
constructed according to narratives of heterosexual romance. 
 Furthermore, Vita functions for Woolf as the embodiment of the “androgynous mind” that 
she tries to describe in A Room of One’s Own with references to Shakespeare (Room, 97). This “man-
womanly/womanly-man” mind, according to Woolf, “is resonant and porous…naturally creative, 
incandescent and undivided” (97). By her own admittance, Vita felt “wracked by what she thought 
of as a dual personality, one in which masculine and feminine elements preponderated alternately.” 
Vita’s sexual ambivalence attracted Woolf’s attention. As Briggs explains, Woolf regarded Vita 
initially as “a grenadier; hard; handsome, manly. But as she came to know her better, a tender and 
motherly side unfolded” (Inner, 189). In addition to Vita’s inspiration and acknowledged bisexuality, 
Orlando is inclusive of multisexualities and thus goes beyond the problematic term “androgyny” 
rendered convincingly by Adrienne Rich as a misguided, insufficient, and outdated term. Further, the 
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relationship between Woolf and Vita may be identified on a “lesbian continuum,” a phrase 
introduced by Rich in an effort to expand the “clinical and limiting ring” of the word lesbianism. This 
continuum includes a range of “woman-identified experience, not simply the fact that a woman has 
had or consciously desired genital sexual experience with another woman” (Rich, “Compulsory,” 24-
29). Vita “changed” Woolf’s “awareness of her own desires” and encouraged her to “think 
differently about gender, its meaning and its fluidity” (Briggs, Inner, 189). Vita herself believed that 
“as centuries go on … the sexes become more nearly merged” (Sackville-West, Portrait, 101-102). 
 While writing Orlando and A Room of One’s Own between 1928 and 1929, Woolf thought 
about androgyny as an “ideal composite of opposite sexes [exemplified by Vita], and based on social 
stereotypes of masculinity and femininity” (Gordon, 188). As Lyndall Gordon explained, Woolf’s 
“flirtation with androgyny was short-lived” because she ultimately found it a too limiting description 
of an artist’s imaginative potential. Woolf eventually realized, however, that the great writer must rise 
above a composite of opposites and go beyond these dualities altogether. Rather than a “fusion” 
(Room, 97) of the sexes, then, Orlando represents the sexual multiplicities and desires of bodies that 
are male, female, or otherwise. Orlando challenges the binary categorization of masculine/feminine 
by dramatizing sexual multiplicity in many forms. A dimension of multisexuality, for instance, is the 
possibility of multivalent significations: the potential to interpret a situation from multiple points of 
view and simultaneously consider various perspectives. 
 Shakespeare bridges Woolf’s conceptual understanding of androgyny in A Room of One’s Own 
and its imagined embodiment (inspired by Vita) in the form of Orlando in Woolf’s fictional text. 
Woolf draws on this theory of the androgynous mind to demonstrate how sex functions as a 
metaphor for inclusivity: a quality of mind possessed by an artist of Shakespeare’s magnitude. Such 
myriad-mindedness is grounded in a principle of embracing difference rather than accepting 
singularity. The capacity to expand one’s imagination and encompass a broad scope is made 
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apparent in Orlando, for instance, by the “and” in Orlando’s name, as Briggs and others have noted. 
Shakespeare is such an important touchstone for Woolf precisely because he represents for her the 
epitome of a “great mind” with the capacity to fuse the “man’s brain” and the “woman’s brain” in 
one mind (Room, 97). Woolf specifies that his is “of the man-womanly mind,” suggesting that firstly 
his is a “man’s brain” but that his is “great” because it can also accommodate or have a “special 
sympathy with women” (97). How might Shakespeare benefit from such a sympathetic mind? 
Ostensibly, it would help him to imagine what a woman might say in a given situation (and thus 
represent it in his plays). Notably, Woolf stresses the word “androgyny” over “sympathy.” For 
Woolf, an androgynous mind is “undivided” and capable of imagining duality without delineation: 
“some collaboration has to take place in the mind between the woman and the man before the art of 
creation can be accomplished,” Woolf contends.  
 Establishing a quality of mind that tolerates difference equips Shakespeare with a “power to 
make images,” a quality without which “the art of creation” could not be accomplished (Room, 97, 
103). The uncommonly modest Woolf praises Shakespeare’s writing as far superior to her own 
potential as a writer: “I never knew how amazing his stretch and speed and word coining power is, 
until I felt it utterly outpace and outrace my own, seeming to start equal and then I see him draw 
ahead.” Woolf, aligning her artistry with Shakespeare in her diaries and letters, surely finds pleasure 
in the notion that she too exhibits the “hermaphroditic, androgynous” qualities of the “man-
womanly mind” that she attributed to “all great artists,” especially Shakespeare (97). 22  Woolf 
wonders about the quality of Shakespeare’s mind as he wrote “Lear and Antony and Cleopatra,” and 
concludes that it was “certainly the state of mind most favorable to poetry that ever existed” (52). 
Surely this is Woolf’s highest form of compliment.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Woolf acclaimed the greatness of Shakespeare in diary entries dated July 31, 1926 and April 13, 1930. In a 
letter to Vanessa Bell dated May 22, 1927, Woolf referred to “all great artists” as “hermaphrodite, 
androgynous.” In a diary entry dated April 13, 1930, Woolf admires Shakespeare’s “pliancy of mind.” 
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 In Shakespeare’s As You Like It, the character Rosalind’s line, “Contraries co-exist” (As You 
Like It, III.ii.40-42) is particularly relevant for this discussion of an “androgynous mind.” It 
anticipates the point Orlando makes about tolerating difference and holding mutually exclusive 
constructs (like male and female, for instance) in the mind simultaneously. William Blake voiced this 
sentiment as well, reasoning, “Without Contraries there is no progression.” Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
followed up this remark in Table Talk, declaring that “The truth is, a great mind must be 
androgynous.”23 The reference in A Room of One’s Own to Coleridge’s commentary on androgyny and 
Shakespeare more likely derives from Biographia Literaria (1817) than Table Talk, since it is in the 
former that Coleridge more fully describes his admiration for poetry and praises “our myriad-
minded Shakespeare” (Coleridge, 61). Orlando, like Vita and Shakespeare, is a poet and “as a poet 
[Orlando] was marked out by the quality that also characterizes Vita and Shakespeare – that is, a 
refusal to be pinned down, to be confined, and in particular to be confined to a single gender role” 
(Briggs, Reading, 18). 
 Shakespeare’s influence is not only theoretical for Woolf, evidenced by her engagement in A 
Room, as Woolf further integrates Shakespeare via As You Like It into the story of Orlando. Indeed, it 
has been argued that Orlando itself might be read as an act of homage to Shakespeare because his 
“comedies celebrate the possibilities of gender change and fluidity” (Briggs, Reading, 16-17). Woolf’s 
novel comically imitates a play that is already comedic and imitative. The play itself satirizes romantic 
love as an act of suffering, symbolized by a tree pained by the weight of shoddy poetry, a product of 
the figurative bleeding heart of Orlando de Bois. In Woolf’s novel, Orlando combines features of 
Rosalind and Orlando de Bois, specifically Rosalind’s crossdressing and both Orlando’s poetry 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 William Blake, “Proverbs of Hell,” The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790-1793); Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 
Specimens of the Table Talk of S.T. Coleridge, ed. Henry N. Coleridge (1835): Coleridge’s comment on the 
androgynous mind is dated 1 September 1832, and his comment on Shakespeare as a metaphysical deity is 
dated 12 May 1830. For Coleridge’s fuller assessment of Shakespeare’s “genius,” see Biographia Literaria 
(1817).  
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writing and melancholic temperament - “the words coming on the pants of his breath with the 
passion of a poet whose poetry is half pressed out of him by pain” (Orlando, 35) might describe the 
sentiment of either lover. With regard to Rosalind’s clothes, Oliver (Orlando de Bois’ brother) 
describes her features as feminine although he finds her overall haute accouterments to imply 
maleness – “Such garments, and such years. ‘The boy is fair, / Of female favor, and bestows himself 
/ Like a ripe sister’” (As You Like It, IV.ii.108-111). The description, of course, seems a bit scattered, 
mixing identity categories and social roles.  
 Shakespeare emerges in Orlando as the protagonist’s artistic hero. His presence in the text is 
indicated by a date that aligns with Orlando’s first trance. On 18 June 1604, Orlando “failed to rise 
at [the] usual hour. [Orlando] did not wake, take food, or show any signs of life for even whole 
days” (Orlando, 50). The year 1604 is significant as the date of Shakespeare’s retirement from acting 
to instead “concentrate on writing tragedies and dark comedies” (Hoffmann, 435). Moreover, 1604 
is significant as the date that Thomas Sackville purchased the house at Knole, Kent and, according 
to Robert Sackville-West, may have met Shakespeare as well (Inheritance, 210). 
 One of Woolf’s projects in Orlando is to take literary greats who are mythologized to the 
point of immortality and render them as humans. The effort is to delineate the physical, material 
body of the person and the (potentially immortal) literary, material output of the artist. At least for a 
while, Orlando regards Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, “and the rest” of the artists affiliated with 
Nicholas Greene as “gods” (Orlando, 67). On her return to England on a ship called The Enamoured 
Lady, Orlando represents a lady enamored of famous poets. Orlando had “no belief in the usual 
divinities”; instead, she “bestowed her credulity upon great men – the thought of a great writer 
stirred her to such a pitch of belief that she almost believed him to be invisible” (145). Orlando 
continues to admire particular literary “heroes” almost blindly but later notices an incongruity 
between the glory of their writings and the physical realities of their existences as human beings. The 
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admiration evidently was not reciprocal, as Alexander Pope remarked, “most women have no 
character at all” (32), according to the History of England, authored by “Professor Trevelyan”, and 
repeated in A Room of One’s Own.  
 As she ages and meets living poets in person, Orlando becomes disillusioned with her initial 
assessment of literary “gods.” Orlando “now began to live much in the company of men of genius,” 
her biographer writes, “yet after all they were not much different from other people” (Orlando, 152). 
She realizes that the poetry of Pope, among other eighteenth-century poets, including Joseph 
Addison, was written with surprising attention to basic material realities. Orlando contemplates the 
“visible and invisible aspects of the poets” (Gordon, 187) imagining their poems to be “scribbled 
down on the backs of washing bills held to the heads of printer’s devils at the street door” (Orlando, 
67). Orlando’s romantic sentimentality and admiration for the glory of poets met with the reality that 
such famous poets often act like ordinary people: “carousing and junketing in taverns and in beer 
gardens” (67). To emphasize their morality, the biographer insists on details: “Mr. Pope suffered 
with his head. Addison, Pope, Swift [were] fond of tea. Mr. Swift had a fine Malacca cane. Mr. 
Addison scented his handkerchiefs” (52). Such details, intimate and human, emphasize the 
physicality and humanity of the writer behind his immortal prose. Orlando’s initial imagination of 
the great Pope literally shrinks to human form when she notices the particularities of his face and 
the shape of his forehead. Pope is brought down in Orlando’s estimation to a body “subject to time, 
sickness and death” (Beer, 24). In fact, she compares his physical resemblance to “some squat reptile 
set with a burning topaz in its forehead” (Orlando, 148). The “intellect, divine as it is, and all 
worshipful, has a habit of lodging in,” what only Nick Greene could describe as the “most seedy of 
carcasses” (156).  
 For Greene, however, the quality of a man’s body is irrelevant to his status as a glorious 
genius among eighteenth-century poets. For Woolf, “genius” accords with “the love of nature, the 
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fiery imagination, the wild poetry, the brilliant wit, the brooding wisdom of her great predecessors” 
(Room, 91). The equivalent for Greene of what Woolf calls “myriad-minded” genius is “la gloire.” La 
gloire is a “style … of fine writing” (Orlando, 67). According to Greene’s definition, “glawr [the 
sound of his pronunciation of “gloire”] is the spur of noble minds” (66-67). Greene most admires 
those who “cherish the past and honor those writers who take antiquity for their model and write, 
not for pay but for Glawr” (67). “Glawr!” Greene shouts, “the names were different, of course, but 
the spirit was the same” (205). Greene echoes the importance of literary inheritance outlined initially 
by Woolf in A Room. “Had I a pension of three hundred pounds a year paid quarterly,” Greene 
explains, in the same line of thought adopted by Woolf’s polemic, “I would live for Glawr alone. I 
would imitate his [Cicero’s] style. That’s what I call fine writing. But it’s necessary to have a pension 
to do it” (67). Woolf too referred to Cicero when making a similar point in Room, namely that 
women need financial independence and a room to write (Room, 214). Woolf includes herself among 
the fortunate writers who have a room and finances to write. All the while, Woolf aligns the need for 
space with the quest for good writing. Nicholas Greene, for instance, does not have the kind of 
“sound-proof room” as Carlyle, nor does Greene have Carlyle’s esteemed reputation (214). “Seizing 
the pen with which his little boy was tickling the cat’s ears,” Greene writes a satire of his visit to 
nobleman Orlando’s estate “with scarcely any disguise” (Orlando, 70).  Greene’s genre is “satire” (70) 
– which to some extent mirrors Woolf’s “mock style” roman à clef. 
 Orlando’s gender is queered in the text, as her ambiguous sexual orientation cannot be 
determined based on her clothes. The appearance of one’s gender, hanging as it were on a body like 
a coatrack, is a façade, Orlando makes clear. “Women are not obedient, chaste, scented, and 
exquisitely appareled by nature,” Orlando realizes. “They can only attain these … by the most 
tedious discipline” (115-116). On account of its potential for color, size, shape, and style options, 
fashion may exaggerate or conceal the appearance of a person as male or female identified. A 
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component of Orlando’s gender ambiguity has to do with her clothing choices that “seemed to 
vacillate” by sometimes expressing cultural codes associated with a man/“breeches” or a 
woman/“petticoat” (161). By design, the art of wearing clothes enables various forms of self-
expression, including gender expression, and of course may conceal human anatomy that medical 
professionals use to identity and divide people according to sex. For Orlando to defend herself 
against men who might find her “display [of] strong features of the [male] sex” to be threatening, 
culture dictates, according to Joan Riviere, that she downplay her identification with the power 
association with “possession of masculinity” (127-137). 
 In Orlando, it is not so much that clothes “show” or adequately reflect a correlation between 
gendered dress and biological sex, rather the amusement lies in the “show” itself. The significance 
lies in the repetition of a gendered showing or mode of dress and clothed self-presentation that, 
according to Judith Butler, “exposes the illusion of gender identity as an intractable depth and inner 
substance” (Butler, 187). Gender is an “act,” Butler continues, “as it is open to splittings, self-
parody, self-criticism, and those hyperbolic exhibitions of the natural that, in their very exaggeration 
reveal its fundamental phantasmatic status” (161-165). Moira Gatens furthers Butler’s claim, “The 
sexed body can no longer be conceived as the unproblematic biological and factual base upon which 
gender is inscribed, but must itself be recognized as constructed by discourses and practices that 
take the body both as their target and as their vehicle for expression” (Gatens, 230).  
 Woolf expands Orlando’s life to span centuries and her sex change to get a full 
representation of gender possibility within an individual over time. Lyndall Gordon recognizes 
Orlando as a celebration of Vita and the book itself as a “pageant of social postures, gorgeous clothes, 
and all the artifice of sex roles played to the hilt and encased in a thick layer of glamour” (87). There 
are a variety of reasons why a person might choose to cross-dress, such as an exploration of one’s 
gender identity or as a gesture of political intervention. Orlando’s biographer aptly contends that 
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clothes may “keep the male and female likeness” but conceal a sex that is not what the gendered 
mode of dress suggests (Orlando, 139). It is understood that a person who identifies as a cross-
dresser wears clothes conventionally worn by someone of a different gender than the one in which 
s/he is usually seen to be. For example, people would typically identify a person as a cross-dresser 
when the person appears to be female but is wearing clothes typically affiliated with male gender 
accouterments. The judgment is largely based on cultural expectations and behavioral stereotypes 
linked to physical appearance and customary gender-identity roles.  
 Further, prose and clothes are closely related in Orlando. It is no accident that Orlando is 
working on her poem, “The Oak Tree” when she recognizes the shadow of a “figure in a riding 
hood” (Orlando, 83) of ambiguous gender. Literary style is connected to fashion style in Orlando, as 
both are modes of expression. Style, from Latin stilus, means stick/stake or instrument for writing. 
The practice of writing, of course, is also a form of styled expression. Literary text styles refer to the 
texture of the novel or how it is formed. The style of Orlando as a mock epic, for example, is 
announced from the start of the novel: “There could be no doubt of his sex, though the fashion of 
the time did something to disguise it” (11, emphasis added). Disguise means strange style of dress 
(from guise, meaning “style”), and to dis-guise with clothes sometimes involves malicious deception 
or good-humored costumery. 
 Orlando remains focused on matters of style, specifically with regard to Orlando’s self-
presentation as a cross-dressing gender queer and as an aspiring woman writer burdened and 
discouraged by a history of sexism. She confronts her libidinal energy when she feels “ready to tear 
[her] hair out with vexation” (Orlando, 28). Attracted to Princess Marousha Stanilovska Dagmar 
Natasha “Sasha” Iliana Ramanovitch, although uncertain whether Sasha is male or female, Orlando 
comes to terms with her own frustration that acting on her desire might be “out of the question” on 
account of the social taboo of same-sex romance (28). Notably, female homosexual behavior was 
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never illegal in Britain, though attempts were made in 1921 to make it illegal, which may be a 
controversy that Woolf is partly responding to.24  
 Woolf explores ways in which changes in clothing styles interacted with identity, perception, 
and queer visibility. When it comes to the practice of writing a poem or developing a pregnancy, in 
both instances, women are socialized to hide and disguise such realities in order to accommodate the 
cultural expectations for a “modest woman” (Orlando, 171). Crinoline, for example, was imposed by 
the “fashionable world” of Victorian England to hide the “deplorable fact” of pregnancy for as long 
as possible (179). In parallel fashion, Orlando learned to hide her manuscripts “when interrupted” 
(137), taking the lead from the fictional Judith Shakespeare, who “hastily hid her manuscript” (Room, 
131) and Jane Austen, who “hid her manuscripts or covered them with a piece of blotting paper” 
when her solitude was disrupted (Room, 67; from Memoir of Jane Austen, by her nephew James Edward 
Austen-Leigh). Notably, and for reasons discussed later, Orlando finds no shelter for her poem at 
the base of the very oak tree that inspired it; instead, the poem remains hidden only by the author’s 
body: “For it was known that he still carried about with him, in the bosom of his cloak, a much-
scored manuscript” (Orlando, 91).   
 Despite the threat of public shame, evidenced by hiding “The Oak Tree” “when 
interrupted” (Orlando, 172), before and after Orlando becomes a woman, Orlando craves writing and 
continues to do so whenever possible. By the time Orlando reached age 25, s/he wrote “forty-seven 
plays, histories, romances, poems … all romantic, and all long” (57). For close to “three hundred 
years,” Orlando carried “The Oak Tree” around “in her bosom” despite “hazardous circumstances” 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Havelock Ellis provided a classic stereotype of the female homosexual in Sexual Inversion: Studies in the 
Psychology of Sex, vol. 2 (1897; 1927): “When they still retain female garments, they usually show some traits of 
masculine simplicity and there is nearly always a disdain for the petty feminine artifices of the toilet. Even 
when this is not obvious, there are all sorts of instinctive gestures and habits which may suggest to female 
acquaintances the remark that such a person ought to have been a man.” For a study of same-sex attraction 
and copulation, see (Hetero)sexual Politics, eds. Mary Maynard and June Purvis (New York: Taylor and Francis, 
1995), p. 5. 
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(173). For Orlando, the road to publication was nothing less than arduous. Disillusioned “at the age 
of thirty, or thereabouts,” Orlando decided to burn “in a great conflagration fifty-seven poetical 
works, only retaining “The Oak Tree” because of its sentimental value [as a] boyish dream” (71). 
The dream remained unrealized for thirty-six years criticized as a waste of time and “affliction” (55) 
that detained noblemen from serious matters of state. Author and critic Nicholas Greene regarded 
Orlando’s efforts to write as a sixteenth-century “nobleman” as an “inexpiable disgrace” (57).  But 
for Orlando, the biographer contends, “there was a glory about a man who had written a book and 
had it printed, which outshone all the glories of blood and state” (62). It was not until becoming a 
woman that Orlando publishes “The Oak Tree.” In the twentieth century, Orlando publishes poetry 
as a woman, a feat unheard of centuries before. Indeed, it seems that being a poet, nobleman, or 
woman were all mutually exclusive categories for centuries.  
 The title of Orlando’s poem, “The Oak Tree,” recalls the love-struck character Orlando de 
Bois, who wrote poetry for Rosalind and posted his poems on trees as an expression of his love (As 
You Like It, II.3). The characters are also connected nominally: “Orlando” is the masculine Italian 
form of Roland, meaning “Famous land” (which also links to Vita’s poem, The Land). In As You 
Like It, Orlando’s father is named Rowland de Bois (I.i). In Woolf’s novel, Orlando is the youngest 
of Sir Rowland de Boys’ children.  Moreover, Woolf connects Orlando’s literary ancestry to Orlando 
de Bois to emphasize a tradition of romantic sensibility as well as a desire for rootedness. As an 
exercise in the “tedious homology of love,” Orlando de Bois nails poetry to the Arden Forest. 
“Hang there, my verse, in witness of my love … On the prettiest branches,” Orlando says, also 
thinking that “at the end of every sentence / I’ll write Rosalinda” (III.ii, 143, 10, 123-128). Further, 
Orlando de Bois, the character who pursues his love interest Rosalind throughout the play, shares a 
name with Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso, Orlando maddened, (published over 50 years before As You 
Like It). Orlando: A Biography “begins as the story of a young man in love with a girl dressed as a boy, 
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the story of a hero run mad for love.” The hero of Ariosto’s poem “anticipates Shakespeare’s 
concern with names carved on trees” (Sackville-West, 194). Later, Woolf’s protagonist joins this 
group of poets associated with trees.  
 The rooted object with a “depth and inner substance” in both Orlando and Shakespeare’s 
play is the oak tree. Its stability is suspect, however, given its existence in the realm of fiction. A play 
about a tree produces the idea of a tree but not a real tree with branches and a trunk. Such disparity 
between an imagined substance and an actual thing recalls Ferdinand de Saussure’s linguistic 
semiotics. The imprint tree, written in a text like Orlando, or the phonetic sound tree, when spoken on 
stage, for example, represent the concept of tree but nothing, aside from cultural convention, 
compels the word to refer to a living tree. The same logic may be used regarding Butler’s point 
about gender performative acts as they relate to actual bodies. That is, a clothed body, performing 
“woman” for instance, has as much relation to an actual sexed body as the word tree does to an 
actual tree. Woolf formulates Orlando’s sex change by linking “The Oak Tree, a Poem” to 
Shakespeare’s As You Like It (1598).  
 Shakespeare is important for Orlando as the most widely recognized or celebrated literary 
figure to demonstrate the ways that multiplicities of meaning and multisexual performances go 
together. Shakespeare’s dramatization of gender bending in As You Like It is something that Woolf 
draws upon for Orlando. There is a great deal of crossdressing in Orlando, which is also true of As You 
Like It. In the case of As You Like It, Rosalind disguises herself as a boy named Ganymede who 
gives romance advice to Orlando de Bois (who is in love with Rosalind but does not recognize her 
disguise). Rooted in Greek culture, the name Ganymede signals a subtext of homoeroticism. The 
name Ganymedes (with an “s”) is a compound of two words, both derived from Greek: ganumai 
(meaning “gladdening”) and medeôn (meaning “prince” or “genitals”) (Plato and Hibson, web). 
Rosalind adopts a male name for reasons of security as she travels through the Forest of Arden with 
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her female cousin Celia, who downplays her social class and conceals herself as a shepherdess. 
Rosalind focuses on disguising her gender by changing her clothes and her mannerisms, which also 
changes her social class as a result. These are not the only characters who change costumes in As 
You Like It, as Orlando de Bois, Rosalind’s love interest and future husband, morphs his appearance 
in order to participate in a wrestling match and avoid being identified as himself.  
 By comparison, in Orlando, the protagonist presents as male and at other times as female 
more for personal amusement than purposes of security. On the Enamoured Lady, Orlando becomes 
conscious of how her body and clothes influence how others stereotype her gender based on their 
perceptions of her physical appearance. She discovers naturalized social codes, licensed by the world 
at large, that dictate how to interpret whether, for example, Orlando was “most man or woman” 
(Orlando, 140). As Orlando plays with gender presentation, she recognizes that shifts in her dress 
style impact how other people interact with her. Specifically, Orlando realizes that the ship’s captain 
would not have offered to shade her from the sun if she were not dressed as a woman, and she 
believes that the appearance of her legs may have “fatal effects” for a clumsy sailor who happens to 
“look down” (138, 113-116). In exchange for wearing what she regards as non-functional and 
impractical skirts – “plaguey things to have about one’s heels” (114) – Orlando discovers that the 
“source of women’s power” is to manipulate the desires of men: “the game of resisting and yielding 
or refusing to yield” (120).  
 One of the problems with this game is that it works only when Orlando positions her body 
as an object to be desired. This positioning constitutes the erotic in female terms and confines 
femininity to, as Adrienne Rich phrases it, “a single part of the body or solely to the body itself” 
(Rich, 24-29). In this case, the burden of male attention is on Orlando’s legs, and her calves in 
particular. Notably, Ruth Saxton claims that the power of the body to exert influence and control 
over others is often unrealized by characters in Woolf’s fiction. “The female character,” Saxton 
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explains, “is relatively unconscious of her own degree of control over her body and the extent to 
which she is read by others” (Saxton, 95-122). Surely this is not the case in Orlando, as the 
protagonist is viscerally aware of how her presence shapes the behaviors of men around her.  
 What Woolf is depicting in her biography of Vita is multiple forms of sexual expression. Vita 
(and Orlando) represents sexual ambiguity with her manner of dress, sometimes cross-dressing to 
look manly or womanly. According to Orlando’s biographer, there was a certain “ambiguity in her 
terms … as if she belonged to neither [sex]” (Orlando, 117). Vita “loved wearing trousers, and was 
thrilled to pose and pass as a man in public” (Briggs, 189-191). According to herself, she was 
“remarkably successful in her imposture, walking down Piccadilly smoking a cigarette, buying a 
newspaper from a boy who called her sir” (Rose, 178). Likewise, Orlando goes out in Leicester 
Square “as a woman dressed as a man” (Orlando, 158, 230). Ascribing to the cultural codes of gypsies 
in Constantinople, Orlando “dressed herself in Turkish coats and trousers,” which were worn 
“indifferently to either sex” (103). On another occasion, Orlando “bought herself a complete outfit 
of such clothes as women then wore, and it was in the dress of a young Englishwoman of rank that 
she now sat on the deck of the Enamoured Lady” (113).   
 The performance of crossdressing, however, puts pressure on what Rackin refers to as the 
conditioned assumption that the “sexed body is the unshakable ground of gender identity” (Rackin, 
127). It is, of course, important to keep in mind that our modern understanding of the sex-gender 
system was not how gender difference was understood in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth-
centuries. Rackin offers a particularly useful example: “In 1594, for instance, the medical term 
hermaphrodite was generalized to include gender in a usage that conflated social role with physical 
structure” (121). Over time such classifications have been complicated and in some instances 
dismantled. What remains, however, is a link between crossdressing as a practice of mobilizing erotic 
feelings. An actor or spectator’s desire may not fall easily into such classifications as homo- or 
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hetero erotic desire. With this in mind, it suits that Woolf relates her protagonist to the cast of 
Shakespeare’s As You Like It. The cast includes a cross-dressing figure (Rosalind, the character and 
the male actor playing the female part), as well as Orlando de Bois, who shares a name with the 
novel’s Orlando and posts poems on trees, thus returning the paper to its material source.  
 Rosalind is a role model for Orlando’s behavior as a woman. Aware of the dangers of a 
young woman travelling without a male chaperone, Rosalind wonders, “Alas, what danger will it be 
to us, Maids as we are, to travel forth so far? Beauty provoketh thieves sooner than gold” (As You 
Like It, I.iii.105-107). There is danger in beauty, Rosalind figures, and the art of seduction is 
something to be practiced for mastery. As Rosalind and Orlando’s behaviors suggest, beauty may be 
manipulated to one’s advantage rather than destruction. Rosalind faints at the sight of a bloody 
handkerchief and convinces Oliver that the act was “counterfeit, I assure you” (IV.ii.191-200). 
Orlando is similarly adept at morphing her behavior in compliance with social expectation and to 
her advantage. As mentioned, Orlando behaves in such a way as to provoke a particular response 
from the ship’s captain. Moreover, her gender identification with women is deployed strategically as 
she realizes, for example, that certain modes of male dress would afford her opportunities not 
available to her dressed as a woman. Thus she disguises herself in the clothing of a man to walk 
through London at night without a chaperone and in order to interact with female prostitutes.  
 Significantly, Rosalind behaves strangely, breaking poetic custom and delivering the final 
epilogue of the play, which is usually reserved for a male character. Rosalind announces such 
peculiarity to the audience: “It is not the fashion to see the lady the epilogue, but it is no more 
unhandsome than thee the lord the prologue” (As You Like It, V.iv). The rupture in convention is 
signaled by the attention drawn to the sex of the actor playing Rosalind. Female roles were usually 
reserved for boys whose vocal range was still high on account of not reaching puberty. Incidentally, 
the fictional Judith Shakespeare was denied exactly this type of character role because she was 
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female, and male children played female characters. To emphasize the sex of the actor playing 
Rosalind and to highlight the gender crossing involved in dressing and “playing” a female character, 
Shakespeare writes comedic lines for a dramatic ending. “If I were a woman,” the boy actor 
announces, “I would kiss as many of you as had beards” (epilogue, 14-15).  
 It is a well-known fact that actors on the Elizabethan stage were exclusively male. Female 
characters in Shakespeare’s time were crossdressed, as Shakespeare scholar Phyllis Rackin explains, 
simply because “all the actors who played their parts were male.” Less widely acknowledged, 
however, is that “of the thirty-eight surviving plays attributed to Shakespeare, about one fifth 
involved crossdressing” (Rackin, 114). The absence of female actors on stage is remarkable, given 
that it was not illegal at that time for women to perform professionally on the English stage. In three 
of the plays, including As You Like It, crossdressing is “central to both the complication and the 
resolution of the plot.” One of the functions of crossdressing performances lies in its resolution of 
established gender hierarchies at the end of the play.  
 Textiles or clothes offer a manner of styling the body. The biographer explains that 
Orlando’s clothing choices “vacillated between this style and that,” as did the quality of her writing, 
“the heroic and pompous; next the plain and simple” (Orlando, 61). Style is something to be captured 
and let go; it is a fad of sorts. Orlando explains, “style … is born of the air, and breaks like a wave 
on the furniture and rolls and fades away, and is never to be recaptured, least of all by those who 
prick up their ears, half a century later, and try” (139). The body may be styled in such a way as to be 
a kind of performative text. Embodying multiplicity is akin to a performance whereby a singular 
body can have multiple forms of signification or artistic expressions. Orlando adopts the fashions of 
women with the “most tedious discipline” in order to fit the style preferences of “ladies in flowered 
silk” (178, 123). Over the course of the novel s/he wears a range of clothes “from breeches to 
petticoats” (161). Clothes, according to one Woolf scholar, “are unreliable indications of what may 
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exist underneath” (DiBattista, lxiv) in terms of sexed body anatomy. To strive to know the “truth” 
of one’s sex is, again, to miss the point or enjoyment of the show. Clothes are adornments that allow 
for self-styling and self-expression. The “choice” of wearing clothes designed for one gender or 
another offers a modicum of pleasure for Orlando as it did for Vita (Orlando, 139). Clothes, 
according to the biographer, “have, they say, more important offices merely than merely to keep us 
warm. They change our view of the world and the world’s view of us” (138). Indeed, this is most 
true for Vita, who shifted the ways she styled herself, playing with various modes of dress.  
 For Orlando, writing is both an experience that works through the body but also an 
engagement that feels separate from it. Her biographer describes the process: “She spilt the ink over 
the page … She was all of a quiver, all of a stew. Nothing more repulsive could be imagined than to 
feel the ink flowing thus in cascades of involuntary inspiration. What had happened to her?” 
(Orlando, 175).  It also happens through the body: “to write, not with the fingers, but with the whole 
person” (177). Away from the conveniences of her writing desk, Orlando creates writing 
instruments from objects found in nature. She “made ink from berries and wine” (107-108). In this 
way, her poem about nature is literally made possible by elements found in nature: thus creating a 
closed loop between subject of the poem and material substance that makes the poem. Another 
sense of the word “nature” comes into play as Orlando’s biographer describes how the writing 
process works in relation to the natural rhythms and movements of the body.  
 Acquiring materials for writing may be read as violence against nature. This reading 
complicates how the role of landscape has been so far understood in Orlando and As You Like It.  
Orlando finds refuge in the shade of the oak tree over a length of many years and titles her award-
winning poem after it. Likewise, Orlando de Bois’s act of posting poems on trees is more commonly 
read as an expression of love rather than violence against the trees he thereby conceals. Woolf 
explains in A Room that the relationship between a person and “reality” – namely “the sky … and 
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the trees or whatever it may be” is highly significant and perhaps more relevant than “the common 
sitting-room” (Room, 112). It is during such individual excursions into nature and engagement with 
its living forms (sky, tree, etc.) that the “opportunity will come and the dead poet who was 
Shakespeare’s sister will put on the body which she has so often laid down” (112). In other words, it 
is such engagements with nature that bring a poet in relation to her rich literary heritage, 
unrecognized potential, and forthcoming possibilities. Orlando emerges as a writer not alone, then, 
but arises from “the very landscape outside” (Orlando, 83) that carries a prosperous literary heritage 
that lives as long and roots as deeply as an oak tree. 
 Orlando tries to bury her literary product at the base of the oak tree, thus returning it to the 
source of its inspiration and also offering it the shade and security that Orlando once found beneath 
it. But she realizes that she does not have a tool to dig with. Unlike Judith who successfully buried 
her fetus, in the womb and then in death, Orlando’s prodigy evidently remains above the surface. 
For Orlando, the connection between the poem and the tree is arguably about activating a memory 
of emergence. As the rooted tree clutches in the earth, the poem may one day resurface from 
underground. Just like Orlando had “flung himself under his favorite oak tree” (Orlando, 71) only to 
stand up again and go on, so too could “The Oak Tree” rise again and leave the tree’s roots and dirt 
that sheltered it.  
 The biographer’s description of Orlando’s interaction with the oak tree sounds strangely like 
an encounter between two human bodies: “Flinging herself on the ground, she felt the bones of the 
tree running like ribs from a spine this way and that beneath her” (Orlando, 237). Burying her poem 
under the earth, however, would enable Orlando to symbolically solidify or root her “fame” (228). 
Her public response to awards and prizes was to scoff and them with derisive laughter: “Fame! (She 
laughed.) Fame! Seven editions. A Prize. Photographs in the evening papers (here she alluded to the 
Oak Tree and The Burdett Coutts’ Memorial Prize which she had won” (228). “I bury this as a 
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tribute, a return to the land of what the land has given me … she thought then of the oak tree here 
on its hill, and what has that got to do with this?” (238). Again, Saussure’s linguistic theory about the 
generally arbitrary connection between word and thing comes to mind, especially because one of 
Saussure’s examples is the tree. 
 Over the long duration of Orlando’s revision process, nature remains the poem’s focal topic. 
While revising her poem, “The Oak Tree,” Orlando muses over nature’s “queer tricks” (Orlando, 74). 
One such “trick” is nature’s potential to transform imaginatively in her mind. “What a 
phantasmagoria the mind is and meeting-places of dissemblables,” Orlando muses. To think 
through the incongruities held in her own mind, Orlando takes to writing poetry: “in pursuance of 
these thoughts, she had out her pen and paper, and started afresh upon The Oak Tree” (130). As 
she gazes at the tree, it becomes “the back of a great horse; or the deck of a tumbling ship – it was 
anything indeed, so long as it was hard” (15). Wanting something hard suggests a need for 
something steady, an anchor of sorts, such as an oak tree might provide. The tree becomes a symbol 
of heritage and property: “family tree … old and deeply rooted” (25). Over time and the course of 
the novel, “the tree had grown bigger, sturdier, and more knotted” (237). Orlando “felt the need of 
something which he could attach his floating heart to,” the biographer writes. He found stability 
with the “oak tree” – tying his heart to it, so to speak, much in the spirit of Orlando de Bois, who 
tied his passionate, heart-felt love poetry to ancient trees in the Arden Forest. On the contrary, 
Orlando’s biographer contends, “Green in nature is one thing, green in literature another. Nature 
and letters seem to have a natural antipathy; bring them together and they tear each other to pieces” 
(14).
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CHAPTER 2 
 
YEATS’ FEMALE FORMS AND POETIC FIGURES 
 
 Throughout his poetic corpus, W.B. Yeats variously conceives of his artistic process in 
relation to the female body and desire. Movement from a Hellenic sense to a human form 
characterizes his embodied visions. Yeats’ early idealized embodiments, such as the young beautiful 
figure of the dancer in “Michael Robartes and the Dancer” (1921), showcase the ways in which the 
artistic and real are intertwined: his self-fictionalizing as Michael Robartes reflects on his relationship 
with Iseult Gonne in this poem. The dancer is Yeats’ encounter with embodied art, and the 
mythological overtones of Iseult/Princess Isolde mark Yeats’ dancer not just as an object of desire 
but also as artistry embodied. Indeed, embodiment becomes more decisive in his later poems as 
Yeats relocates beauty in art from a female body that is without a voice or desire of her own to a 
more focused image of an aging and sexual body that is not beautiful yet is still desirable and 
desiring. In other words, Yeats’ later poems continue to challenge how his aesthetic may be best 
expressed through depictions of women but move away from idealizing beauty and more explicitly 
appreciate the female voice for the sake of its own desire. This shift, of course, is not a sudden 
rupture, but rather a succession of waves or ragged movements toward a place where the woman’s 
body is passionately engaged with a world that mirrors nature and especially sexuality.  
 Yeats’ poems constantly challenge the possibility that sexual and intellectual depths might 
co-exist in the figure of a woman. Indeed, he comes to understand his own artistry in the blurred 
boundaries of these thresholds: the beautiful dancer archetype as an evolving image of creativity and 
the aging Crazy Jane, who functions as a symbol of wasted generative possibility as her body enjoys 
sexual pleasure without reproduction. The word her is italicized here to emphasize that Yeats’ 
portrayal of female desire in “Words for Music Perhaps” in The Winding Stair and Other Poems (1933) 
– hereafter referred to as the “Crazy Jane series” of poems – involves the voice of a female speaker. 
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He does not speak of desire for her but tries to imagine desire from her perspective; and part of that 
effort involves giving a voice to her desire through the act of writing. The Crazy Jane figure 
contrasts with the image of the dancing girl, who embodies language or enacts bodily desire without 
giving it “words for music.” Instead, the dancing girl’s body becomes indistinguishable from the 
music/dance/art she performs: “How can we know the dancer from the dance?,” (“Among School 
Children,” CP, 217.64).    
 The question becomes, how is art embodied as woman’s female experience in Yeats’ poetic 
corpus? A chronological reading of Yeats’ poems from “Adam’s Curse” (1904) to “The Circus 
Animals’ Desertion” (1939) responds to this question by demonstrating how Yeats evolves as an 
artist by becoming more deliberately provocative in his writing. Art is embodied through Yeats’ 
poetic play with different subject/object positions while never fully occupying a singular perspective. 
This evolution has something to do with Yeats’ history, which is a story often told with recourse to 
national and mythical Ireland. Instead of repeating those narratives, this chapter focuses on Yeats at 
the private and artistic level. Such a shift examines how Yeats imagined himself at the farthest 
reaches of his personality and often in categories of opposition: old/male body; young/female body; 
old/female body. Said another way, Yeats’ changing aesthetic relates to a change in his depictions of 
female forms. Images of female desire become increasingly frequent in Yeats’ later works, such as 
“Sailing to Byzantium” (1928), reach a peak of holy obscenity in “Crazy Jane Talks with the Bishop” 
(1933), when a female speaker declares that “Love has pitched his mansion in / The place of 
excrement” (CP, 259-260.15-16).  
 Close readings of the following poems, divided into four sections, will show how Yeats 
reshapes and reimagines female forms in relation to artistic accomplishment as his artistry 
increasingly occupies spaces of gendered difference. Section 1, “Artistic Expression,” broadly 
addresses Yeats’ aesthetic experiments with poetic form as he transitions from an artistry grounded 
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in symbolist aesthetics to one of materialism and embodiment. This section engages primarily with 
“Adam’s Curse” (1904) and “Before the World was Made” (1933) alongside oblique references to 
“A Coat” (1914) and “The Circus Animals’ Desertion” (1939) where relevant. Section 2, “Dancer 
Imagery,” investigates Yeats’ various application of the dancer archetype in “The Double Vision of 
Michael Robartes” (1919) and “Among School Children” (1928). It focuses on the figure of the 
dancer as a work of art (constructed by the poet) and the basis for art (a body that dances/performs 
art). Section 3, “Embodying Knowledge,” includes “A Prayer for My Daughter” (1921) but focuses 
primarily on “Leda and the Swan” (1923) and “The Mother of God” (1933) as crux poems that 
establish Yeats’ conception of the body as a conduit to knowledge. The final section, Section 4, 
“Baptism of the Sewer,” investigates the scatological insistence in Yeats’ later work on base 
physicality as a possible foundation for genuine spiritual or artistic expression. It focuses, in 
particular, on the experimental voice in the “Crazy Jane series” – “Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks at 
the Dancers” (1933) and “Crazy Jane Talks with the Bishop” (1933) as well as “A Stick of Incense” 
(1938-1939) – to show how Yeats’ depiction of the aging, non-beautiful body functions not just as a 
potential source of male desire but also as a mode for female expression of her own desire. This 
section concludes the chapter by showing how Yeats idealizes ‘woman’ and beauty in a new way in 
his later poems and portrays desire itself through the eyes or voice of Crazy Jane. 
 
SECTION 1: ARTISTIC EXPRESSION   
 “We were the last romantics / all is changed,” Yeats wrote in 1931, memorializing the 
Shelleyean coal of poetic inspiration that had “long faded from the world” (CP, 245.46). Shelley’s A 
Defence of Poetry; or, Remarks Suggested by an Essay Entitled “The Four Ages of Poetry” (1821) and his 
symbol of poetic inspiration as a “fading coal” anticipates the idea of disappearance and dying 
luminosity in Yeats’ “He remembers forgotten Beauty” (1899) and the idea of “loveliness / long 
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faded from the world” (CP, 62.2-3). At least initially, in his earlier poems, such as “To a Child 
dancing in the Wind” (1914) and “When Helen lived” (1914), Yeats subscribed to the Romantic idea 
that “poetry makes immortal all that is best and most beautiful in the world” (Shelley). In his later 
poems, ideal forms of ethereal beauty gain a material basis as Yeats shifts his interest to depictions 
of artistic creation that involve bodies. The connection is from Yeats’ shift to historical realities from 
those of faery.  
 Yeats’ introduction to The Oxford Book of Modern Poetry 1892-1935, which he also edited, 
refers to Shelley’s poetic vision as it relates to “his dream” and Byron and Henley’s visions as they 
relate to “adventure, action.” The difference between Yeats and poets like John Keats, Percy Shelley, 
and Stephen Crane, for instance, is that Yeats lived almost as long as the latter three combined. 
Keats and Crane, both taken by tuberculosis at ages 25 and 28, respectively, and Shelley at the age of 
29 by drowning, all experienced a solid 40 years less than Yeats. Not unlike these other famous 
poets, Yeats published his first collection at age 24, but outliving them all, Yeats continued to write 
for another three decades, winning a Nobel Prize in 1923. Given the duration of his prolific career, 
it is perhaps unsurprising that scholars typically divide his work into three periods: early, middle, and 
late. Further, Yeats wrote in the same introduction, “In 1900 everybody got down off his stilts” (xi). 
With this statement Yeats acknowledges a shift in poetic culture away from symbolism.  
 In his earlier poems, Yeats idealizes the form of women and beauty at a skin-deep or 
superficial level. She is merely fair or dark and dangerous. In an earlier poem, “He remembers 
forgotten Beauty” (1899), for instance, Beauty is personified and rendered as a nameless and 
therefore indistinct everywoman figure. As in Grimm’s fairy tale The Glass Coffin (sleeping beauty), 
Yeats aligns Beauty with lightness or angelic innocence– “white sighing” (CP, 63.19), images of 
“dew-cold lilies” and “pale breasts” (CP, 63.11, 15). As he matures as an artist, his ideas about desire 
and the body change or age as he becomes more forgiving and less insistent on the agency and 
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power of youthful beauty. Ostensibly, Yeats becomes more interested in women as human beings. 
In his last years, he is much less interested in fantasies of control as his late poems find new roles 
and new voices for women, most strikingly in the figure of Crazy Jane. 
 Responding to Pre-Raphaelite art known for its depictions of beautiful, dangerous, tragic, 
otherworldly and almost dead women, Yeats first articulates a clear sense of his artistic style in 1904 
with the publication of In the Seven Woods. “Adam’s Curse” (1904) has become the classic Yeatsian 
poem for thinking about female artistry (in relation to the body) and the male art of writing poetry. 
Yeats’ uses “Adam’s Curse” to comment on the art of poetic composition in 1904. As Yeats 
understands it, Adam’s curse is labor, which he aligns with the struggle to engage sympathetically 
with another person and, more explicitly, the great effort involved in constructing poetic lines that 
“articulate sweet sounds together” (CP, 80.10). At the end of “Adam’s Curse,” the speaker looks 
outward to the rising moon, “worn as if it had been a shell / Washed by time’s waters as they rose 
and fell” (CP, 81.32-33). The “hollow moon” serves as a metaphor for the effects of time on the 
human heart, rendered as weariness compounded by the labor of living.   
 Significantly, the poem connects women’s beauty with artistic expression. A woman’s effort 
to embody an imagined construct or to become an object of male desire involves a laborious 
application of cosmetics and costumery. The task of achieving this cultural hallmark of desirable 
femininity functions for Yeats as a metaphor for the labor involved in constructing a beautiful 
poem. A poet’s aim, according to “Adam’s Curse,” is to continue “stitching and unstitching” a line 
until it succeeds in appearing effortless, as “if it does not seem a moment’s thought” (CP, 80.5-6). 
Yeats is not, of course, advocating for thoughtless poetry, rather poetry that erases the traces of its 
own deeply thoughtful construction. Incidentally, and discussed in detail later, Yeats describes a 
similar “triumph of intellect” (poetic achievement of the illusion of effortlessness) in “The Double 
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Vision of Michael Robartes” (1919) with an image of a dancer who “outdanced thought” (CP, 171. 
31, 39).  
 Later, as Yeats’ aesthetic experiments with poetic form shift from a more symbolist artistry 
to one of materialism and embodiment, Yeats continues to mark such moves in his poems. “A 
Coat” (1914), for example, announces his intention to adopt a different, embodied and ‘naked’ style: 
“For there’s more enterprise / In walking naked” (CP, 127.9-10).25 As a poet in 1914, Yeats 
conceives of himself not as an imitator but as a woman unexpectedly entered and made fertile by the 
muse in order to produce something wild, disruptive, alive, and capable of inspiring love. The female 
body becomes a primary image of artistic creation for Yeats as his poetry is increasingly interested in 
imagining spaces for women’s desire and pleasure. The female speaker in “Adam’s Curse” (the first 
to appear in all of Yeats’ poetry, based on Maud’s sister Kathleen) reminds her male companion that 
Eve too is cursed with the burden of childbirth and being “subject to her husband and his desires” 
(Cullingford, 95). Like other women burdened by the imperative of “labouring to be beautiful” (CP, 
81.21, 23), Eve’s curse is to “actively fashion herself as aesthetic spectacle” and to become “a poem 
of the flesh,” a kind of mirroring of Yeats’ aesthetic principle (Cullingford, 95).  
 Drawing from his belief that the classic era began with a divine animal assaulting a human, 
Yeats’ “A Coat” has been read as his modernist manifesto – his formal announcement to start a new 
poetic style that emerges “out of old mythologies” (CP, 129.3). Yeats expresses this new emphasis 
viscerally rather than ethereally as a taking off of “embroideries,” an ecdysiast’s molting expected 
more from snakes and cicadas than human beings. Figuratively undressing his poetry of any 
unnecessary accouterments, Yeats reveals his intention to write in a more direct and straightforward 
way without fancy language intended to dazzle and distract from the material substance of the poem.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 Nevertheless, the naked body in “A Coat” seems to be male (speaker). 
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 Yeats literalizes what I am referring to as material substance in one of his final statements on 
the possibilities of art. Bemoaning his struggle in “The Circus Animals’ Desertion” (1938-1939) to 
find a theme “for six weeks or so” and realizing he could do little more than “enumerate old 
themes,” Yeats lists the physical “refuse” that keeps poetry circulating. Such “masterful images” 
include: “a mound of […] old kettles, old bottles, and a broken can, / Old iron, old bones, old rags, 
that raving slut / Who keeps the till” (CP, 347.33-38). How did a “raving slut” make this list? 
Evidently she is the one who monitors the exchange of images for “those things that they were 
emblems of” (CP, 347.32) and, in today’s colloquial terms, “keeps it real” by representing the 
ravenous desires of the body. She signals the relevance of material and embodied substance over 
imagined forms. “I will lie down where all the ladders start,” the speaker declares, announcing an 
effort to write direct statements rather than draw from a reservoir of images. Helen Vendler 
helpfully describes Yeats’ intention for “The Circus Animals’ Desertion: “the whole point of the 
opening is to tell us that the poet’s images have slunk away, deserting their master. He is forced to 
turn to the opposite and less congenial rhetorical pole” (Vendler, Poets, 108). Having “sought a 
theme for six weeks in vain” (CP, 346.1-2), “The Circus Animals’ Desertion” commences finally in 
an image of “the foul rag and bone shop of the heart” (CP, 348.40). At its core, the heart is bare, 
hard, and polluted yet something the poet commands himself to be “satisfied with” (CP, 346.4).  
  “Before the World was Made” (1933), written about five years before “The Circus Animals’ 
Desertion” (1938-1939), also engages with the theme of vanity but from a different angle. Yeats 
again reveals his position on women, cosmetics, and artistry in this poem. Both “vain” and “vanity” 
link etymologically to the Latin word vanus meaning, “idle, empty.” The image in “Before the World 
was Made” is of a woman looking at herself in “mirror after mirror” and searching in vain – “no 
vanity’s displayed” – for the face she “had / Before the world was made” (CP, 270.5-8). The image 
of a face, without cosmetics – before “the lashes dark / the eyes more bright / the lips more scarlet” 
	  	   62 
– is a characteristic that the speaker wants a man to love, finding in it a fulfillment beyond 
satisfaction (CP, 270.1-3, 271.15). For Yeats, the art of painting a face involves great labor, much like 
wearing a mask; it involves adopting a personality or persona.  
 The make-up artist in “Before the World was Made,” is “her own masterpiece,” a figure who 
“consults the mirror to adjust her mask, not to admire her love’s wage” (Cullingford, 209). Seeing 
“no vanity” (CP, 270.15, 6) – emptiness or self-conceit – in her face, the woman is not vapid but 
mindfully reflective of her temporal circumstance. The repetition of “mirror, mirror” recalls the 
speaker’s fairy tale predecessor, the haughty Queen in Grimm’s “Little Snow White” (1898) who 
asks compulsively, “Who is the fairest fair of all?” The meaning of fair in such instances is 
commonly understood as young and light. What the speaker sees in “Before the World was Made” 
may be something devoid of self-conceit in the common sense understanding of “vanity,” as in the 
vain Queen who stares with great pride at her image in the vanity mirror. The female speaker in 
Yeats’ poem displays more depth. As in Alice in Wonderland, the speaker moves through the looking 
glass, using it as a vehicle for reimagining or re-image-ing herself. The mirror becomes a portal to 
the private halls of her memory where she reflects (both in the sense of seeing herself and being 
mindful/self-aware) on “those masterful images” – “vain gaiety, vain battle, vain repose” – and “the 
thing that was / Before the world was made” (CP, 347.33, 12; 270.15-16). Who or what was this 
thing that was before the world was made? The word “thing” suggests a non-human material 
presence or gutted skeleton of a person – “my blood be cold / my heart unmoved” (CP, 271.11-12). 
It suggests something “foul” rather than “fair”.  
 Returning to the image constructed in “The Circus Animals’ Desertion” of a “foul” heart, 
consider the claim in “Crazy Jane Talks with the Bishop” (1933) that “fair and foul are near of kin, / 
And fair needs foul” (CP, 259.7-8). Although Crazy Jane will be given further consideration later, it 
is worth mentioning here because reading the word “foul” as it appears in “The Circus Animals’ 
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Desertion” and “Crazy Jane Talks with the Bishop” offers a way to approach the woman looking in 
the mirror in “Before the World was Made.” The woman, like Crazy Jane later in the same collection 
(The Winding Stair and Other Poems), recognizes the co-existence of binaries: before/now, fair/foul, 
youth/age, mansion/foul sty (CP, 259.6). Notably, “Before the World was Made” appears in Yeats’ 
complete collection after “Crazy Jane” and before “Circus Animals.” Sandwiched, then, between 
these two presentations of “foul” imagery, “Before the World was Made” considers various “what 
ifs” without ever committing to one possibility over another (a move typical for Yeats). In other 
words, the poem never fully aligns with either the “foul” or “fair” side of the binary, which, 
according to Crazy Jane’s cry, would not exist without the other, anyway.  
 
SECTION 2: DANCER IMAGERY 
  As an evolving image of creativity linked with beauty and desire, the dancer figures in Yeats’ 
poetry as a marker of his shifting attitude toward the artistic process. Various emanations of the 
dancer appear in Yeats’ poetry as a work of art (constructed by the poet) and as a basis for art (a 
body that dances/performs art). “To a Child Dancing in the Wind” (1914) might be the first poem 
to focus explicitly on the female dancer (as opposed to fairies dancing or couples dancing, for 
example). Yeats’ multifarious applications of the dancer archetype in “The Double Vision of 
Michael Robartes” (1919) and “Among School Children” (1928), arguably crux poems for 
establishing a shift in his evolving image of creativity, showcase dance as a kind of language that 
enables the human imagination to construct poetry for a common communicative meaning. 
 His later poems shift in emphasis to the mortal signs of an aging body rather than praise a 
youthful image of dancing beauty. Yeats imagines his poetic and visionary creation as a dancing 
figure in “Double Vision,” which also works in opposition with earlier poems, such as “The Hosting 
of the Sidhe” (1899) and “The Host of the Air” (1899), where the dancer is whimsical and in the 
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wind. The change in poetic style manifests in his later poems with direct and forceful language as he 
shifts from symbolic, idealized representations of femininity as a metaphor for poetry to an aesthetic 
treatment of material bodies primarily through the image of the post-menopausal Crazy Jane figure. 
Moreover, Yeats’ change in poetic style is crucial to untangling the dancer’s relation to creation in 
both human and artistic forms. The treatment of women within symbolism, Amy Koritz argues, 
“never acknowledged their humanity” (Koritz, 2-5). Yeats’ work draws on real life personages. The 
dancer is a vision of artistic beauty: “the dancing girl models a way of being that transcends mortal 
limitations,” Vicki Mahaffey writes, also linking “the living poem” with the dancer (Mahaffey, 
Posthumous Poetics , 301-40). This accents her similarity to the poem. 
 For Yeats, the body of the dancer is a vision but it is still the vision of a body. In “Double 
Vision,” Yeats is concerned with reading the transcendent quality of dance in tandem with the body 
as an instrument of movement and performance. Concluding the volume The Wild Swans at Coole 
(1919), the “dancer’s dance,” as John Rickard notes, “perfectly balances intellect and compassion” 
and “brings perfection” via the body through dance. The dance in “The Double Vision of Michael 
Robartes” is, to adopt a phrase from A Vision, an “expression for expression’s sake” (A Vision, B, 
130). It has no intention other than to express contraries in-tension. Perfection “in the antithetical 
life,” according to A Vision, corresponds to sanctity in the primary [life]” (A Vision, B, 130). This 
perfection is identified in A Vision with a “unity of being” and may be achieved through dance. Nor 
is the achievement of “unity of being” completely dependent on the dance. In other words, the body 
as well as the dance serves as a portal for the dreaming dead girl to “triumph” (CP, 171.31) or 
express victory over the limitations of the physical world.  
 Waking life, understood linearly according to narratives of chronological time, is less helpful 
for understanding the poem than thinking of “all things known, all things unknown” (CP, 171.3) 
spatially and in terms of lunar measurement. The poem’s seventh stanza depicts the speaker 
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watching the dance “by the moon’s light / Now at its fifteenth night” (CP, 171.27-28). The fifteenth 
night is a full moon and is associated with a woman’s period of highest fertility. What the dancer 
creates, then, or at least represents, is a “unity of being” or capacity for the simultaneous co-
existence of contraries. The beautiful dancer archetype inspires artistic creation with her body (and 
yet this body seems unreal) and embodies the joy found in movement. She is also a self-contained 
body that seemingly does not circulate or involve itself with other objects in the world. At first in 
“Double Vision” she does not see and is not seen by the Buddha or Sphinx (CP, 171.33-40). She is, 
however, created by and visible to the speaker’s imagination (CP, 171.49). We know of his dream 
only through the words of the poem. It is a vision but nevertheless a vision of the body. 
 A Vision teaches us that the after-life is objective, and given that Michael Robartes is a figure 
of Yeats’ occult philosophy often rendered as the more rational and less mystic counterpart to Owen 
Aherne, we might think of this poem generally as a version of Yeats’ antithetical self witnessing an 
event – a vision of contraries expressed concurrently and in shared space. The “double” vision 
might be understood as two parts of the same dance that are inversely related and expressed by a 
“perfectly proportioned human body” (A Vision, B, 82). The dancer is imagined – dreamed – by 
Yeats, as a kind of cosmic dancer, a mystical figure “symbolizing absolute beauty [and] 
impersonality” (Mester, 65). Yeats identifies his experience as an indirect one, a step removed from 
his personal consciousness and understood from the position of Michael Robartes. Moreover, John 
Unterecker asserts, “Robartes’ argument is that beautiful women … must learn to think with the 
whole body rather than with the mind [alone]” (158). As Yeats reminds readers in his 1919 prefatory 
note to the volume, “Michael Robartes” is a character “in some stores I wrote years ago, who [has] 
once again become a part of the phantasmagoria through which I can alone express my convictions 
about the world” (“Michael Robartes”).   
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 Yeats is a great wordsmith and craftsman who continuously revised his poems. Michael 
Robartes and the Dancer (1921), of course, became an entire collection of poetry, but Yeats composed 
and published “The Double Vision of Michael Robartes” as part of The Wild Swans at Coole collection 
(1919). Its significance as the closing poem of its collection rather than the opener of the following 
one lies in its status overall “between” (CP, 171.37) the swan and dancer collections. Or, more 
specifically to the poem itself, the dancer is poised between the sphinx and the Buddha. While 
scholars quickly recognize the sphinx as a symbol of intellectual thought and mental faculties, the 
etymologic link between sphinx and strangler remains largely overlooked. Moreover, the Buddha 
conventionally represents a principle of unity or “oneness” and, as Rickard notes, compassion. It is 
productive to consider the language, form, and theme of “Double Vision” in order to understand its 
attempt to balance or at least acknowledge states in tension. The first stanza considers a future 
firmly rooted in the factual past, indicated by “the grey rock of Cashel” (CP, 170.1), which is a 
sanctuary where Saint Patrick blessed many people in the fifth century. It is also a site of genocide 
where Oliver Cromwell’s army burned hundreds of people to death who had run to the church for 
protection.  
 Thus, Robartes is perfectly situated between opposite extremes: between Saint Patrick’s 
blessing and Cromwell’s curse. The rhyme endings “eye/sky” and “born/horn” connect vision or 
awakening with sight and individual birth as well as audibility and noise with vastness and upper, 
lighted regions of space. The first stanza, then, is locally site specific as well as connected via the 
word “sky” to a wider spatial matrix. The second and third stanzas, completing section one of the 
three-section poem, end with the same A-B-A-B rhyme scheme. These back and forth rhymes 
alternate between two separate sounds, thus onomatopoetically enacting the oscillation between 
states in tension. A tension in the first section is between appearance and reality. Cashel, as 
mentioned, as a site of sanctity and also murder, is an example of such tension. Another example is 
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the close proximity of birth, death and beyond death: “the cold spirits that are born”, “life began”, 
“do not even feel”, “dead beyond our death” (CP, 170.2, 8; 171.14, 15). Helen Vendler aptly refers 
to this principle of beyond death as an insufficient phrase to “describe their mechanical and soulless 
being” (Vendler, Discipline, 363).  
 The rhyme scheme changes in the second section of the poem to A-A-B-B. The division 
between opposites is split more evenly, instead of oscillating between the two; it doubles them (A-A) 
(B-B) and divides them by subject as well as sound. In each four-line stanza (there are eight of them 
in section two), the subject and sound of the first two lines opposes the second set of two lines. This 
section begins much in the same way as the first, namely with a reference to the “grey rock of 
Cashel” (CP, 170.1; 171.17). Lines 19 and 20, for instance, show their similarity by repeating the 
word “hand” and referencing “a Buddha” in relation to blessedness and well as repose (CP, 171.19-
20). Dividing “a Sphinx” and “a Buddha” (CP, 171.18-19) is “a girl at play” (CP, 171.21). The fourth 
and fifth stanzas, divided by a white space break in the poem, detail the Sphinx lashing “her tail; her 
eyes lit by the moon” (CP, 171.29) and the Buddha as a figure whose “moonlit eyeballs never 
moved, / Being fixed on all things” (CP, 171.29-30). Despite a sense of tranquility attributed to 
Buddha figures generally, Yeats insists that the Buddha had “little peace” (CP, 171.35). The reason 
given for such unease is due to “love,” which is defined as sadness that disrupts the Buddha’s peace 
(CP, 171.30).  
 Perhaps unsurprisingly, the Buddha and Sphinx are indifferent to the dancing girl. Their 
willful disregard is echoed by the girl, who remains unaffected by the unmoving  “moonlit eyeballs” 
(CP, 171.29) that watch her dance (CP, 37-38). This idea of seeing and being seen physically 
contrasts with Yeats’ emphasis on the imaginative gaze: a theatre of the psyche that never exceeds 
the bounds of the poet’s brain. Yeats repeats that the sight is imagined – in “the mind’s eye” (CP, 
170.1; 171.25) – and emphasizes the importance of “mind” by repeating the word four times in the 
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poem. Similarly, readers may imagine the players in the poem – the Sphinx, the Buddha, the dancing 
girl – but never really “see” any of them except as imagined constructs provoked by the language of 
the poem. This repetition of the word “mind” contrasts with the relatively minimal reference to the 
other end of the Cartesian binary. “Body perfection brought” (CP, 171.40) comes only when the 
mind is overcome or triumphed over (CP, 171.16, 39). The dancer moves through (and directionally 
“out” from and via) the realm of the mind.  
 The “hidden magic” (CP, 171.13) finally lies in discipline. “Triumph” comes only from 
“obedience” (CP, 171.13-16). The metaphor of dancing works well for understanding this concept 
as one might overlook the bloody feet and sweating body of a dancer who moves with such grace 
and beauty as to seem like she is floating through air. Through the body she reaches a different or 
higher plane, which is often associated visually with vertical height, such as metaphors of flight or 
visions of heavenly bodies. In the second section, Yeats uses the simile “as twere a spinning-top” 
(CP, 172.44). The dancing girl models a way of being that transcends its own mortal limitations. Like 
the power of a poem to outlive its author, or the power of vision so great as to see beyond what is 
immediately visible, the dancer simultaneously moves and appears to be still – “yet seemed to stop” 
(CP, 172.43), which is consistently associated with height (“top”) (CP, 172.44) rather than depth in 
this poem. 
 The third and final section of the poem is five stanzas long, which contrasts with the even-
numbered four stanzas of section one and eight stanzas of section two. It is not only in this way that 
the third section is odd. With regard to subject matter, it is more direct in the push and pull tension 
of the poem, depicting it through a sexualized body aroused to a point of ecstasy – “being caught 
between the pull / Of the dark moon and the full” to a “pitch of folly” (CP, 172. 58-60). The rhyme 
scheme follows the same A-A-B-B pattern as section two, but unlike section two, however, the 
division between A-A-B-B is different. Whereas in section two the subject was divided in half, A-A 
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and B-B being congruous but distinct from each other in subject matter, in section three, the A-A 
rhyme in stanza one, for instance, links opposed units of duration. The first A-A sequence in section 
three reads: “I knew that I had seen, had seen at last / That girl my unremembering nights hold fast” 
(CP, 172.49-50). First of all, the comma splice creates a caesura in the first line, thus dividing the 
completeness of A in two evenly within the same line. Then, “last” and “fast” are opposite insofar as 
we think of something lasting to be around for a long duration of time; whereas fast, like the sound 
of the word itself, is quick and transient.  
 Focusing less directly on the capacity of mind heralded previously, the final section 
nevertheless records the speaker identifying with the dead yet still living dancing girl as the 
inspiration of his dreams. We might think of the speaker’s memory in this poem as Michael 
Robartes’ thought since he is often associated with (misogynist) memory, such as in the dialogue 
poem “Michael Robartes and the Dancer” (1921). Although the poem is titled “double vision” there 
is, unlike Yeats’ later poem, no dialogue or duality – the doubling is a composite of Robartes’ 
memory, two parts of the same singular whole. Robartes is caught between what he sees with the 
physical eye and the mind’s eye, marked in addition to the Sphinx and the Buddha by a new myth 
about human creation and the flowering of human expression. “I knew that I had seen, had seen at 
last / That girl my unremembering nights hold fast / Or else my dreams that fly, / If I should rub 
an eye, /And yet in flying fling into my meat / A crazy juice that makes the pulses beat” (CP, 
172.49-55). 
 Given Yeats’ repeated reference to the famously Shakespearean phrase for the imagination, 
“mind’s eye” (CP, 170.1; 171.25), there is little doubt that he was also aware of his Shakespearean 
reference to Hamlet’s soliloquy with his use of the unusual word “rub” (CP, 172.52). In its original 
dramatic context, “there’s the rub” appears in a monologue of doubt and indecision in act 3 scene 1: 
“To die, to sleep. / To sleep, perchance to dream — ay, there’s the rub, / For in that sleep of death 
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what dreams may come” (ll.65-67). The difficulty or rub that accompanies the otherwise pacifying 
experience of ending the inexorable suffering of life is that the “dreams” after life are unknown. 
Who knows, Hamlet asks and Robartes echoes, what “dreams may come” – what might happen in 
death, the greatest sleep of all. Yeats grounds Robartes’ dream in the body; his flight of fancy, as it 
were, does not take him away but instead catches him in the “pull / Of the dark moon and the full” 
(CP, 172.59-60) – the “commonness” (CP, 172.61) of the human desire for sexual contact reminds 
Robartes of the “ruined house” (CP, 172.68), of that which does not dazzle or entertain. Moreover, 
as Terri Mester assuredly recognized, “dancing is linked to erotic desire and the dancer represents 
beautiful women personally and artistically important to the poet,” such as Iseult Gonne or Margot 
Ruddock, among others (28).26 
 Overall, “The Double Vision of Michael Robartes” may be regarded as a “triumph” (CP, 
171.16) of dance that prefigures, as John Rickard notes, the “great synthesis of “Among School 
Children” in which the figure of the dancer reconciles the oppositions put forward by the poem” 
(Rickard). Published in The Tower collection (1928), “Among School Children” follows “Double 
Vision” (1919) by almost a decade. In the final section of “Double Vision,” Yeats moves further 
from the dancer as an image of ethereal beauty, and by “Among School Children,” the image 
becomes more readily associated with the body. The movement toward the female dancer as an 
image is a movement toward the female body as an image, less suggestive of courtly romance, than 
trained and sexualized physicality.  
 “Among School Children” (1928) is a meditation on the creative process. The poem 
provides images for thinking through the idea that art, like magic, is a way for mortals to bridge the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 On Yeats’ liaison and correspondence with the “sweet dancer” Margot Ruddock, who was “happy being 
crazy,” see Ah, Sweet Dancer: W.B. Yeats and Margot Ruddock, Ed. Roger McHugh (New York: Macmillan, 
1970). W.B. Yeats, “Sweet Dancer,” New Poems (1938), in The Collected Poems of W.B. Yeats, ed. Richard J. 
Finneran, 2nd edition (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996), p.296. For more on Yeats’ dancer as a symbol of 
ethereality and in relation to the eternal Sidhe, see Janis Haswell, Pressed Against Divinity: W.B. Yeats’ Feminine 
Masks (DeKalb, IL: Northern Illinois UP, 1997). 
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two realms of mortal and immortal. “Both nuns and mothers worship images” (CP, 217.49), and 
while the images nuns worship represent a kind of immortality or transcendence, “they too break 
hearts” (CP, 217.53). Humans yearning for the immortal or transcendent are often frustrated by the 
contrast between the two worlds and left heart “sick with desire” for the “artifice of eternity” 
(“Sailing to Byzantium”, CP, 193.21). Yet “Among School Children” ends with Yeats’ most glorious 
image of transcendence and union achieved not only through art, but also through the most physical 
form of art: dance.  
 On the matter of form, Helen Vendler rightly asserts that “Among School Children” begins 
as a narrative, changing genres as it proceeds to become a “meditative poem and then an ode” (Poets 
Thinking, 98). The last four stanzas of the poem address the subject of generation and regeneration. 
The poem provides images for thinking through the idea that art, like magic, is a way for mortals to 
bridge the two realms of mortal and immortal (though perhaps only momentarily). Perfection, so 
ardently sought in “Double Vision” and eventually “brought” (CP, 171.40) by the dancing body is 
embodied literally in “Among School Children” by the “body” and “soul” (CP, 217.58) in equal 
measure. The body becomes more important when not tied to reproduction and beauty connects to 
a passion that is life sustaining.  
 The epigraph to this chapter offers an entry point for understanding how the poem relates to 
the subject of artistic creation. “Labour is blossoming or dancing where / The body is not bruised to 
pleasure soul, / Nor beauty born out of its own despair, / Nor blear-eyed wisdom out of midnight 
oil” (CP, 217.57-60). These lines in the closing stanza of the poem need to be understood in 
conjunction with the dominant imagery in the final stanza. Here Yeats arguably advocates a form of 
life governed by “pleasure” (CP, 217.58), labored effort, and expectation. These are not opposites – 
labor can be pleasurable (dancing need not be effortless). Yeats seems to be objecting to self-harm 
and self-punishment. The final stanza celebrates the growth of the “chestnut tree” (CP, 217.61) and 
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dance of the “body swayed to music” (CP, 217.63) in place of “a beauty born out of its own 
despair,” such as the “daughters of the swan” (CP, 216.20) – Helen and Clytemnestra – conceived 
by sexual violation.  
 “Among School Children” ends with a complicated image of synthesis and harmony. The 
dancer and the dance, artist and artwork, collapse into (or were never really separate from) one 
another, becoming indistinguishable. Rhythmic human movements distinguish a dancer from other 
identity categories. In other words, a person becomes a dancer by dancing. How do we know one 
from the other if both are the result of a simultaneous emergence? Yeats’ question, “How can we 
know the dancer from the dance?” (CP, 217.64) is generally regarded as a rhetorical question. We 
might more readily expect a question of this sort to be asked by “A Sphinx with woman breast and 
lion paw” (CP, 171.18) rather than by a “kind of old scarecrow” (CP, 216.32). Yet, Yeats bears a 
cryptic smile, describing himself as a “smiling public man” (CP, 216.8) when he visits the 
“Montessori school staffed by nuns,” cast primarily in the role of a “sixty-year-old Anglo-Irish 
senator” (Vendler, Poets, 96).  
 In an earlier version of “Among School Children,” the dancer is not solitary but part of a 
couple whose movements are in sync, reflective and responsive to one another’s bodies. The version 
published in The Tower (1928) depicts the dancer as alone, isolated and not “mirrored by a responsive 
human look” (Vendler, Discipline, 285). The effect of deleting the dancer’s partner first makes us 
aware that a partner was initially assumed and that in removing half of the couple the dancer herself 
becomes “double” – self-sufficient and self-reflective. It leaves open, as Vendler argues, “an infinite 
number of expressive possibilities for self-choreography” (Vendler, Discipline, 285). She is free to 
dance to the music of her own drummer, as the cliché goes, which seems liberating except that hers 
is a “Ledaean body” (CP, 216.9) created by and captive to Yeats’ daydream. Yeats directs her 
movements in the “tradition of the female performance artist” (Cullingford, 191). Her labor or 
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dance arises from Yeats’ imagination; she is an “image” that “floats into the mind” (CP, 216.25). She 
also floats out of it onto the page, thus remaining connected but distinctly separate to some degree 
from Yeats himself.  
 The figure that put forth the effort – the poet and the dancer – is, in fact, distinguishable 
from the product of effort – the poem and the dance – as it becomes the property of a larger 
audience than the closed circuit of the artist. This loss of complete control is mirrored in “Among 
School Children” by the figures of the nun and the mother. Yeats links the labor of writing to 
human reproductive labor. What is the “compensation for the pang of birth” (CP, 217.39) seems to 
be an unanswerable question. To give birth to a new creation – a human being, poem, dance, 
thought – is to release a gift or present (a new presence) into the world. To look for compensation is 
to miss the point of giving. It is less about a personal return on investment than a gratitude for 
purgation.  
 The word “children” in the poem’s title reminds readers to think of youth as a time of 
“momentary wonder” (CP, 216.7) before the cheek hollows and the body dies. New life is the result 
of a labor, which is often unpleasant. Yeats draws on the sight of a living child to think about a 
“youthful mother” (CP, 216.33) and the potential of an unborn child. Such fantasy leads him to 
herald divinities in what Vendler refers to as the “ode” section of the poem. “O Presences,” Yeats 
writes, “O self-born mockers of man’s enterprise” “O chestnut tree,” “O body,” “O brightening 
glance” (CP, 217.53, 56, 61, 63). Speaking to the ether, the “O” also mocks “man’s enterprise” (CP, 
217.56) by implying that humans need to reach for something greater than that which can be 
achieved through self-reflection. Presences, mockers, tree, body, glance seem to have little in 
common other than as Yeats’ words for describing the effort of achieving knowledge.  
 The distinction between human labor and self-born divinity troubles the poem overall. As a 
grammarian (or school teacher-nun) would confirm, the word “among” (title) refers to three or 
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more objects, compared to the word “between,” for instance, which refers to a comparative 
relationship of two things. The point is that Yeats is in the midst of a roomful of school children, 
but his mind turns to a singular figure, Maud Gonne, and through this figure compares the labor of 
women who bear children and the direct presence of a divine being that generates without suffering. 
Gonne, concerned with “fashion,” political or otherwise, exists for Yeats in this poem as an image 
somewhere on the cusp of humanity and art: “Hollow of cheek as though it drank the wind” (CP, 
216.26-27). Aware of the children’s eyes on him, the speaker turns his own gaze inward to consider 
or “dream” (CP, 216.9) of how children come to be in the first place. Looking at the children, Yeats 
imagines how “she [Gonne] stood at that age” (CP, 216.19). He imagines her coming into being 
through “grief or rage” (CP, 216.17) felt by the mythological figure Leda. The stanzas link to the 
“Swan Sonnet” – “Leda and the Swan” – which appears two poems earlier in the collection. 
“Among School Children,” unlike “Leda and the Swan,” however, disconnects “true” labor (that 
which blossoms and dances) from the abuse of the body in search for beauty.  
 The question of Gonne’s divinity comes to the fore as Yeats regards her as an “image [that] 
floats into the mind” (CP, 216.25). Yeats renders Gonne more as a work of art - “daughter of the 
swan” – than as a human being who “struggle[s] to escape” the realities of the mortal world (CP, 
216.20, 35). Acts of religious idolatry, the worship of Platonic ideals, and a “mother’s reveries” (CP, 
217.51) about her child are problematized in the poem’s final stanzas. The penultimate stanza, in 
particular, arguably advocates a form of motherhood (and religion) in which the mother/poet acts as 
the appreciative audience of created life in all its mutability and not as its servant or worshipper. 
Those who worship need the object of their worship to stand still, whereas the poet expresses a 
delight in freedom and an acceptance of time as a principle construct of change. Here the poet 
muses over the short duration of life and finds pleasure in its “passion” (CP, 217.54) and intensity 
rather than its steadfast changelessness. 
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 Age is not a state to be feared, the speaker suggests, as the “sixty-year-old smiling public 
man” perhaps unwittingly models for the children the attitude and demeanor of a “comfortable kind 
of old scarecrow” (CP, 216.8, 32). Despite his poetic and political prestige, Yeats positions himself 
as one bored with idolatry. The children stare at him in “momentary wonder” (CP, 216.7), which 
prompts his mind to wander. The wonder/wander juxtaposition privileges the movement of the 
latter, which involves memory and dreams (CP, 216.9) rather than an overwhelming sense of awe at 
a physical object or monument immediately visible. Yeats also juxtaposes “old scarecrow” with 
“youthful mother” and separates the images with a stanza break. The effect of such syntactical 
complexity is to create opposition through descriptions of human aging. The old intellectual poet 
and the youthful mother dissolve into one another as creator figures. They yoke into “one shell” 
(CP, 216.16) as it were, under the category of artists, but unlike the dancer’s dance, for instance, 
there is a clear distinction materially between a poet and his poem and a mother and her child. The 
arduous struggle to write a poem or birth a child is different from other forms of movement – such 
as the body’s “sway to music” (CP, 217.63) that is inextricable from its source. The dancer threatens 
to become a static object despite its image of movement, becoming ageless and genderless as the 
dancer and dance dissolve into one another. 
 
SECTION 3: EMBODYING KNOWLEDGE 
 Both The Tower (1928) and The Winding Stair and Other Poems (1933), which include “Leda and 
the Swan” and “The Mother of God,” respectively, are late volumes. Yeats glimpses the artifice of 
eternity while contemplating old age, its difficulties, and the pains of artistic and human creation. 
These poems might productively be regarded as crux poems that establish the poet’s conception of 
the female body as a conduit to knowledge. 
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 Similar to “Among School Children,” “Leda and the Swan,” a poem which appears two 
poems earlier in the same (The Tower (1928)) collection, ends with a rhetorical question. “How can 
we know the dancer from the dance?” (CP, 217.64), Yeats asks in a poem that references Leda and 
the “Ledaean body” (CP, 216.9) multiple times in the context of divinity and in comparison to “the 
pang of [human] birth” (CP, 217.39). “Leda and the Swan” (1923) also ends with a question that 
relates to conception and the body, which introduces “knowledge” and considers its possibilities. 
“Did she put on his knowledge with his power,” the final couplet inquires, “Before the indifferent 
beak could let her drop?” (CP, 215.14-15). The question of “knowledge” relates to carnal knowledge 
and the Biblical Fall of Adam and Eve.27 Yeats depicts Leda on the threshold of a postlapsarian 
state; the entrance involves forced “beating” and “brute blood” (CP, 214.1, 215.13).  A “mysterious 
final question ceremoniously closes the poem,” Harold Bloom contends, in contrast to the 
“indifferent beak” (CP, 215.15) that unceremoniously drops Leda at its end. With an invocation of 
mystery, Yeats asks, according to Bloom’s account, “if the act of joining the divine and the human 
serves only the gods or if it also bestows divine insight on the human” (Bloom, 44-45). The answer, 
of course, remains as enigmatic as the question of whether a human being can experience the point 
of view of god.  
  Moreover in this sonnet, Leda is overpowered and raped by Zeus in the form of a swan. She 
is paralyzed by shock and horror, a victim and unwilling mother. “Leda and the Swan” might also be 
read as a story of war retold as sexual assault in which the poetic voice tries to image what the 
woman/city felt and thought when overpowered and colonized by time/nature/divine forces. 
Notably, Yeats wrote this poem in September 1923, at the end of civil war.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 A discussion of knowledge in causal relation with “the physical force of god” may be found here: Priscilla 
Washburn Shaw, Rilke, Valery and Yeats: The Domain of the Self, ed. Harold Bloom (New York: Chelsea House 
Publishers, 1984), p. 36-39.  See also Thomas Whitaker, Swan and Shadow: Yeats’ Dialogue with History (Chapel 
Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 1964), p. 107-109. 
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 According to the poem’s mythological backdrop, Zeus impregnates Leda, whose “shudder in 
the loins” (CP, 214.9) produces Helen, whose beauty is something almost otherworldly – “beauty 
like a tightened bow, a kind / That is not natural in an age like this” (“No Second Troy,” CP, 91.8-9) 
– destructive and horrifying. The poem overall is about the conditions under which beauty is 
produced. As in “Among School Children,” Leda in this poem correlates with Maud Gonne, and 
Yeats casts Gonne here in relation to Helen of Troy. She is meant to be understood as the cause of 
the destruction of Troy and the death of an entire civilization: “The broken wall, the burning roof 
and tower / And Agamemnon dead” (CP, 214.10-11). “The broken wall” refers to the entry point to 
the city of Troy and also to the vaginal wall of the “staggering girl” (CP, 214.2) whose sexual 
violation was equally unwelcome as it was unexpected or “sudden” (CP, 214.1).  
 As the trajectory of The Tower suggests, beauty becomes something artistic and constructed, 
not handed down or acquired through divine inspiration. In “Leda and the Swan,” a swanlike “brute 
blood of the air” penetrates a “staggering girl” (CP, 215.13, 214.2), thereby showcasing the body as a 
symbolic receptacle for divine and bestial inspiration. Leda receives the swan’s “white rush,” but it is 
unclear whether she finds deliverance or “knowledge” in return for her pain (CP, 214.7). The pain 
involved in making words form beautiful rhythms is akin to the dancer’s body disciplined to attain 
equilibrium. “Rhythm implies a living body,” Yeats wrote in a 1916 letter to his father, “a breast to 
rise and fall, or limbs to dance.” Body movement and rhythms offered a vehicle for rendering the 
strenuous artistic process, as Yeats acknowledges in “Adam’s Curse” that a “line will take us hours 
maybe; / Yet if it does not seem a moment’s thought, / Our stitching and unstitching has been 
naught” (CP, 80.4-6).  
 Leda, who may have the knowledge of a god, is rendered via hybridity: the form of the 
sonnet mirrors the opposition between human and divine. As Elizabeth Cullingford and Helen 
Vendler have argued, “Leda and the Swan” is a “disguised Italian sonnet form” – an octave 
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containing “two Shakespearian quatrains and a Petrarchan sestet” (Cullingford, 201). Yeats’ attention 
to poetic form is evident in “Leda and the Swan” as the poem’s structure is half-lines then full-lines 
that represent “the two participants in Helen’s conception” (Vendler, Discipline, 174). The poem is 
“Shakespearean in the alternately rhymed quatrains of its octave (abab cdcd)  [and] Petrarchan in its 
sestet (efgefg).” 
 Artistic creation depicted as bodily trauma in “Leda and the Swan” invites us to think about 
rape from its etymological root word raptura, Latin word for “rapture,” and rapere, Latin word for 
“abduct, carry off by force.” Leda functions as a troubled transition from the idea of woman as 
something ethereal and non-sexual (desire is not explicitly sexual) to a carnal, productive body 
capable of creating life. The birth of a mystic being takes shape as the poem itself in a magical 
conjunction of human, divine, artistic, and animal presences. For Yeats, the classical era was born 
through an assault on the human by a divine animal. Motherhood is a powerful metaphor for 
conception in its most embodied sense. It is not only conception of an idea but the experience of 
being impregnated with something that will take form in the outer world as a kind of half-
human/half-divine hybrid, such as Sagittarius or Jesus Christ. In contrast to Mary, discussed below 
in Yeats’ poem, “The Mother of God” (1933), who is filled with the grace of God to birth a child 
free from original sin, Leda’s experience of copulation with a divinity explicitly involves physical 
brute force: a traumatic blow (CP, 214.1).  
 Leda’s sexual violation is “distanced from ordinary experience by being mythical,” as William 
O’Donnell contends. Yeats’ publication of A Vision (1925) included “Leda and the Swan” (1923) as 
an introductory poem to the “Dove or Swan” section, in which Yeats declares his cyclical theory of 
history. Yeats explained its publication history thusly,  
 [I] wrote Leda and the Swan because the editor [George Russell] of a political review asked 
 me for a poem. I thought “Nothing is now possible but some movement or birth from 
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 above, preceded by some violent annunciation.” My fancy began to play with Leda and the 
 Swan as a metaphor and I began this poem; but as I wrote, bird and lady took such 
 possession of the scene that all politics went  out of it, and my friend tells me that his 
 conservative readers would misunderstand the poem.28  
That version referred to “two of Leda’s eggs, from which came Love and War.” This poem offers a 
violent rendering of inspiration: rape’s representation in art is a position of physical attack and 
philosophical isolation. Beauty’s focus falls more on the beauty of the swan’s “feathered glory” (CP, 
214.6) than on Leda’s “helpless breast” (CP, 214.4). Situated, like “Sailing to Byzantium” (1928), 
between the worlds of human flesh and divine space, Yeats’ Leda offers an imaginative investment 
in female experience. It is not uncommon for scholars to argue that Yeats’ rendering of sexual 
violation, in fact, contributes to the “disempowerment of the rape victim” (Cullingford, 159). Such 
readings often address the confusion of “pleasure” as it relates to the act of rape. Most paintings and 
sculptures do not depict such violence, but Yeats’ poem does. It is not uncommon for this poem to 
be read as vaguely pornographic and heavily reliant on the shock value of bestiality as an 
“established sub-genre of pornography” (Cullingford, 153).  
 Taking a bird’s eye view, we find that the mortal is a door or bridge to the immortal in Yeats’ 
work, and that the two are connected while radically other to one another. In his later works, Yeats 
continues to challenge how his aesthetic may be best expressed through depictions of women but 
moves away from idealizing beauty and more explicitly appreciates the female body for the sake of 
its own desire. The graphic “depiction of the sexual act” in “Leda and the Swan” is, according to 
Cullingford, the “poetic correlative of Yeats’ political defense of desire. Rape (unsanctioned union 
also without consent) and divorce (unsanctioned putting asunder) were cognate expressions of 
transgressive sexuality” (Cullingford, 186). This shift, of course, is complex and rarely “neat in … 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 W.B. Yeats, a note written in 1924, following the 1923 publication of A Vision. 
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the best modern way” (CP, 215.6). With Leda, woman becomes a sacred corridor to beauty, a 
presence near to god. Distinctly Ledaean, compared to the nameless woman in “He Remembers 
Forgotten Beauty,” for instance, is that Yeats depicts the woman’s body in explicitly sexual terms: 
thighs, nape, breast, fingers, loins, broken wall. Leda’s sexual receptivity becomes a metaphor for the 
creative process – her material body becomes sufficient unto itself as a kind of “cornucopial 
plentitude” subject to desire and a symbol of stasis (Vendler, Discipline 54).  
 The poem’s form enacts, through form and diction, the confusion, directness, and severity 
common to criminal acts of aggravated battery. “Assault” and “battery” are words often used 
interchangeably; however, the crucial difference lies with the motive of intentional harm.29 Unlike 
assault, which aligns with threats of violence, battery is understood as a physical action taken with the 
intent to harm or offend another, usually via physical contact. Taking the form of a swan, Zeus 
strikes Leda with “a sudden blow,” “beating” into “still” submission the “girl” who at first staggers 
but then, “broken” and stunned by the mastery of the “brute blood of the air,” is unceremoniously 
discarded (CP, 214.1, 2, 10, 13). The colon in the first line of the poem: “A sudden blow: the great 
wings beating still” (CP, 214.1) severs it in half, thus highlighting such binaries as before/after, 
human/animal, human/divine, female/male binaries that pervade the poem in general. Further, 
placing beauty and terror in close proximity, the poem’s final lines shift focus from the brutalized 
body to the possible “compensation” (CP, 217.39) given to Leda in exchange for her unwilling or 
forced compliance. To render the power of disfiguration as cultural resistance, Yeats creates a poetic 
structure that itself is in tension. There is a visible severance between lines in the final stanza as well; 
the effect is to show a gap or space between the lines, underlining the actions described in the poem: 
a separation of Leda’s “loosening thighs” (CP, 214.6), the “broken wall” (CP, 214.10) of her vaginal 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 To distinguish between these terms used in the legal system, see www.law.cornell.edu.  
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membrane, as well as the city wall of Troy and “Agamemnon dead” (CP, 214.10), betrayed by those 
closest to him (one of whom was a daughter of Leda). 
 Such brutality reaches epic heights in the poem as it is imaginatively aligned with the fall of 
Troy and the Biblical fall of man. The phrase “burning roof and tower / And Agamemnon dead” 
(CP, 214.10-11) draws from Aeschylus’ trilogy, The Oresteia (458BC). The first play, now titled 
“Agamemnon,” focuses on Orestes’ personal quest to avenge Agamemnon (his father)’s murder. On 
one end of the fault line is Clytemnestra (Orestes’ mother), who is raped and wed to Agamemnon, 
birthing a son Orestes, who eventually kills her. According to Greek legend and Aeschylus, 
Clytemnestra and Helen are daughters of Leda; and Zeus fathered the latter sister who is famous for 
her “fire / beauty like a tightened bow, a kind / That is not natural in an age like this” (CP, 91.8-9). 
Her beauty, like Eve’s, is otherworldly and apprehended as the impetuous agent of humanity’s 
destruction.  
 The final question about whether Leda takes on the god’s knowledge through his rape  links 
her with Eve, whose motive was appetite for the knowledge of god. At the top of the family tree, 
doubling for the tree of “knowledge” (CP, 215.14) in Yeats’ poem, are Leda and Zeus. As an 
offspring of Zeus, a Greek god, and Leda, the Queen of Sparta, Helen in Yeats’ “No Second Troy” 
(1910) is cast as a pawn of Aphrodite who gives her to Paris for winning a contest. She is also the 
initiator of a war so brutal that it could never be repeated in the same way again. “Was there another 
Troy for her to burn?” (CP, 91.12) the poem asks in its final line, in a rhetorical fashion akin to 
“Among School Children” and “Leda and the Swan.” If Yeats’ gyres teach us one thing, it is that 
history is cyclical and that states of destruction are followed by states of creation ad infinitum.  
 The remarked upon “knowledge” (CP, 91.12) bears another reference to a daughter figure 
blamed for the downfall of man. Biblically, this figure is Eve, who, as Mary Wollstonecraft brilliantly 
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contends in “The Prevailing Opinion of the Sexual Character Discussed” (A Vindication of the Rights 
of Woman, chapter 2, 1792), is commonly regarded as a creature for man. Wollstonecraft writes, 
 Probably the prevailing opinion, that woman was created for man, may   
 have taken its rise from Moses’ poetical story; yet, as very few it is    
 presumed, who have bestowed any serious thought on the subject, ever   
 supposed that Eve was, literally speaking, one of Adam’s ribs, the    
 deduction must be allowed to fall to the ground; or, only be so far admitted as it proves that  
 man, from the remotest antiquity, found it convenient to exert his strength to subjugate his 
 companion, and his invention to show that she ought to have her neck bent under the yoke; 
 because she as well as the brute creation, was created to do his pleasure. 
Specific diction in Wollstonecraft’s prose – yoke, subjugate, neck, yoke, brute creation – anticipates 
Yeats’ “Leda and the Swan” as both draw from mythological and religious imagery. Both position 
the male as the initiator of creation and woman as the “body, laid in that white rush” (CP, 214.7) – 
semen, “a crazy juice that makes the pulses beat” (CP, 172.54) – burdened by the labors of bearing 
children and the pleasures of men. “Did she put on his knowledge,” Yeats’ poem asks before 
concluding without resolution. The word “knowledge,” according to the Bible, may be understood 
as a “message” that is “given through the Spirit” (1 Corinthians 12:8). In Yeats’ poem, this message is 
inserted through the image of a Ledaean body, which Zeus’s “shudder in the loins engenders there” 
(CP, 214.9). The message is one of deeply rooted female subjection at the hands of man. The quest 
for education is rendered as a physical struggle.  
 Wollstonecraft, like Yeats in “Among School Children,” among other poems, evinces to a 
great interest in education. What we learn about gender inequality in the poems mentioned here is 
that the violent “brute” force is a masculine pursuit, while femininity is marked by proverbial broken 
walls and violated thresholds. Figuratively (at the mythological and religious registers), knowledge 
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festers in the “nape” (CP, 214.3) – the back of the neck that connects the head to the rest of the 
body.  
 A cluster of poems that also address themes of war, divinity, and gender appears in Michael 
Robartes and the Dancer (1921), the collection published prior to The Tower (1928), in which “Leda and 
the Swan” and “Among School Children” were included. In Michael Robartes, “The Second Coming,” 
“A Prayer for my Daughter,” and “A Meditation in Time of War,” presented sequentially in the 
collection, are foundational to Yeats’ later assertions about divinity in man and poetic inspiration. 
Moreover, these poems substantiate Yeats’ use of the body as a metaphor for artistry and as a 
conduit to knowledge.  
 “A Prayer for my Daughter” (1921) appears between poems about the apocalypse and civil 
strife. Both “The Second Coming” and “A Meditation in Time of Civil War” arise in 1919 and in the 
aftermath of The Great War.  Similar in tone to “The Second Coming,” amid a political situation 
facing Ireland in the aftermath of WWI and the formation of the Irish Republican Army. “A Prayer 
for my Daughter” adds an element of femininity and the politics of the female body to Yeats’ 
engagement with warfare and turmoil.  “Social power circulates invisibly,” Cullingford notes. It is 
through women’s “internalization of a model of ‘femininity’” that the interests of patriarchy are 
served (Cullingford, 210). Whereas Leda might be read as a mythologized rendering of the female 
body, Yeats’ earlier poem, directly addressed to Anne Yeats, grounds its imagery in an actual person.  
 The poem might be read as a list of instructions for embodying virtues as a woman. The 
birth of Yeats’ daughter prompted him to reconsider his “models of femininity” (Cullingford, 131-
132). “A Prayer for My Daughter” functions as a transitional way, between idealizing beauty and 
appreciating desire. Let us be careful to distinguish between Yeats’ life and his art despite its blurred 
lines. The father figure of the poem supports a “quiet life and good marriage” for his daughter; yet, 
Yeats himself was delighted when his own daughter “started designing sets for the Abbey Theater” 
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(Cullingford, 9). Cullingford reads “A Prayer for My Daughter” as Yeats’ attempt to “sequester her 
in the cloister to protect her imaginatively from rape” (137). In this poem, Yeats expresses his wish 
for his daughter not to be beautiful and rather to be quiet.  
 “The Mother of God” (1933), a companion poem to “Leda and the Swan” (1928) depicts a 
woman’s terror as she is accosted by a bird-divinity. The woman and speaker of the poem is Mary. 
Leda is a parallel to Mary, according to Richard Ellmann, because Leda’s daughter, “like Mary’s son, 
changed the world, upon terrible consequences” (Ellmann, 176-179). Both poems present rhetorical 
questions and showcase the female body as a medium or conduit for another force. In less vague 
terms, consider the Virgin Mary as a body through which the spirit moves. “When the Virgin Mary 
said, ‘Be it done unto me according to Thy Will,’ she too became a vessel of the Divine (Male) 
Purpose,” Cullingford contends. “For Yeats, if Leda’s rape was an Annunciation, Mary’s 
Annunciation was a rape” (163). Mary bears a “strange” (CP, 214.8), uncanny knowledge.  
 Yeats highlights the physicality and “terror” experienced by “every common woman” and 
takes the question of “compensation for the pang of his birth” from “Among School Children” as a 
launching point for the mother of God to consider the “flesh purchased with [her labor] pains” (CP, 
217.39, 249.7). “The Mother of God” dramatizes the terror of becoming a mother in the context of 
the Christian mythology that replaced (and in some ways reversed) the classical myths. Mary’s asks, 
“What is this flesh?” (CP, 249.7), thus humanizing her plight and positioning herself as a “common 
woman” in an unusual circumstance. Often idolized as a virgin figure blessed and burdened with 
virgin birth, the mother of God in Yeats’ poem is a woman whose “womb” carried the weight of 
“Heavens” (CP, 249.5). She “bore terror of all terrors” (CP, 249.4), a traumatic experience akin to 
Leda’s attempt to protect herself with “terrified vague fingers” (CP, 214.5). As with Leda’s fingers, 
Yeats makes explicit reference to Mary’s body parts. In addition to her “womb,” Yeats attends to 
her “bones,” “flesh,” and its products: “pain,” “milk,” “blood,” and “hair” (CP, 249.5, 11-15). The 
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effect of such references to the body and Mary’s body specifically is to humanize the experience of 
conception that involves divinity but is not without mortal pain. Mary speaks in the poem about 
being accosted by a bird-divinity that enters her through “the hollow of an ear” (CP, 249.2). Such an 
orifice recalls how “knowledge” might be received aurally through educational lectures and human 
thought exchanged through speech and listening. The mother of god, who is so often idolized as a 
figure blessed and burdened with virgin birth, is, for Yeats, a woman whose “womb” carries the 
weight of “Heavens” (CP, 249.5). In addition to her womb, Yeats attends to her “flesh,” “pain,” and 
“milk” – embodied parts, affects, and products that are human rather than divine. The poet thus 
humanizes her plight in an unusual circumstance. Overall, this poem showcases Yeats’ increasing 
desire to see woman as a creative rather than static or purely receptive, instrumental symbol of 
beauty. In this poem she becomes more of a dynamic symbol of physicality and sexuality as Yeats 
offers a sympathetic rendering of the “terror of all terrors” (CP, 249.4) – the extreme of flesh and 
pain experienced during childbirth. 
 Her experience of a “three-fold terror of love” (CP, 249.1) is particularly poignant as the 
number three relates to Yeats’ philosophy of cyclical history, developed in A Vision, and the three of 
the Trinity. The Virgin Mary is understood in religious iconography as the mother of Jesus Christ, 
the incarnate second person of the blessed trinity. The trinity includes three persons in one god: the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (Isaiah 6:3). Yeats’ formulation of the number three’s symbolism 
in his theosophical system draws from William Blake’s construction of a vision in The Four Zoas 
(unfinished, started in 1797) and Jacob Boehme’s three principles of the Divine Essence, which links 
to the Christian Trinity. Yeats considers three body parts – head, heart, and loins – to be the 
“epitome of Blake’s three zoas,” personae or states of humanity. Moreover for Yeats, the number 
three is in the number of the skies. Arianna Antonielli does the math: “twenty-seven is given by the 
multiplication of three by nine, this later in turn being a multiple of three” (Antonielli, 10-28). 
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 Mary’s “threefold terror of love; a fallen flare” (CP, 249.1) finds a linguistic parallel with the 
terror of being arrested by a strong, physical and divine power. Imagery of crying or shedding tears 
of pain and fear follows this homophonic logic of tear/terror. Further, it is not uncommon to find, 
among the relics of religious iconography, figures of the weeping virgin. Unlike the Weeping 
Madonna (The Pietà) of Roman Catholic historiography, Yeats’ “The Mother of God” is not a 
statue but a body in “pain” that is viscerally aware of her “heart’s blood” and “bones” (CP, 249.11-
14). The substance that connects the Madonna statue with Yeats’ depiction of Mary is blood, as the 
former allegedly wept tears of blood (The Weeping Madonna of Syracuse) and the speaker in the 
poem asserts that her blood will “stop” flowing on account of “this love” that she bears for the 
child of “the Heavens” which she “bore” in her “womb” (CP, 13, 4-5). With such descriptive 
references to the female body Yeats emphasizes Mary’s humanity and gestures toward an increasing 
interest in depicting the compatibility between the sexual and the ideal, or even giving up on “the 
ideal” as his later poems make evident.  
 
SECTION 4: BAPTISM OF THE SEWER 
 Amid his Last Poems (1938-1939) collection, “A Stick of Incense” prompts attention to the 
subject of bodily reproduction as it relates to Yeats’ earlier poem, “The Mother of God” (1933). The 
poem “A Stick of Incense” reads: “Whence did all that fury come? / From empty tomb or Virgin 
womb? / Saint Joseph thought the world would melt / But liked the way his finger smelt” (CP, 
341.1-4). “A Stick of Incense” offers an explicit image of where Jesus came from and how it may be 
a site of pleasure as well as procreation. More than that, it challenges to the point of mockery the 
sanctity of Mary and Joseph, a heterosexual couple recognized by Christian doctrine as the parents 
of Jesus Christ. In Joseph’s case, a more accurate label would be stepfather, as Jesus is the Son of 
God. Whereas “The Mother of God” offered a heartfelt first-person account of Mary’s 
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impregnation and carrying of the Christ child in her womb (CP, 249.5, 13), “A Stick of Incense” 
attends to St Joseph’s engagement with Mary’s “Virgin womb” (CP, 341.2) from an omniscient/god-
like third-person perspective. The narrative shift from first to third-person perspective creates a 
different kind of relationship in “A Stick of Incense” than the relatively close association between 
speaker/confessor and the reader in “The Mother of God.” The latter poem closely aligns the 
speaker and narrative with such phrases as “I bore / The Heavens in my womb” (CP, 249.4-5; 
emphasis added). 
 Dipotic meter (rhyme scheme aabb) in a quatrain (four-line poem) is common in satirical 
poetry. “Come,” the final word of line one, recalls its first recorded use in 1923 in the context of 
reproductive genitals “coming” or ejaculating semen. This diction serves to satirize Jesus’ coming, in 
the sense of arriving via the Holy Spirit, and effectively reinforces the idea that sexuality inheres in 
the spirit, which is rendered metaphorically via a “fury” that “comes” from a phallic, fragrant stick 
(CP, 341.1). Additionally, Jesus’ arrival moves us closer to the second coming, which Yeats engages 
with in an earlier collection and also with avian imagery. Yeats’ “The Second Coming,” in Michael 
Robartes and the Dancer (1921), introduces the image of the falcon not hearing the falconer. The 
significance of sound becomes apparent when we recall that Jesus is conceived via Mary’s ear. On 
the subject of diction, the internal rhyme of the second line of “A Stick of Incense” – “empty tomb 
or Virgin womb” (CP, 341.2) – intriguingly underscores the notion that Jesus was inexplicably 
removed from the tomb, and inexplicably placed into the womb, though not in that order. Like a 
spirit of the air, Jesus arose, ascended, or flew into Heaven. The “falcon” (CP, 187.2) is deaf to the 
approaching dark force, the anti-Christ that succeeds Christ, the “rough beast [that] / Slouches 
towards Bethlehem to be born” (CP, 187.21-22).  
 Yeats takes the least sexual entity in Christian history – Mary’s womb – and satirizes it by 
imagining Saint Joseph sticking his finger in the holy portal of God and liking its smell. Yeats 
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renders Mary’s reproductive anatomy as a site of pleasure that is not solely a receptacle for God’s 
word. The poem’s final lines, “St Joseph thought the world would melt / But liked the way his 
finger smelt” (CP, 341.3-4) graphically imagines a sexualized female body as the object of man’s 
erotic desire. In this poem the “finger” (CP, 249.4) or phallic “stick” is the instrument of insertion, 
but the intangible fragrance (like the spirit of holiness that impregnates Mary) also enters the body. 
Fragrant incense purifies the air in many religious rituals and accompanies various forms of spiritual 
and meditative practice. Recall in “The Mother of God” that Mary is impregnated “through the 
hollow of an ear” (CP, 249.2), and in “A Stick of Incense” the olfactory sense creates another image 
of penetration.  
 “A Stick of Incense” involves a curious speaker who thinks about something external from 
his/her body. The speaker inquires about the origin of “all that fury” in the “Virgin womb” (CP, 
341.1-2) and its connection to sensuality and erotic desire. Such insertion provokes a “fury” – in the 
senses of fiery creativity, fierce passion, and Erinyes (Greek word translated by Romans as Furiae, as a 
spirit of vengeance or avenging deity). Fury in this way informs a reading of the word “incense” as 
an affective state (incensed: anger, rage). Anger or madness in this context recalls the “craziness” or 
fury (in the sense of madness resulting from anger) of Jane in The Winding Stair and Other Poems 
(1933) collection. Notably, Yeats creates “A Stick of Incense” at the end of his life. It is more 
common for people to move in the opposite direction when it comes to blasphemy: satire and 
rebellion are often associated with youth and naivety, closer to one’s nativity than one’s departure. 
For Yeats, mocking the conception of Jesus’ Virgin birth at the end of his life follows in logical 
conclusion of his move away from ideals toward appreciating or embracing the “womb” or vacuous, 
creative spaces of the female body.  
 Part of the subtext for connecting the “pains” experienced by Mary in “The Mother of 
God” with the “craziness” of Jane in the Words for Music Perhaps sequence of The Winding Stair and 
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Other Poems hinges on the word “womb” (CP, 249.5). “Suffering in the womb,” also known as 
hysteria (from hystera, meaning “womb,” and thought to involve physical/mental dysfunction), links 
to the word “crazy” in the colloquial sense of mental unsoundness. The commonplace 
understanding of madness is that it results from the collapse of mental control, as if sanity were an 
essential state of being, and not a value within a system of alternatives. Again in this context “crazy” 
links to fury, madness, and anger. Approaching Words for Music Perhaps, consider what Crazy Jane 
might be angry about as Yeats presents her point of view from a first person perspective. Like Mary, 
who speaks possessively of her “flesh,” “heart,” “bones,” and “womb” (CP, 249.11, 13, 14, 5), Crazy 
Jane speaks with recognition of her body: “My body in the tomb / Shall leap into the light lost / In 
my mother’s womb” (CP, 258. 10-12). Thus, the Mary and Jane poems link in subject matter via 
“womb” and also “tomb” as Yeats continues to play with the sanctity of Jesus’ birth and 
resurrection from the tomb. He does this by recognizing the pleasures of Mary’s body – the fury of 
the “Virgin womb” (CP, 341.2). 
 Additionally, the Bishop in “Crazy Jane Talks with the Bishop” (1933) refers to Jane’s body 
in an objectifying way, remarking that she has literally fallen flat as a woman: “Those breasts are flat 
and fallen now / Those veins must soon be dry’” (CP, 259.3-4). Her response, “Fair and foul are 
near of kin, / And fair needs foul” (CP, 259.8), reveals her awareness of the binaries associated with 
age. She recognizes that beauty does not seem to be the point, ultimately, but that passion is what 
she has gained as a compensation for lost beauty and youth. The word “passion” recalls the “terror 
of all terrors” that Mary birthed (CP, 249.4) and the passion of Christ. From Latin passio (literally 
“suffering”), the word “passion” functions as a double entendre in “Crazy Jane Talks with the 
Bishop” in the sense of sexual love and suffering and physical desire. Like Christ, Jane is a spectacle 
of suffering that receives verbal abuse from a figurehead of the religious clergy. For Jane, the 
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Bishop, representing the “forces of organized society and culture [is] arrayed against the marginal 
female figure” (Cullingford, 236). 
 Yeats’ depiction of the aging, non-beautiful body functions not just as a trigger of male 
desire but also as a mode for female expression of her own desire. Crazy Jane represents the 
materiality of the female body. The highest form of holiness lies, according to the Christian view, far 
from the body. This principle recalls Yeats’ depiction of the “holy city of Byzantium” (CP, 193.16), 
the site of flourishing Christianity in the Holy Roman Empire, and yet, the speaker in “Sailing to 
Byzantium” (1923) declares himself “sick with desire / And fastened to a dying animal” (CP, 193.21-
22). Unlike the speaker in “Sailing to Byzantium,” Jane’s voice in “Crazy Jane Talks with the 
Bishop” does not decry desire as a sickness (mental derangement “crazy” or otherwise) but rather 
recognizes that “bodily lowliness” (CP, 259.11)  – the lowest form of man in the Christian view – 
can be a source of “the heart’s pride” (CP, 259.12). Love “has pitched his mansion in / The place of 
excrement” (CP, 259.15-260.15), Jane says, recalling the untraced saying usually attributed to St. 
Augustine about the place of birth: “inter urinas et faeces nascimur” (Latin meaning “we are born 
between urine and feces”).  
 C.G. Jung’s lectures (1934-1939) offer a related comment to Yeats’ scatological reference qua 
Augustine. “That was the Christian point of view,” Jung wrote,  “[intended to] denote the extreme 
inferiority of our nature. We are conceived and born in impurity and have to undergo the 
purification process by ablution and fire and so on.” Unwittingly agreeing with Jane, Jung continues, 
“Since man is not spirit [alone], since man is also body, this fountain of life must have pretty much 
the same nature” (Jung, lecture). This recalls Jane’s challenge to the Bishop by not only recognizing 
duality (fair/foul, mansion/sty, grave/bed, sole/whole) but also realizing that each “needs” the 
other (CP, 259.8). Moreover, Jung’s concept of the “anima figure” (Jung, Symbols, ix), an aid to 
human beings’ attempts at symbolic expression and interaction with adult society, productively 
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contributes to our understanding of Yeats’ shift in voice to a woman in the Crazy Jane sequence. 
Readers acknowledge at least as early as The Wind Among the Reeds (1899) that dreams are important 
for Yeats: “But I, being poor, have only my dreams / I have spread my dreams under your feet; / 
Tread softly because you tread on my dreams” (CP, 73.6-8). The language and figures or “people of 
the unconscious,” John Freeman explains, “are symbols, and the means of communicating dreams” 
(Jung, ix).  
 Considered in this context as a symbol or person from Yeats’ unconscious, Jane is, in the 
words of Jungian scholar M.L. von Franz, the “personification of all feminine psychological 
tendencies in a man’s psyche, such as vague feelings and moods, prophetic hunches, receptiveness to 
the irrational, capacity for personal love, feelings for nature, and his relation to the unconscious” 
(Jung, 186). This does not diminish her embodied quality. Indeed, we might understand that Yeats is 
speaking through the voice of a woman, not only for the sake of a woman but for the sake of 
himself and his own unconscious symbolic system. Further, on the subject of Yeats’ symbolic 
system, Vendler explains that in the Yeatsian universe, “a poem is a set of symbolic abstractions 
which become verbal equivalents of a mental construct” (Vendler, Discipline, 31). Yeats’ rendering of 
the anima, the female element (symbolized by Jane) of his psyche, traces to his earlier poetry 
collection, The Rose (1893), which incidentally quotes Augustine in its epigraph.30  The poet’s 
representation of Eire, like the Rose, in this collection is “complex and powerful, a brilliant riposte 
to the degradation of Ireland’s image by the English. She represents the conditions of speech, she is 
always spoken through” (Mahaffey, States, 125). Yeats speaks through and as Crazy Jane, too, using 
her voice to represent himself as an instrument of desire in later life. This feeling and creative force 
is attributable, according to Jung, to a feminine anima.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30 Yeats showcases his familiarity with Saint Augustine’s thought by quoting an Augustinian phrase as his 
epigraph to the Rose collection of poems (1893): “Sero te amavi, Pulchritudo tam antiqua et tam nova! Sero te amavi.” 
(Late have I loved you, O Beauty ever ancient and ever new! Late have I loved you!) 
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 Notably for Yeats, this creative desire and energy linked to the feminine is also depicted 
through images of physicality. “We must accept the baptism of the gutter,” Yeats wrote in his 
introductory essay to The Oxford Book of Modern Poetry 1892-1935 (1936). The baptism is spiritual, 
whereas the gutter is physical. Crazy Jane argues that wisdom comes not only from the body but also 
from those parts of the body that are often considered by people generally to be the most 
repugnant. As humans, we express our most transcendent and intimate feelings through the most 
unbeautiful parts of our bodies. Additionally, through Jane, Yeats links the grotesque body and 
artistic function. His depiction attempts to make art more human: art depicted as human 
representation. Not only human, Jane’s erotic life “affirms the pleasures both of deep passion and 
casual sex without the justification of maternity” (Cullingford, 241). Hers is a body with breasts “flat 
and fallen” and veins that “must soon be dry” (CP, 259.3-4), notwithstanding her post-menopausal 
desire: “sour” and “naked” (CP, 257.6,11).  
 Eventually for Yeats, Jane’s presence in his life becomes intolerable. He wants to make 
separate this force that is part of his spirit, what Yeats referred to in a 1936 letter to Dorothy 
Wellesley as “the woman in me.” “It seems” Yeats wrote to Wellesley, “I can make a woman express 
herself as never before. I have looked out of her eyes. I have shared her desire.”31 Significantly, Yeats 
wrote to Georgie Yeats later this line that speaks to his growing disgust with his anima or what he 
would call female daemon: “I want to exorcise that slut, Crazy Jane, whose language has become 
unendurable.”32 The word “exorcise” suggests that something needs to be eradicated or pulled out 
from him. Instead of embracing this female spirit as his own, Yeats refuses to further access it 
within him, in part linked to an age-related decline in sexual performance. At the age of 69 Yeats 
underwent a Steinach operation in an effort to shift the hormonal balance in his body, theoretically 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31 Yeats letter to Dorothy Wellesley, Nov. 1936. 
32 Yeats letter to Georgie Yeats, quoted in Norman Jeffares, New Commentaries, 307.  
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creating more testosterone and less sperm.33 Thus, although Yeats draws from his observations of 
“Cracked Mary,” a real-life personage who wandered the roads, old, poor and homeless, Jane is 
grounded in large part in Yeats’ own psyche and bodily experiences. 
 It seems, therefore, that Yeats was more concerned with maximizing his testosterone levels 
and bolstering his masculinity than embracing his anima. Spurred by all of the “lust and rage” (CP, 
312.1) that he presumably attributed to his vasoligation (a procedure now discredited), Yeats 
published a “new” poem, “The Spur” (1938) and thinks about “dance” in relation to “old age” (CP, 
312.2). Yeats celebrates the energy that “dances attendance” (CP, 312.2, italics added to emphasize 
Yeats’ double use of the word “dance” and is implication of an overabundance of energy) on his 
“old age” (CP, 312.2). At a life stage of decline when most people find retirement, leisure, and 
illness, Yeats finds such expected experiences replaced by the sort of “lust and rage” (CP, 312.1) one 
might expect of youth. Lingering in the poem’s subtext is the biographical suggestion that Yeats 
started his sexual life late (around age 30) and married a much younger woman in his mid-50s. “The 
Spur” records Yeats’ sense of himself bursting with regenerative sexual desire and belief that this 
energy keeps him going as a creative force. Ostensibly, and according to Yeats’ sense, without the 
lust of physical desire he would lie down and die. “You think it horrible” (CP, 312.1), Yeats writes in 
the first line of the poem, assuming his readers to recognize his condition not only as surprising but 
also in some ways repugnant. He, too, declares “lust and rage” to be a “plague” (CP, 312.3), 
unwanted and toxic, which probably strikes most readers as disingenuous, given Yeats’ elective 
surgery to bolster his manliness.  
 Especially in the last four years of his life Yeats moved from a conventional, nineteenth-
century view of women, to a more modern view of sexual difference by the time of his death. He 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
33 D. Wyndham, “Versemaking and Lovemaking – W.B. Yeats’ strange second puberty: Norman Haire and 
the Steinach rejuvenation operation,” Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences, vol. 39.1, winter 2003, p. 25-
50. Note that Haire is the surgeon who performed Yeats’ operation. See also D. Schultheiss, J. Denil, and U. 
Jonas, “Rejuvenation in the early 20th Century,” Andrologia, vol. 29.6, Nov-Dec 1997, p.351-355.  
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could imaginatively conceive of himself as a woman.  As Cullingford claims, Yeats might be 
understood as a “woman identified man” (269). Qua Crazy Jane, Yeats renders “love” and desire as 
a material body occupying physical space. “Love has pitched his mansion in / The place of 
excrement” (CP, 260.15-16), Jane attests, adamantly defending the “importance of the body, and 
with it, the dignity of physical pleasure” (Haswell, 112). Jane teaches that you cannot have beauty 
without the body: without the most vulgar acknowledgements of sexuality. 
 It might be argued that the body becomes more important when not tied to reproduction 
and beauty connects Yeats to a passion that keeps him going in his final years. Through Jane, Yeats 
teaches us that the base parts of human existence are equally fruitful for generating art: “‘And fair 
needs foul,’ I cried” (CP, 259.8). In later poems, such as “Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks at the 
Dancers” (1933) – notably she is “old” like the poet himself – Yeats writes with an awareness of the 
inevitability of age and loss of beauty. There is ostensibly an anxiety about a similar kind of artistic 
decay of his body in his poetry, such as in “The Circus Animals’ Desertion” (1938-1939), where 
Yeats musters strength to “lie down where all the ladders start / In the foul rag and bone shop of 
the heart” (CP, 348.39). As in the Crazy Jane sequence, Yeats repeats the word “foul” here to render 
the heart acrid and, adopting Jane’s language, Yeats evidences his “almost telepathic willingness to 
project himself into alien states of being.”34   
 Yeats’ dramatizes the female body in his later poems by taking on the voice of a woman. 
Jane arguably voices Yeats’ anima (or female daemon) in the ballad “Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks 
at the Dancers.” Yeats positions himself in the place of a woman and has her speak for him in a kind 
of sympathetic rendering of Jane’s female plight as he imagines it. Cullingford reminds us that the 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34 For more on Yeats taking on the voice of a woman in his later poems, see Vicki Mahaffey, “Yeats and 
Gender,” W.B. Yeats in Context, ed. David Holdeman and Ben Levitas (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2010), 193-202; and Toomey, Deirdre, ed. Yeats and Women (London: Macmillan, 1997); and Janis 
Tedesco Haswell, Pressed against Divinity: W. B. Yeats's Feminine Masks (Dekalb, IL: Northern Illinois University 
Press, 1997); and Marjorie Howes, Yeats's Nations: Gender, Class, and Irishness (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996). 
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poetic voice is “constructed rather than given” (Cullingford, 204). By speaking from a female 
perspective, Yeats echoes his “early identification with femininity” and sympathetic 
acknowledgement that women would be the ones to suffer most from repressive “sexual life” 
associated with the clergy and government censorship (181). Given this perspective, “Crazy Jane 
Grown Old Looks at the Dancers” (1933) becomes more poignant. “As a spirit of the Thirteenth 
Cone,” Haswell writes, “she remains at the still center of a world in motion. ‘Men come, men go,’ 
Jane observes, “Whether I would or no.” She compares her body to the road “that men pass over.” 
She is a steady presence in the march of time” (Haswell, 115).  
 “Crazy Jane Grown Old Looks at the Dancers” contrasts ugliness and beauty in addition to 
old age and youth. An advocate of passion, as her energy toward Jack the Journeyman suggests, Jane 
watches a dancing couple (and yet also a statue) engaged in a power struggle for control rather than 
of passion. In this poem, according to Vendler, Yeats renders “the immemorial sexual image of a 
dancing couple” in order to isolate the “sexual moment for commendation” (Vendler, Discipline, 
285). Jane figures in sharp contrast to the “ivory image” of a youthful dancer with “coal-black hair” 
(CP, 260.1,3), given her own aging, sagging breasts and drying veins (CP, 259). An aesthetic signifier 
of beauty and sexuality, the dancer’s hair becomes something that threatens her life. Instead of 
serving her as an asset to her desirability, her hair is an instrument of violence. Moreover, she flips 
the script on patriarchal courtship rituals by wielding a phallic knife and threatening “to strike him 
[her dancing partner] dead” (CP, 260.10), thereby assuming the “male” penetrative role. Death, of 
course, would make his sexual penetration of her body nearly impossible.  
 Yeats further depicts the potential violence inherent in rituals of courtship, rendered in this 
poem as a kind of dance. One of Jane’s lyrics recalls the ballad form in its refrain: a “tetrameter 
poem in three seven-line stanzas rhyming abacacb [that] incorporates a mid-stanza refrain, Love is like 
the lion’s tooth.” Moreover, Yeats’ earlier drafts of the poem “astonishingly betray [that the poem’s] 
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life began as the comparably alliterative “Love is like the lily flower” (Vendler, Discipline, 129). Notably, 
there are multiple types of lilies: calla symbolizes beauty, day symbolizes flirtation, eucharis symbolizes 
charm, orange symbolizes hatred, tiger symbolizes pride, white symbolizes virginity, and yellow 
symbolizes falsehood.35  
 The lion of the final draft, however, tends toward a representation of potential violence. “Love 
is like the lion’s tooth” (CP, 260.7, 14, 21) Jane repeats, indicating the possibility of being hurt or cut 
with a “knife” (CP, 260.10) as well as a woman’s “hair” (CP, 260.3). The image of a lion’s sharp 
incisor makes visible the pain associated with courtship and sex, in particular. Further, watching the 
dance prompts Jane to recall her own past love experiences: “God be with the times when I / Cared 
not a thraneen for what chanced” (CP, 260.17-18). The word “chanced” in this context highlights 
Jane’s willingness to risk loss in a relationship. She engaged in a relationship with knowledge and 
awareness that she might be cut, as it were, by the lion’s tooth of love. She sees the dance of love for 
what it is: womb/tomb, death/sex, the embodiment of life and sexuality and not a formless ideal, 
such as the beauty attributed to a dancer in Yeats’ earlier poems, such as “Among School Children” 
(1928) where we learn that blossoming happens when beauty is not born of its own despair (CP, 
217.57-58). 
 This chapter traced the general move in Yeats’ poetic corpus (taken chronologically) from 
depictions of women as embodiments of ideal beauty to women as speakers of their own desire. 
Ultimately, Yeats forgoes idealizing “woman” at large and in his later poems present desire itself 
from a female point of view. His corpus shows a movement from a world of the ethereal to the 
body and materiality; such phrases as “old mythologies” and the “enterprise in walking naked” 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
35 On Yeats’ use of the language of flowers, especially the rose, see Robert O’Driscoll, Symbolism and Some 
Implications of the Symbolic Approach: W. B. Yeats during the Eighteen-Nineties (Dublin: Dolmen Press, 1975); Steven 
Purzel, Reconstructing Yeats: The Secret Rose and The Wind Among the Reeds (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1986); 
Wilson, F. Wilson, Yeats's Iconography (London: Gollancz Press, 1960). For more recent scholarship, see 
Michael Sidnell, Yeats's Poetry and Poetics (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1996). 
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acknowledge Yeats’ shift in his late career to depict the human body as an agent for artistic and 
spiritual achievement. “A Coat” (1914) functions as Yeats’ deliberate manifesto about his changing 
poetic style as he gives up the old mythologies, gets down off his stilts, and begins to climb the 
proverbial ladder yet again. Yeats achieves a style that is more embodied and “naked” as he brings 
his poetry closer to a secular version of religious ritual.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
JOYCE’S PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG GIRL 
 
 After 17 years of composition, James Joyce published Finnegans Wake (1939), a novel of such 
extreme stylistic experimentation that few people read it. Among those who enter the Wakean 
labyrinth, few recognize Issy Earwicker-Porter as the female counterpart to Joyce’s earliest 
protagonist, Stephen Dedalus, introduced in Stephen Hero (composed 1904-1906) and A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man (published 1916). In the shadow of Joyce’s first “painted” artist, Issy emerges 
as a young girl coming to terms with what it means to be a female subject in a patriarchal society that 
constructs women according to an either/or paradigm – she is an image (i.e. something that is not 
real but idealized, a dream) or a “pet” (i.e. domesticated animal, a “pussy” recognized for her 
sexualized body). This chapter focuses on Issy’s emerging sexuality and Joyce’s portrait of her as 
simultaneously an image and a pet. By examining how Issy navigates the distance between these 
iterations of her we recognize that the key to understanding her character lies precisely in her 
“doubleness.” Issy is two people: “IS” and “See” – what she is and also what she sees. She is an 
idealized image of a beautiful young woman who might sit for a Pre-Raphaelite painting, and she is 
also a domesticated “pet” who is embodied and sexual but relegated to footnotes. Ultimately, Issy’s 
emergent sexuality becomes part of the narrative’s driving force as Joyce pushes the boundaries of 
literary experimentation to depict the erotic image of a maturing girl seen from the point of view of 
the young girl herself.   
 By treating various emanations of Issy’s character – Alice, Eve, Ophelia, Leapyear Girls, 
Nuvoletta, Lucia, Rainbow Girls – as they are presented in the dreamscape of Finnegans Wake, we 
gain a better understanding of female adolescence as a period of great desirability in society. At this 
period of maturation, the young girl is grappling with body changes as well as others’ responses to 
her sexuality. Several of Issy’s iterations in the novel are foregrounded here to emphasize their 
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particular significance. Issy relates to Joyce’s own daughter Lucia, who is an artist and whose 
illustrations were used for Pomes Penyeach, The Mime of Mick, Nick and the Maggies, and Storiella as She is 
Syung. Storiella registers Issy as an artist, and a singer in particular, who tells her story (the story of 
“She”) from her own point of view. Storiella sits on her “solfa sofa” (musical notes “sol” and “fa”, 
FW, 268.14), and although she gains perspective from this vantage point, it also isolates her. 
Another way that Joyce depicts Issy’s position between the two extremes of ideal and animal is with 
recourse to Jonathan Swift’s Journal to Stella (1766). As “Pepette,” French for “money” and linked to 
pépée, from poupée meaning “doll,” Issy connects to Esther “Stella” Johnson and Esther “Vanessa” 
Vanhomrigh (via Swift’s nickname “Ppt” for Stella). For Swift, Vanessa is the more sexual and 
animalistic woman, whereas Stella is an idealized and child-like version of a woman. Swift’s Stella 
and Vanessa, both linked by the first name Esther, might be read as two sides of the same person or 
body. It is this sense of duality that Joyce adopts in his construction of Issy as Pepette.  
 The topography of Finnegans Wake is structured to show many sides of a character through 
textual interplay and portmanteau. Also likened to Lewis Carroll’s Alice, Issy reminds readers how 
both Through the Looking-Glass (1871) and Finnegans Wake make use of portmanteau words. 
Portmanteau, which means “suitcase,” offers readers an analogue for Joyce’s writing: the image of 
clothing packed together and smashed in a suitcase is similar to what Joyce does with words in this 
novel. The above epigraph, for instance, connects Issy with two other female figures in the novel, 
ALP and Kate. The multiplicity of possibilities evoked by Issy’s adolescence/undeveloped sexuality 
gets attenuated as she “ages”/grows complicit with more mature or “finished” kinds of sexuality. 
What is riveting about this stage of Issy’s adolescent sexual development is that once married (ALP) 
she understands her body differently and her commitments to family might include the experience 
of reproduction. Issy’s complicity with mature sexuality (figured by ALP) and the aged sexuality of 
Kate resists a singular or static meaning. Taken together, they represent the stages of a woman’s life 
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from youth to late adulthood. Individually, each represents a version of “the same person, at 
different ages” (Crispi and Slote, 125, 138). Although the imaginative possibilities for interpreting 
Issy may be extensive and far-reaching, Finnegans Wake remains subject to boundaries by the very 
limits of language itself. In particular, Joyce circumscribes Issy’s youthful sexuality, confining its 
multiplicity to a socially and patriarchy-sanctioned framework, to expose the limits of language and 
textual interplay. 
 Joyce depicts multiple viewpoints simultaneously by deconstructing objects into their 
component shapes. In this way, Issy aligns with the Cubist idea of looking at a two-dimensional 
object in terms of its multiple dimensions. From the French philosophy of Henri Bergson (1859-
1941) – “the sophology of Bitchson” (FW, 149.20) – who theorized that we perceive the world in 
terms of a simultaneous intersection of past and present experience, the Cubist principle of 
simultaneity or multiple views offers Joyce, as Hugh Kenner recognized in the 1970s, a way to show 
different sides of an object or person on one plane (Kenner, 171-184).  
 Perhaps the most efficient way to organize an 
analysis of the “many many many many many” (FW, 
306.11-12) facets of femininity that Joyce figures in 
his construction of Issy, then, is to divide it into 
sections. An art critic might draw attention to the 
parts of a violin in Georges Braque’s Homage to J.S. 
Bach (1911-12) in order to illustrate the significance 
of light and shade on the shape; the strategy in this 
chapter for reading Issy draws from this model. Note 
that the Cubist practice of stenciling letters links to  
  Figure 1.     Lucia Joyce’s drawing of lettrines (French meaning 
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“ornamental capitals”) for each of the poems in Joyce’s Pomes Penyeach as well as The Mime of Mick, 
Nick and the Maggies and Storiella as She is Syung. The first page of Storiella, including Lucia’s 
illustrations, is reprinted here.  
 The following close readings of the “Issy-parts” of chapters I.6, II.1, II.2, and III.2, 
including Storiella, explore how Joyce depicts Issy, in different ways, at a liminal period between 
youth and adulthood. The purpose is not to fully separate Issy from ALP and Kate but to 
acknowledge their simultaneous presence while maintaining focus on Issy and her related motifs: 
mirror, cloud, rainbow, heliotrope (a.k.a. “meednight sunflower” FW, 470.7), underpants, and 
nosepaper, among others. In each section a particular aspect of Issy’s sexuality will be brought into 
focus. Within each textual division, Issy is related to female figures from literature, mythology, Irish 
history, and Joyce’s own life.  
 The schema for these sections may be considered as follows: (1) Pepette’s Vanity Table and 
the Reign of Nuvoletta in FW I.6; (2) Issy Takes a (Rain)Bow at the Playhouse in FW II.1; (3) Sexed 
Education: Issy’s Nightlesson in Systemic Inequality in FW II.2; (4) The “Sacred Virginity” and 
Nosepaper of a Queen Bee in FW III.2.     
 
SECTION 1: PÉPETTE’S VANITY TABLE AND THE REIGN OF NUVOLETTA   
 Joyce frames his portrait of Issy by engaging with various literary and historical female 
figures that reflect aspects of Issy’s emerging sexuality. This section takes two parts, the first, 
“Pipette’s Vanity Table” considers the name “Pepette,” French for “money” and linked to pépée, 
from poupée meaning “doll,” connecting Issy to Esther “Stella” Johnson and Esther “Vanessa” 
Vanhomrigh (via Jonathan Swift’s nickname “Ppt” for Stella). Additionally, the vanity table mirror 
recalls Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass (Lewis Carroll’s fictional character 
based on Alice Pleasance Liddell, APL – an anagram of ALP). The second part, “the Reign of 
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Nuvoletta,” investigates Issy’s tearful response to the Mookse and the Gripes who fail to respond 
when she puts her seduction skills to the test after much practice in the mirror. Part of this section’s 
aim is to establish Issy’s sexual naiveté in FW I.6 in contrast to its more developed form evident in a 
scene of sexual consummation between Tristan and Isolde in FW II.4.  
 The “quiz” (FW I.6) opens with a provocative twist on the standard question, “What do you 
do?” – asked in “white drawringroams” (“drawing rooms” and “drawing groans”; FW, 126.20) 
everywhere. Joyce shifts the tone from what someone might expect to hear in a drawing room to 
what might happen in a bedroom: “So? Who do you no tonigh, lazy and gentleman?” (“How do you 
do tonight,” “Who do you know,” and by combining the other two: “Who do you do tonight”; FW, 
126.1-2). The implicitly sexual question, “Who do you do” (have sex with), sets a carnal tone that 
later resonates when Issy recognizes the erotic sensuality of her mouth and lips in the mirror and 
struggles to recognize the sexualized images of her body as her own. The narrator of this chapter 
(Shaun) clusters Issy with other “soft youthful bright matchless girls” (FW, 134.23) and assures 
readers that she, like nameless others, “should bosom into fine silkclad jouous young women” (silk-
clad, joyous, “jouer” is also embedded in “jouous,” adding playfulness to the mix; FW, 134.23-24). 
She is situated according to her age (“youth”), marital status (“matchless”), and potential as a 
nurturer (“bosom” of “joy”). Issy’s presence is cued by particular words: “leapyourown taughter” 
(leap year/your own daughter; FW, 127.2), “cloud” (FW, 127.26), and “rain bowed” (FW, 133.31), 
for instance.  
 Joyce described FW I.6 as a “picture gallery” of Wakean characters, and it presents the 
“major characters” through a series of questions (Rose and O’Hanlon, 88). Question 10 offers a 
kind of “reunited selfdom” (FW, 294.36-395.1) or reunion of various “extensions to my [Issy’s] 
personality” (FW, 144.23). Several female figures are presented in conjunction with question 10 and 
may be considered together as a composite of character features or portrait of Issy’s sexuality as a 
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young girl. These figures do not “add up” to make a singular figure; rather they may be regarded as 
perspectives of Issy’s character seen from different angles. Question 10 asks, “What bitter’s love but 
yurning, what sour lovemutch but bref burning till shee that drawes dothe smoake retourne?” (FW, 
143.29-30; “What then is love but mourning, What desire but a self-burning, Till she that hates doth 
love return?” – McHugh, 143). Joyce derived this question from the lyrics of an old English lute-
song by Philip Rosseter (A Book of Aires, c. 1601) that refers to the Aire River and of course air itself. 
The reference to air is significant in this context for at least two reasons: the question of Issy’s 
sexuality is aired (exposed, made public) in this scene and later as the little cloud girl, Nuvoletta, Issy 
is in the air and also composed of water. 
 The introduction of Issy through song lyrics about love, mourning, desire, and return 
establishes her role as a sentimental young girl who wants to love and be loved in return: “deaf with 
love, our angel being, one of romance’s fade-less wonderwomen” (FW, 395.29-31). Indeed, Issy 
stands “dreaming Love into her Mirror” (Campbell, 18). Joyce’s meticulous attention to detail is in 
full force for question 10 as he connects the first name of the lute-song musician (Philip Rosseter) to 
Issy in a few steps, effectively positioning her as the “composer” of her own question. Pip, short for 
Philip, links to the nickname “Ppt” that Swift gives to Stella and also ties to Pepette (the name of 
Issy’s image in the vanity table mirror; FW, 143.31; Glasheen, 229-233; Atherton, 117).36 Thus, Joyce 
nominally connects the composer of A Book of Aires to Issy and arranges the song lyrics in Issy’s 
voice, lisp and all: “dawes dothe smoake retourne” (dawn does smoke return; FW, 143.30). Issy, 
then, effectively becomes the “composer” of her own question and asks it in an airy, musical form 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
36 Joyce referred to Exiles as a “distant reminiscence of the strange Stella-Vanessa story” (Letters, II, 456-57). 
Notably, Stella’s eyes were weak: “Well, but I should write plainer,” Swift noted, “when I consider Stella 
cannot read” (Letter 5: London, Sept 30, 1710, FN 21). Swift also referred to the “fainting rays of Stella’s 
eyes.” There is also a point of connection between Joyce and Lucia-Issy (vision, reflection): “the dotter of his 
eyes.”  
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before responding to herself in a voice that is both angry and proud, alternately referring to herself 
as “pig” (FW, 143.35) and “angiol” (angel; FW, 143.33).  
 Somewhere among the dirty pig and heavenly angel is the “sluttkins” (slut kin; affectionate 
form of slut?). In question 10, Issy reveals her experience with human sex trafficking by alleging that 
“Mother Brown” acquired customers for Issy’s forced labor. Issy confesses, “the rubberend 
[reverend] Mr. Polkingtone the quonian fleshmonger who Mother Browne solicited for me for 
unlawful converse with” (soliciting her and a reverend at that for unlawful conversing; FW, 144.30-
31). Incidentally, the term “slut” used to be a class designation, meaning dirty as in the phrase 
“kitchen slut.” Once the term became sexual it mapped certain kids of morality onto class 
differences. Reverend Matthew Pilkington’s wife was a friend of Jonathan Swift, according to 
McHugh’s annotations, and Swift referred to his correspondences generally as “sluts” and to Stella 
in particular as “sluttkins” and “stellakins.” The prefix “slut” in Swift’s pet name for Stella 
complicates an already obscure account of their relationship and seems to contradict the laudatory 
comments he made to the public at her death. In his essay “On the Death of Esther Johnson,” Swift 
wrote that “never was any of her sex born with better gifts of mind” (Atherton, 114-123). Unlike 
Esther “Stella” Johnson, Esther “Vanessa” Vanhomrigh “exerted all the arts of her sex” and was 
vain. In this way Vanessa is more present than Stella when Issy looks in the mirror of her “vanity” 
table.  
 It is worth emphasizing here that Issy is simultaneously an image (something that is not real, 
a dream, a vision that she sees in the mirror) and, on the other hand, she is a “pet” (a domesticated 
animal, a “pussy” cat). For a young girl, the body functions as a mere double of the mirror image. 
Finnegans Wake moves along, with flow being one of its major themes, and the onset of Issy’s 
menarche is one image for flow, as readers see how her self-image comes into conversation with her 
allure to women as well as men. Issy, for instance, is also “that Puppette” (puppet; FW, 14.8) and 
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poupée (French meaning “doll”) that she addresses in the mirror of her “vanity table” (FW, 143.36), 
which is consistent with the disenfranchised position of a sex worker who is “dolled” up to attract 
customers. Issy’s “pette” (pet; FW, 143.31) names are various and “melts in tother” (melt together, 
melt in to her; FW, 143.19). “Selfthought” (self taught and thought; FW, 147.9), she creates versions 
of herself – “component partners” (FW, 142.8) - for her own amusement and asks herself whether 
she is deriving pleasure from the effort: “Are you enjoying, this same little me, my life, my love?” 
(FW, 147.35-36).  
 A crucial moment of Issy’s sexual development is rendered in FW I.6 as a subject speaking 
into the mirror, watching her mouth move as she thinks about applying lotion to her hands and 
visualizing the sexuality of her own body. As Issy talks to her mirror image, “Mee!” (FW, 147.15) she 
looks at her lips. It is her “tête-à-tête with herself, over whom she is incurably jealous and impossibly 
erotic” (Rose and O’Hanlon, 94). Her “selfthought” (self taught and thought; FW, 147.9) language is 
definitely a kind of pig Latin (the deformed language of a child) that seems naïve and playful but 
reveals an emerging sexual awareness. For instance, she luxuriates over the elongated vowel sounds 
‘o’ and ‘u’ and the consonants ‘m’ and ‘f’: “O mind you poo tickly. Sall I puhim in momou. 
Mummumm” (FW, 144.34-36). Together, ‘o’ ‘u’ ‘m’ ‘f’ spells “mouf” and sounds like “mouth.” This 
fits with the overall emphasis on lips and mouth in Issy’s talk with her self in the mirror. This “self-
mirroring desire” of her image in the looking glass, according to Christine Froula, creates an 
imaginary boundary crossing of sexual difference that is “fluid, dissolving, merging,” a “mixness” 
(FW, 505.20) between “The form masculine. The gender feminine” (FW, 505.25). As the “looking-
glass double Marge” (Gordon, 76), Issy role-plays as a seductress who exists at the “margins” or 
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cultural fringes whose aim is not to possess her mirror image sexually but to become her 
symbolically.37   
 Issy is not only “twinned” with her image in the mirror, but she joins the legendary Isolde of 
Ireland (FW II.4) and Isolde of Brittany, referred to as “Isolde of the White Hands because she 
sewed” (Glasheen, 137) – a hobby that Issy exhibits in FW II.2. Although it is not until FW II.4 that 
a physical interaction occurs between Issy and her lover Tristan – their “gushious bodies” go 
“passionpanting” together (FW, 394.30-36) – it is in FW I.6 that Issy begins to realize the allure of 
her own voice and its sex appeal. Issy speaks, “My Eilish assent he seed makes his admiracion” (“My 
Irish accent brought his admiration” and “His seed admired my Irish accent”; FW, 144.10-11). For 
the English Tristan from Cornwall, a female Irish accent might sound exotic and attractive. Issy is as 
yet unskilled in the art of seduction but nevertheless identifies her admirer in FW I.6 as a 
“foodbrawler, of the sociationist party” (footballer of the socialist party; FW, 144.5-6) who “is 
seeking an opening and means to be first with me as his belle alliance” (allusion to war; FW, 144.11-
12).  
 A resonant version of Shakespeare’s star-crossed lovers, “Jolio and Romenu” (Romeo and 
Juliet; FW, 144.14), Tristan and Iseult represent the ephemerality of youthful romance in Joyce’s 
version of the tale. Issy, according to Atherton, is Iseult or Isold in FW and provides a link to 
Chapelizod (117). It is not until her sexual encounter with Tristan, a “sexfutter” (“six feet tall” and 
“sex”; FW, 384.28), in the “steamy window” (FW, 395.8-9) scene of FW II.4 that Issy identifies 
Tristan’s penis as “neither bigugly nor smallnice” (big, ugly, small, nice; FW, 384.24-25). In this 
“quiz” chapter – and before the “nightlessons” of FW II.2 – Issy still thinks of male anatomy in 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Molly’s monologue in Ulysses might be productively compared to Issy talking to herself in the mirror in FW; 
see Joseph Boone’s chapter, “Staging Sexuality: Repression, Representation, and 'Interior’ States in Ulysses” on 
Joyce’s rejection of traditional methods of realistic narration and “interiorization of Molly’s stream-of-
consciousness reveries” in monologue form in Joyce: The Return of the Repressed, ed. Susan Stanford Freidman 
(Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1993), 190-225. 
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non-sexed or gendered terms, “Funny spot to have a fingey!” (“finger” and “thingy”; FW, 114.35). 
Issy only subconsciously understands male genitals and only later does the penis become a sexual 
thing for her when she realizes her influence on it with “all her moves and senses” (FW, 385.20). 
Indeed a lot happens between FW I.6, the “quiz” chapter, and FW II.4, the “Tristan and Isolde” 
section, as Issy experiences menstruation as nature’s “malody” and regards marriage as something 
“impending” and inevitable (FW, 279.F1).38  
 It is productive to recognize the basic principle of duality upon which Issy’s character 
operates, which works in tandem and as a basis for further and more multiplicitous versions 
associated with her (leapyear girls, Nuvoletta, rainbow girls). In a short essay written about 25 years 
ago, Marian Robinson draws an insightful thematic parallel between Pablo Picasso’s painting, Girl 
Before a Mirror (1932), and Issy’s monologue in Finnegans Wake. Robinson identifies the “nircississies 
are as the doaters of inversion” (narcissists are the daughters of inversion, “ssissies” is also sisters 
and sissies; FW, 526.34) in FW III.3 as the locus of Issy’s engagement with the mirror; however, FW 
I.6 seems the most crucial for her developing sexuality. The 
section of FW III.3 that Robinson focuses on does emphasize 
the inherent danger of self-love, a severe compression of spatial 
relations (and avoidance of social relations): “she was near 
drowned in pondest coldstreams of admiration for herself” (she 
nearly drowned in a cold pond stream from looking at her 
reflection; FW 526.28-29).  
According to the Museum of Modern Art’s MoMa Highlights,  
     Figure 2.           this painting of Picasso’s young lover, Marie-Thérèse Walter, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
38 For more on Issy’s sexuality as it relates to marriage and lesbian desire, see Christy Burns’s essay, “In the 
Original Sinse: The Gay Cliché and Verbal Transgression in Finnegans Wake,” in Quare Joyce, ed. Joseph Valente 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2001), 201-224. 
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shows “the transition from an innocent girl to a worldly woman aware of her own sexuality. The girl 
reaches out to the reflection, as if trying to unite her different selves” (Robinson, 158-161). Like a 
cubist painting, FW offers a sense of “multiple and discontinuous viewpoints” and comments on the 
“duality, of which we are generally less conscious than we should be, inherent in the whole idea of 
representational art.” The art critic and curator David Sylvester once posited, “Is it not extraordinary 
that a painting, a static colored design on a flat surface, which is meant to please and speak to us as 
such, should also attempt to be a representation of part of a world that exists in space and time? The 
very difficulty of relating a cubist painting to reality stops us from taking this duality for granted” 
(100).  
 Moreover, Joyce is sometimes dissatisfied with duality and creates more depth for Issy by 
attributing to her multiple characters or personalities, modeled on Christine Beauchamp, the subject 
of multiple personality described by Morton Prince’s Dissociation of a Personality (1905). “The effect is 
to create the sense of “constantly changing personalities in the same character” (Atherton, 117). Issy 
has also been likened to Joyce’s own daughter Lucia who suffered mental illness. “Issy has her flaw; 
she is mad, is a personality split into two temptresses, or seven rainbow girls, or 29 leap-year girls. 
Issy is diversity. Lucia was the real-life, sexually rejected schizophrenic girl who must have given her 
father the idea of a split young heroine” (Glasheen, 138). To explore the dynamics of female 
sexuality within a cubist complex in FW is an effort to account for the “measureless surreality of 
dreams,” and, like any work of art, FW might “exceede the artist’s intentions” (Atherton, 117, 128-
129). Issy is a creative product of Joyce’s imagination (his dream), but as a linguistic component of 
FW, Issy escapes his authorial control insofar as word combinations and permutations abound. Yet 
when FW is considered solely as a narrative of HCE’s dream consciousness then Issy exists only as 
long as HCE remains asleep.  
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 The night dream of FW, Joyce wrote in a 31 May 1927 letter, stands accused of “imitating 
Lewis Carroll” although, he insists, “I never read him till … a few weeks ago.” The accusation rested 
largely on Joyce’s use of “portmanteau” (FW, 240.36) words akin to Carroll’s Jabberwocky poem – 
“jest jibberweek’s joke” (FW 565.14) – from Through the Looking Glass: And What Alice Found There 
(1872) that showcased how a word might mean two or more things at the same time. The subject 
matter of a dream is obviously not Carroll’s literary invention; however, his way of styling the dream 
– and Alice’s relation to it – is particularly insightful for a reading of Issy Earwicker Porter’s 
awareness of herself in FW. 39 In the final two chapters of Through the Looking Glass, Alice awakens to 
her kitten and asks it whether she “dreamed it all” or if she was part of someone else’s dream. 
“Now, Kitty,” Alice says, “let’s consider who it was that dreamed it all. You see, Kitty, it must have 
been either me or the Red King. He was part of my dream, of course – but then I was part of his 
dream, too!” The animal, unsurprisingly, responds by licking its paw.  
 The final line of Through the Looking Glass asks, “Which do you think it was?” – the young 
girl’s dream or the adult man’s dream – might also be asked of FW. Whose dream is it: that of Issy, 
Joyce, HCE (i.e. everybody)? “Who is the dreamer?” is a question that presupposes, however, that 
the dream is of one of the characters. Perhaps misguidedly, the dream is sometimes attributed to 
HCE, Issy’s father: “our mysterbilder his fullen aslip” (our masterbuilder of the dream has fallen 
asleep, has fallen/slipped; FW, 377.26). Issy’s metafictional awareness of her role as a character in a 
work of fiction – her knowledge of “The Doodles family” sigla despite her status as a fictional 
character (Shelton, 203-221) – is akin to Alice’s waking realization that she was part of a dream 
world. She is present in the dream but not bound to it, slipping from the position as object of her 
father’s dream and his sexual advances to a marginalized subject position from which she asserts her 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
39 For a study of the “effective resistance to objectification and refusal to succumb to the seduction of 
stereotypes” in the context of Joyce’s other fictions, see Vicki Mahaffey, “Père-version and Im-mère-sion: 
Idealized Corruption in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man and The Picture of Dorian Gray,” in Quare Joyce, ed. 
Joseph Valente (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1998), p.121-138. 
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perspective in a footnote (see the “Nightlessons” section below). Issy figures like the noise of a 
fireplace in a room where someone sleeps. The noise of the fireplace might be incorporated into 
that person’s dream, but the fireplace and its noises exist independently of the dream.  
 The name Alice is derived from the Latin word for “sorrow” and implies mourning and 
tears. In Through the Looking Glass, Tweedledee asks Alice what the Red King is dreaming about. Alice 
responds that, “Nobody can guess that.” “Why, about you!” Tweedledee says, prompting Alice to 
cry because she interprets this to mean that she is “not real.” Alice consoles herself with the belief 
that imaginary figures cannot cry (the logic follows that she is real because she does cry). Believing 
herself to be more than a figment of the Red King’s dream, she dries her tears and thinks about rain. 
In chapter 2 of Alice in Wonderland, the prequel to Looking Glass, Alice swims through a pool of her 
own tears, recalling Issy as Nuvoletta (a little cloud that cries/rains tears) addressed below. For now, 
let us connect “Nuvoletta, a lass” (FW, 159.5) to Alice - “alis, alas, she broke the glass” (FW, 
270.19).  
 Through the Looking Glass opens with the admonition that “it was the black kitten’s fault 
entirely” (3), and in the dream, the kitten becomes Her Majesty the Red Queen. In Joyce’s version of 
a dream narrative, the “quean” is a “false” one; she is “a queen of pranks” (FW, 68.20-22). Issy is 
playing with the tail of a cat (FW, 143.29-148.32), and according to Rose and O’Hanlon, she lures 
birds to her cat and then lures HCE to her. HCE overhears her talking to the mirror and this may be 
read, again according to Rose and O’Hanlon, as an invitation for him to follow her through the 
looking glass – “you may go through me! … I thee woo and bind my silk breasths I thee bound!” 
(FW, 148.27-30). Hugh Kenner’s comment in Dublin’s Joyce supports this reading: “Joyce transferred 
Dodgson’s [a.k.a. Carroll’s] ambivalent relations with Isa Bowman [the young actress who played the 
name part in the stage production of Alice in Wonderland] to the Wake almost unaltered, as HCE’s 
incestuous infatuation with his daughter Iseult” (Kenner, 288). Tempting the father and attracting 
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the divided sons, the daughter is a cause of contention and fall. It is the “memory of sexual 
transgression (or wish to commit it) that the book repeatedly buries and exhumes” (Beckman, 32-
41). Like Eve in Paradise Lost, Issy is entranced by her own image and is the cause of desire in men 
and women. As the young girl tries to mature into an adult sexual form, she falls or leaps to an 
awareness of her own sexuality and erotic identity. Issy confesses to holding a “secret from my 
world and in my underworld of nighties and naughties and all the other wonderwearlds” (FW, 
147.27-28). References to a world of wonder imply Wonderland, another connection to Carroll’s 
fictional portrayal of a young girl’s adventures in an imagined unknown place. Hers is a journey of 
sexual discovery. 
 In what Sebastian Knowles referred to as “one of the scariest moments in fiction,” HCE 
pauses at his daughter’s door in FW III.4 and wonders, “does she do fleurty winkies with herself. 
Her pet pussy is never alone, as records her chambrette, for she can always look at Biddles and talk 
petnames with her little playfilly when she is sitting downy on the ploshmat” (FW, 561.34-562.2; 
Knowles, 104). The word “Biddles” recalls “Tiddles,” the name of a cat (McHugh, 561). Cat (le chat 
in French, meaning both feline and female genitals) is related here to “pussy” – slang for female 
pudenda. “Has your pussy a pessname? (Does your cat/genitals have a petname?, FW, 561.10). 
“Yes, indeed” Issy says, “she is named Buttercup” (FW, 561.12). The phrase “Ah plikplak wed ma 
Biddles” (I play with my Tiddles/pussy; FW, 562.3) might refer to Issy’s autoeroticism or her play 
with her cat. In the context of Through the Looking Glass – “it was the black kitten’s fault” – it implies 
that it is because of her “pussy” (genitals) that Carroll was attracted to Alice and, by extension, HCE 
– “old King Cnut” (“cunt,” “nut,” and “cut-n” sounds like “kitten” said with a “lisp” or accent; FW, 
139.5, 139.19) to Issy, the “flowery girlish” (FW, 562.5) version of ALP. Indeed, one of the main 
ways that FW incorporates Alice Pleasance Liddell is through the frequent use of her initials, APL. 
APL figures as both anagram of the mother, ALP, and very often, simply as “apple,” recalling Eve, 
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the mother of all living. It was, in fact, a relationship of symbolic incest: Dodgson saw in Isa an 
incarnation of Alice, and Alice was his creation (Atherton, 131). 
 The final line of question 10 reads like a director’s note: “Laughs!” (FW, 148.32) and follows 
a reference to crying, “Was I sold here’ tears?” (Was Isolde here? Was I sold in tears, as a slave 
adorned in “sextones with princess effect” (FW, 148.8-11). This contrast between laughter and tears 
sets the tone for the dissonance of Issy’s personalities. Take, for instance, Issy’s question to herself 
about her allegiance with other females. “Did you really never,” Issy asks herself, “in all our 
cantalang lives speak clothes to a girl’s before? No! How marfellows! Of course I believe you, my 
own dear doting liest when you tell me” (“Did you really never in all a long life speak close to a girl 
before? How marvelous!” McHugh, 148; FW, 148.22-25). The line “my dear doting liest” (my dear 
doting liar, daughter lying) contains the word “lie” and undercuts Issy’s belief in her own claim: “I 
believe you, liar” is essentially the contradiction that Issy tells herself. She tells herself to “liss, liss!” 
(listen; FW, 148.26) and be quiet (“Shshshsh!”; FW, 148.32) but follows this with the sound of 
laughter. 
 The sentimental teary-eyed Issy takes the form of a cloud later in “The Mookse and The 
Gripes” (FW, 152.15) scene of FW I.6. As the name for cloud, Nuvoletta represents an aspect of 
Issy’s character. As a vaporous raincloud she is not “real” or embodied, seeing herself as an image in 
the mirror, and effectively represents what Alice in Through the Looking Glass fears most and what 
makes her cry: the thought that she is, as Tweedledee told her, “not real.”40 Issy, in contrast, does 
not go through the looking glass, but as vapor notes that: “you may go through me” (FW, 148.27-
28), just as someone might walk through a cloud of dust. The same goes for the sexually mature 
version of Issy, figured by ALP, whose sexual mate HCE goes through her. Nevertheless, Issy is 
more rebellious than Alice; she is an outcast of “wonderlawn” and “she broke the glass!” 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
40 Another connection between The Mookse and the Gripes and Lewis Carroll’s fiction is, according to 
Campbell and Robinson, “The Mock Turtle and the Griffon” from Alice in Wonderland, (Skeleton Key, 114). 
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(Wonderland, lawn-garden of Eden; FW, 270.20-21). For Issy to break the glass suggests that she 
destroys the image of herself and may signal the loss of her virginity if we correlate the pane of glass 
with the pain associated with a torn/broken hymen. Hers is a life of “mistery of pain” 
(misery/mystery and pain; FW, 270.22).  
 In this scene with the Mookse and Gripes, Issy is a little cloud, a nibulissa that “sulks as she 
trails along behind, unrequited in love, frustrated and unhappy” (Rose and O’Hanlon, 143). From 
this cloud a tear falls, a “singult tear” (Iseult and tear, also the “reign” of Isolde; FW, 159.13). Joyce 
anthropomorphizes the misty little cloud into a tearful, fallen woman who imagines herself as a 
princess whose “muddied name was Missisliffi” (married and disreputable, missus river Liffey, 
Mississippi River; FW, 159.12-13). Issy appears as a little cloud in the first draft version of “The 
Mookse and the Gripes” fable, and Issy is named Nuvoletta (Italian for “little cloud”) in the final 
version.41 Joyce showcases the double meaning of the word “rain” as precipitation and “reign” as 
royal rule in order to depict Issy’s tearful “fall” into adult sexuality. The juxtaposition of the first and 
final draft version of I.6 illustrates how the raindrops of Issy as a little cloud and the teardrops of the 
reigning princess Nuvoletta are superimposed on each other. As water vapor condensed to a 
breaking point, Nuvoletta pours backs to the earth and river in the form of rain. Nuvoletta offers a 
maudlin display of the journey or fall into sexual maturation as the fable’s tragic heroine on the cusp 
of womanhood. She is alone and in mourning; she sheds a tear that is “muddied” (FW, 159.12) by 
her contact with the earth, specifically the “bed” of the river. This is the plight/flight of “any girl” 
(FW, 146.6) on the precipice of womanhood, a stage that involves the liquid flow associated with 
menstruation and liquid lubrication associated with sexual arousal. Indeed, coupled with the image 
of a cloud blown by the wind and lacking agency, Nuvoletta is a kind of “any girl” who imagines 
herself on a journey of sexual discovery in a one-dimensional fantasy role of a princess. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 Joyce’s other uses of “a little cloud” and its religious and literary contexts may be found in Marian Eide and 
Vicki Mahaffey, “The Small Light in A Little Cloud” (Collaborative Dubliners, 164-187). 
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 Contrary to her description as a “woman of no appearance” (FW, 158.25-26), Issy smiles at 
herself in the mirror, fantasizing that she sees the “beauty of the image of the pose of the daughter 
of the queen of the Emperour of Irelande” (the beautiful image of an Irish princess posing in the 
mirror; FW, 156.34-36) and sighs to herself “as were she born to bride with Tristis” (destined to 
marry Tristan, Tristis is also Latin for “sad”– a connection worth noting given the lovers’ tragic fate; 
FW, 157.34-158.1). The echo of Oscar Wilde’s play A Woman of No Importance (1894) is significant 
for its portrayal of the treatment of women and the importance of the Wilde trials for exposing the 
social intolerance of homosexual men in late 1890s England.42 After a reference to “quonian 
fleshmonger” (quotidian flesh monger; FW, 144.30; “cunt procurer,” McHugh, 144), Issy fantasizes 
about performing fellatio: “Sall I puhim in moumou” (“Shall I put him in my mouth”; FW, 144.34-
35; McHugh, 144). Her sense of Tristan’s sexuality in relation to her own is heightened and she 
imagines that it “won’t be long” before their first act of sexual intercourse because both desire the 
other – “he’s so loopy on me and I’m so leepy like” (FW, 146.23-24). Frisky Issy takes the proverbial 
leap toward love by acting on her “leepy like” feelings. Once her fantasy is expressed physically, she 
responds with a wet “leaptear” (159.16). The portmanteau word “leaptear” bears at least two 
actions; initiated in the sexual world, Issy cries a tear and, as a “fallen woman” she experiences a 
hymenal tear of vaginal tissue.43 A leapyear is significant, according to an Irish legend involving St 
Bridget, because on 29 February every four years girls were supposed to be able to propose marriage 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 For more information about the Wilde trials, see Merlin Holland, The Real Trial of Oscar Wilde (New York: 
Harper Perrenial, 2004) and Michael Foldy, The Trials of Oscar Wilde: Deviance, Morality, and Late-Victorian Society 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1997). Notably, Moisés Kaufman’s play, Gross Indecency: The Three 
Trials of Oscar Wilde (1997), draws from the transcripts of Wilde’s three trials. Wilde is an important figure for 
HCE, especially for establishing the relationship between sexual eroticism and war: the desire to kill and 
desire to “bang” are very closely entwined.  
43As Mahaffey notes in the context of the Prankquean episode, wetting is “partially a sexual image, partly an 
environmental one in which the Liffey wets and thereby greens the landscape, and partly a social image 
represented by making tea (or wetting the tea)” (States of Desire, 193-195). Margaret Solomon also makes this 
connection between tea and sex as well as female urine and male semen (Eternal Geomater, 77-78). 
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to men. The idea is that gender roles would be “balanced” on the same day that “balances” the 
calendar once every four years.  
 Nuvoletta gives a name to her imaged royal counterpart in the mirror, calling her 
“Nuvoluccia” (new Lucia, new light; FW, 157.24). “Nuvoletta in her lightdress” (FW, 157.8) and 
Nuvoluccia refer to Lucia Joyce, whose recurrent episodes of psychotic breakdown “coincided with 
events related to sexuality and family life, such as her parents’ marriage (summer 1931), her own 
official engagement (in 1932), and her father’s birthday (on Feb. 2, 1932, and Feb. 2, 1934)” (Congia, 
206-209). “Sweet madonine” (madonna, mad; FW, 158), the narrator remarks of Issy’s failure to 
attract the attention of the Mookse and Gripes, despite her practiced poses in the mirror, “she might 
fair was well have carried her daisy’s worth to Florida” (FW, 158.1-2). In other words, Issy’s effort 
to lure the gaze of men is futile. Figuratively, she loses at the “He loves me … he loves me not” 
game of affection that is commonly played by pulling pedals from a daisy. She might as well not be 
there on the “bannistars” (FW, 157.9), according to the narrator, since she seems invisible to the 
Mookse and Gripes. Adding another layer to the scene is the suggestion that Issy take her “daisy’s 
worth” (day’s work; daisy; flower/female; FW, 158.2) - her “lightdress” and “makeacting” (make-
up/cosmetics and acting; FW, 157.8, 12-13) to Florida. Although not a place in Florida, Daisy is the 
name of towns in three other states: Arkansas, Georgia, and Oklahoma.  
 Joyce depicts Issy as a figure of solitude by using the symbol of a cloud in the hydrologic 
cycle. Nebula – resembling Nuvoletta – is a fifteenth-century Latin term that contains both the 
conventional meaning of “cloud” as moist sky as well as “cataracts in the eye.” A cataract is a 
clouding of the natural lens of the eye and often results in obscured vision. Relatedly, Joyce suffered 
eye problems, which he described as “rheumatic iritis complicated with synechia and glaucoma” 
(Joyce Centre Blog). His wife Nora and Lucia (the “dotter of his eye”) both had strabismus. To 
some degree, the common experience of welling up with tears is akin to the foggy vision 
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experienced by someone with large cataracts. Moreover, the word cataract (from Latin cataracta) 
means “waterfall” and indicates rain: a literal falling of water from the sky and water drops from the 
human eye. In I.6, Nuvoletta does both. As a little cloud, she forms a raindrop and as a human she 
forms a tear that swells in her eye, dropping into the river below. The river water that “tripped on 
her by and by, lapping as though her heart was brook” (heartbroken and small stream; FW, 159.16-
17) will eventually evaporate, condense in the clouds, precipitate again as rain and thus contribute to 
the continuation of the water cycle. 
 The practice of evoking a single cloud as a metaphor for solitude is often attributed to 
Romantic poets, such as William Wordsworth, who famously “wandered lonely as a cloud” and 
Percy Shelley, who wrote a poem titled “The Cloud.” The isolated (most of the letters “Isolde” are 
in “isolated”) speaker in Shelley’s poem is a personified cloud and positioned as a kind of daughter-
figure who speaks through first-person narration: “I am the daughter of Earth and Water /…/ Like 
a child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb, / I arise and unbuild it again” (lines 73-84). 
Heavy with rain, the cloud’s accumulated water is “unbuilt” as it falls to the ground as rain. As in a 
lyric poem, Nuvoletta “made up all her myriads of drifting minds in one” (FW, 159.7) – the decision 
to move from the figurative banister or elevated status as a virgin – after tearing up to a breaking 
point of lonely sorrow and despair. She functions as a symbolic loner in the style of Wordsworth’s 
poem, “Daffodils: “I wandered lonely as a cloud.” As a cloud, Issy represents a collection of water 
particles suspended in the air. She holds water in its vapor form until it accumulates water particles 
to its maximum capacity and falls to the ground as rain. In this way, Issy is the metaphoric daughter 
of earth and water.  
 Issy casts herself as a kind of Shakespearean predecessor to Juliet Capulet, who commits 
suicide shortly after relinquishing her virgin status to Romeo. Juliet’s father considered his daughter 
“ripe to be a bride” at the age of 14, an age she never reaches, although her suitor Paris remarked, 
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“younger than she are happy mothers made” (R+J, act 1 scene 2). Issy performs the role of a virgin 
figure that wittingly “falls” from a banister (also a star in the sky where clouds are) in the spirit of the 
star-crossed lover Juliet. Issy, as Nuvoletta, and as a Madonna figure fallen from the heavens, gives a 
“childy cloudy cry” (FW, 159.9), and melodramatically climbs over the “bannistar” (159.8). She is 
frustrated by the inattention of her would-be admirers, the Mooske and the Gripes. She attempts to 
gain their attention from her raised position on the balcony. She “reflected herself, though the 
heavenly one with his constellatrai and his emanations stood between, and she tried all she tried to 
make the Mookse look up at her and to make the Gripes hear how coy she could be but it was all 
mild’s vapour moist” (Love Labour’s Lost, another Shakespeare reference; FW, 158.28). As John 
Gordon notes, Issy sits about the combatants, in the “bannistars” (FW, 159.8) because her voice 
does in fact come down from on high, usually “trickling and drip-dropping down” (132). “Drink my 
tears” (FW, 145.18), Nuvoletta says in I.6 as she “motamourfully” (metamorphosis and mournfully; 
FW, 158.27) drops tears across her “dearstreaming face” (dear/precious face streaming/dreaming 
with tears and “metamorphosis”; FW, 148.29; McHugh, 148 notes French mot – amour/love, also 
“love note” or “love letter” (mot = word or note).  
 Night falls, and it is dusk. Joyce may be figuring Issy’s fall as a death of maidenhood, in a 
similar way to how a fairy tale might represent adult sexuality as a kind of “death” of virginity. 
Nuvoletta, the little cloud, reflects for the “last time in her little long life” and decides to climb over 
the “bannistars” in the sky. She gives a “childy cloudy cry” (chilly and childlike; FW, 159.9): Nuee! 
Nuee! (French for “rain cloud”) and is gone. Nuvoletta’s metamorphosis – “motamourful” (FW, 
158.27) transformation44 – is from a mist-like vapor cloud that cries human-like tears to a single 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 John Vickery’s study of sexual metamorphosis in FW claims that in order to show sexuality as the “ground 
for phenomenological reality” Joyce’s fiction must “verbally enact the merging of identities that sexuality 
represents.” This insight supports the idea that Issy’s personality is diverse and multiple, it also provides a 
visual image of sex as a connection of different identities (perhaps in same character; Issy’s multiple 
dimensions of identity for example); see Contemporary Literature 13.2 (spring 1972), 213-242. 
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water drop indistinguishable in the flowing river. The muddy “Missisliffi” (159.12-13) trips and laps 
over her, including her in its riverine flow (159.16-18). Converging into streams (tears and screams) 
that collect as a river and, becoming indistinguishable, disappear – “gone” (FW, 159.10). Nuvoletta’s 
fall resembles that of the tragic Ophelia who drowned by suicide or accident in The Tragedy of Hamlet. 
She embodies sorrow, “Ah dew! Ah dew!” (also adieu, a goodbye), she says, referring to condensed 
atmospheric vapor, and plunges to her end.  
 
SECTION 2: ISSY TAKES A (RAIN)BOW AT THE PLAYHOUSE   
 Issy’s representation in the reign of Nuvoletta established above – resembling a raincloud 
and a Shakespearean tragic heroine – is developed further in FW II.1 with the introduction of 
dancing schoolgirls (FW, 226.33-34). Issy is the little cloud girl, Nuvoletta – “Neblonovi’s 
Nivonovio! Nobbio and Nuby” (FW, 230.15-16; c.f. 127.26, 159.5, 159.9), and the dancing/leaping 
schoolgirls’ atmospheric equivalent is the rainbow. The rainbow girls result from the interaction of 
the sun – “the soul of light” (FW, 235.7) – with accumulated rainwater or water moisture in the air. 
In the family romance of Finnegans Wake, the sun’s rays become Earwicker’s sons, Shem and Shaun, 
in the same way that the little cloud Issy is a vaporized version of her mother, the embodied river of 
life or River Liffey – “the river of lives, the regenerations of the incarnations of the emanations of 
the apparentations” (FW, 600.8-10). The girls congregate (“emsembled,” FW, 225.3) as a league of 
flowers – a “florileague” (FW, 224.23) – and become almost indistinguishable as a result  – “don’t 
know whose hue” (who’s who, FW, 227.25). The “woman who did” (FW, 242.26) stand out from 
the rest of her “floral’s school” (FW, 250.33) peers is Issy, whose “sex” we are told is “certain” (FW, 
250.1-2). This is interesting especially in light of the open-ended possibility (but also, implicitly, 
uncertainty) associated with Issy’s burgeoning/adolescent sexuality. To “celebrate the occasion” 
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(FW, 250.2), the chapter presents a theatrical performance complete with games and dancing (FW, 
250.2, 16).  
 By tracing Issy’s association with the schoolgirls from “St. Bride’s Finishing Establishment” 
(FW, 220.3) – including their variant expressions as leapyear girls, floras and rainbow girls – we may 
gain a fuller understanding of how Issy communicates her sexuality distinctly from the other girls. 
Additionally, this study illuminates Issy’s sexuality in relation to her roles as Izod and Miss Butys 
Pott (Beauty Spot) in the pantomime she performs with her brothers, among other cast members. 
Female sexuality rests on a dramatic performance in this chapter and, because of this, “questions of 
embodiment, of social relations, of ideological interpellations, of emotional and political effects, all 
become discussable” (Diamond, 5). 
 The nickname of Issy’s school peers, the “leapyear girls,” carries a layered meaning not only 
because there are 28 of them (29 including Issy) but also because their school is named after a saint 
who died in February of a leapyear. The supposed death of the Christian nun Brigid 
(Bride/Brigit/Bree/Bridget) occurred on 1 February of 524 (DXXIV) – a leapyear. St. Brigid may 
have supplanted the Celtic pagan goddess Brighid, whose name “Brig” means “valor” or “might”. 
After she “consecrated herself to God at a young age, choosing a life of virginity, dedication to God 
and service to the poor,” Brigid founded monasteries in Kildare. The feast day of Saint Brigid is 1 
February and “coincides with the pre-Christian festival of Imbolc, marking the beginning of spring” 
(Charles-Edwards, 439, 452-524, 526). 45  As such, the St. Bride’s schoolgirls are appropriately 
nicknamed “floras” (in addition to “leapyear girls”), given that flowers are commonly associated 
with springtime as well as female sexuality (as in “deflowered”). The schoolgirls or “flowerheads” 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 See also Cormac mac Cuilennáin, Sanas Cormaic: an old-Irish glossary, ed. K. Meyer (1912), vol. 4 of Anecdota 
from Irish manuscripts, ed. O. J. Bergin and others (1907–13), 15; M. Esposito, “On the early Latin lives of St 
Brigid of Kildare”, Hermathena, 49 (1935), 120–65; “Vita quarta”, Medieval Irish saints’ lives: an introduction to 
Vitae sanctorum Hiberniae, ed. R. Sharpe (1991), 139–208. “Commemoration of St. Brigid of Ireland,” Celtic 
Spirtuality: All Saints Parish, http://www.allsaintsbrookline.org/celtic_saints/brigid.html 
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(FW, 236.12, 33) are also “dumbelles” (FW, 237.8) which suggests stupid girls (dumb belles) as well 
as strength exercises with dumbbells that might contribute to a dancer’s musculature. The 
association of Issy with bells – Isabelle (is a bell) evokes sexual imagery: “the cuplike shape of the 
bell, combined with the fact that it is made to ring by a blow from a clapper or tongue inside of it” 
(Mahaffey, States, 204). Brigid’s symbol is perpetual fire and she protects, among other things, all 
bodies of water. Her affiliation with fire and water will become significant later in the context of the 
children’s game as fire is associated with Issy’s brothers Shem and Shaun, and water symbolizes 
Issy’s mother ALP.  
 Joyce introduces Issy’s classmates in FW II.1 as “girl scouts from St. Bride’s Finishing 
Establishment” (FW, 220.3-4). Educational facilities or “finishing establishments,” such as the one 
comically depicted by Charles Dickens in Sketches by Boz – “Minerva House … where some twenty 
girls of the ages from thirteen to nineteen inclusive, acquired a smattering of everything … dancing 
lessons twice a-week; and other necessities of life” – emphasized the teaching of “domestic crafts 
and responsibilities, rather than imaginative or intellectual pursuits” (Sentiment). The girl “scouts” 
from St. Bride’s are not only young women whose gendered social aim was to marry (to be a Bride) 
for purposes of economic stability and biological reproduction but whose entire education rests on a 
religious, and specifically Catholic, foundation. St. Brigid is referred to as the “second Mary” in the 
seventh-century poem Huait a meic hui Moguirni and recalls Catholic teachings about Mary’s perpetual 
virginity: “In being born of a Virgin who chose to remain a Virgin even before she knew who was to 
be born of her, Christ wanted to approve virginity rather than to impose it” (Charles-Edwards, 439). 
Virginity is a matter of dogma in the Catholic Church and, in Finnegans Wake, is practiced and 
praised in the “virgins ode” (FW, 250.23) sung by the “twentynine … happy little girly-cums” (FW, 
234.34-35) at St. Bride’s. A “month’s bunch” of girls equal 28, and in a leapyear would be 29 days in 
February (McHugh, 220).   
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 The 28 floras or “flowerheads” – “fleurelly … flora’s school … Fleur” (FW, 220.3, 226.30, 
250.33, 252.31) form a rainbow – “R is Rubretta and A is Arancia, Y is for Yill and N for greeneriN. 
B is Boyblue with odalisque O while W waters the fleurettes of no-vembrance” (FW, 226.30-33). 
Joyce emphasizes the number seven in conjunction with the “rainbow”: it has seven letters and 
seven colors. The girls/colors’ reflection or reverse order is “Winnie, Olive and Beatrice, Nelly and 
Ida, Amy and Rue” (FW, 227.14). Derived from the 28 floras, the seven rainbow girls form a 
multicolored arc when light is reflected in water droplets, such as those formed after “rain” (FW, 
255.12). A rainbow is defined as a sevenfold sequence that begins with red on the outer part of the 
arc and followed by orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet on the innermost side, according 
to physicist Isaac Newton’s theory of color (light is the source of all color). Heliotrope is a shade of 
violet and therefore on the inside of the arc. The word heliotrope means a turning toward (trope) 
the sun (helio). In natural science, heliotrope – nicknamed “bloodstone” because of its reddish 
purple coloring – refers to flowering plants that turn towards the sun.  
 Given FW’s status as a “chronicle [of] portemanteau” (FW, 240.36), it comes as little 
surprise that the word “heliotrope” functions itself as a trope in FW II.1. The trope involves Issy 
and the personification of her “heliotropic” (FW, 252.21) schoolgirl companions as floras that turn 
enchanted (“enchainted”; chained, FW, 237.11) toward Chuff/Shaun, the biological son (“sun”) of 
HCE. Initially, Issy is more interested in Chuff’s evil counterpart Glugg – “the duvlin sulph was in 
Glugger” (the devil’s self was in him; FW, 222.25) than the angelic Chuff. Glugg burns with the light 
of a devil as Joyce recalls the fiery pits of hell with the word “sulph” (from Latin “to burn” and root 
of “sulfur”). In addition to hell, Glugg is associated in FW II.1 with the moon: he who “comes yong 
with pire on poletop […] He who relights our spearing torch, the moon” (appears alight over the 
horizon; FW, 244.3-4). Given his status as the lamplighter of the moon, Glugg is implicated in the 
sun/son trope via the “bloodstone.” The flow of reddish purple menstrual blood is timed according 
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to the “synodic period” or lunation cycle, a term of exactly 29.5305882 days.46 And the process of 
menstruation, which involves the release of an egg from the ovaries (ovulation), occurs at regular 
intervals or cycles about once a month – “due to egg everlasting … cyclelogical” (logic of cycle, 
psychological; FW, 29-31). The influx of the hormones progestin and estrogen released during this 
time may cause a heightened emotional state and is often conflated with chemical “psychological” 
disturbance. The word lunatic (from Old English monseoc meaning “moon sick”) or psycho (Greek 
psyko for “mind/mental”) is sometimes pejoratively applied to a woman experiencing emotional 
distress associated with hormone fluctuation resulting from menstruation. The bodily experience of 
female menstruation is not a psychotic disturbance because it is physical and not mental, although 
the two are often confused. 
 Issy, described in ALP’s final soliloquy as a “teen” (FW, 626.9), and her school companions 
are on the cusp of menarche or “mennage” (age of menstruation). Emphasizing the arch in 
menarche, a rainbow symbolizes the floras. The floras “chant en chor” (chant in choir; FW, 234.34-
36) and function in part to safeguard Issy’s virginity (her period marks the emergence of adult 
sexuality) and block any opportunity for “sin” that a “beau [bow] may bring to light” (FW, 233.5-6). 
Their aim is to “guard” their “pet” Isolde (FW, 220.4-6) and serve as guardian angels (for they are 
the Angèles; FW, 238.9-10) protecting her chastity. The schoolgirls are followers of the “angeline” 
Chuff and are collectively aware of their capacity for love and their attractiveness, their 
“loveabilities” (lovable; FW, 240.20), as well as the laws of “naturel rejection” (FW, 252.28).  Instead 
of acting on sexual impulse or pretending to remain ignorant of it, Issy and the girls express erotic 
desire through dance and entertainment – “they were waltzing up their willside with their 
princesome handsome angeline chiuff,” unlike the devil Glugg (waltzing hillside with princely, 
handsome, angelic Chuff/Shaun; FW, 239.28-29). Notably, the angel/devil division between Chuff 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
46 MoonConnection, “Understanding The Moon Phases,” http://www.moonconnection.com/moon_phases. 
KidsHealth, “All About Menstruation,” http://kidshealth.org. 
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and Glugg recalls Portrait, where Stephen experiences his penis as the snake in Eden (the devil’s 
association with arousal). The “month’s bunch” of schoolgirls, it seems, are not fully conscious of 
Glugg’s influence or his “tug of love” (FW, 253.25). Issy is less naïve than her classmates and 
willfully chooses to stay in line with other members of “her sex” rather than blindly follow her 
classmates. She “step keep” – keep in (dance) step – or maintains uniformity/conformity with 
students of the “floral’s school” (FW, 252.31, 250.33).  
 The floras and Issy (Izod) join Chuff (Shaun) and Glugg (Shem) to perform a play in FW 
II.1. The chapter opens with a reference to the “Feenichts Playhouse” (no fee, nichts: nothing so 
free, Phoenix: Elizabethan playhouse in London; FW, 219.2; McHugh, 219) as Issy and her brothers, 
among other cast members, present their weekday performance –  “wickeday perrumance” (FW, 
219.4-5) – called “The Mime of Mick, Nick and the Maggies, adopted from the Ballymooney 
Bloodriddon Murther” (FW, 219.18-20). This reference to “Ballymooney [man who was] guilty of a 
deed o’blood” in The House by the Churchyard (LeFanu, 385; McHugh, 219) recalls the violent origins 
of mime used in Roman theater as a platform to execute convicted criminals. The surprise in the 
novel is that the hero and murderer turn out to be something like the same person, which recalls 
Issy’s split as mirror images and personalities as well as HCE’s split as both hero and bad guy. The 
Mime in FW II.1 is not merely child’s play (although it is a play put on by children) if we keep in 
mind the accusation of HCE’s sexual impropriety in Phoenix Park; the children unconsciously 
mimic their parents. The “Feenichts Playhouse” is marred by the suspicion of adult criminality but 
nevertheless provides an outlet for the children’s emerging sexual desires. Their playacting in The 
Mime, with its undercurrent of adult sexuality, prepares the children for the “chamber scene” (FW, 
559.1) later in the novel when they witness their parents “doing it” (having sex; FW, 571.24) by 
looking through a keyhole in the bedroom door. From a child’s point of view, the “shivering 
shanks” (FW, 578.1) of sex might very well look like one parent trying to kill the other. Sex is a 
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performance done in mime insofar as it often involves action without words. The children’s 
performance is arguably more pantomime than mime – the difference being that pantomime 
involves musical comedy based on nursery rhymes and children’s stories whereas mime does not. 
Given the number of textual references to singing and dancing (FW, 222.5-6, 222.34, 224.16, 224.25, 
226.34, 236.29, 250.16) and fairytales (FW, 220.13, 219.16, 225.8, 226.6, 240.36) in FW II.1 The 
Mime might be more accurately described as pantomime.47 
 The Mime’s action or scenario is based on “the game we used to call Angels and Devils or 
colours” (McHugh, 219), according to Joyce’s description of the “scheme of the piece” in a letter 
written to Harriet Shaw Weaver in 1930. The game is played by a group of children who choose 
among them someone to be the Angel, another to be the Devil, and a third person to be the 
Minder.48 In The Mime, Shaun is “Chuff (Mr. Sean O’Mailey)” (FW, 220.11) who plays the Angel in 
the game – “Chuffy was a nangel” (angel; FW, 222.22). Shem is “Glugg (Mr. Seumas McQuillad” 
(FW, 219.22) who plays the Devil “Lignifer” (Lucifer; FW, 250.34). Issy is the unidentified Minder 
of the game who masterfully assigns colors to the remaining players (the schoolgirls) — and 
positions them in a row: “the youngly delightsome frilles-in-pleyurs are now showen drawen” 
(young delightful players wearing frills are shown/drawn colors; FW, 224.22-23). Also as the 
Minder, Issy responds when the Angel or Devil knocks and guesses a color. From a Cartesian 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
47 For a history of visual art, see “Mime and Pantomime Visual Art,” in Encyclopedia Britannica, edited by 
Mansur Abdullah, Melissa Albert, Michael Anderson, et al. http://www.britannica.com 24 April 2013. On the 
differences between mime and pantomime, consult Adrian Pecknold, Mime: The Step Beyond Words: For the 
Actors of Dance and Drama (Toronto: Dundurn Publishing, 1989); see also Annette Lust, Bringing the Body to the 
Stage and Screen: Expressive Movement for Performers (New York: The Scarecrow Press, 2012).     
48 According to The Traditional Children's Games of England Scotland and Ireland In Dictionary Form, this is how to 
play the game “Angel and Devil”: One child is called the "Angel," another child the "Devil," and a third child 
the "Minder." The Minder gives the children the names of colours. Then the Angel comes over and knocks, 
when the following dialogue takes place. Minder: "Who's there?" Answer: “Angel.” Minder: "What do you 
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action are repeated — Deptford, Kent (Miss Chase). http://www.traditionalmusic.co.uk 
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perspective, Issy is split between her role in the game (Minder) and her role as “Miss Butys Pott” 
(beauty spot – nickname “cunt”, body; FW, 220.7; McHugh, 220) in the play.  
 It would seem that “Miss Butys Pott” is not an artistic role but a synecdoche for the female 
sex. In addition to vulva, “butys pott” also suggests a butt’s spot or chamber pot like the one used 
by Issy in FW III.4. This “rain” event or “number one” (peeing; FW, 561.8) appears alongside a 
discussion of the “pessname” (pet or nickname) of Issy’s “pussy” (FW, 561.10). Issy, as previously 
established, is the “pet” of her school companions and her vulva (“she is named Buttercup”; FW, 
561.11-12) links to the floras as well because the ranunculus or buttercup is a type of flower. The 
body’s involvement in the dance of the floras (and the performance of Izod as Miss Butys Pott) 
challenges the notion of synonymy that “cunt” implies between woman and vulva. Izod and the 
dancers contest the “master narrative of heteronormativity” (Johnson, 166-181) that such subjection 
(or reduction of a whole woman to a hole) permits by drawing attention to Issy as “coming into 
effect through performance” (Brickell, 158-178). In other words, readers gain insight into Issy 
because she emerges as a result of the actor’s (Izod and dancer) involvement in the interactional 
processes of bodily performance. An outcome of Issy’s performance (as Izod, Miss Butys Pott, 
schoolgirls, rainbow girls, leapyear girls, floras) is a kind of self-production. 
 The Mime of Mick, Nick and the Maggies (FW, 219.18-19) unfolds in real time – “Time: the 
pressant” (present; FW, 221.17). This is known in performance theory as a “site-specific spectacle” 
because it is “embodied or embedded at particular places in specific times” (Kershaw, 32). The stage 
for the children’s performance in FW II.1 is the reader’s mind and plays out in the mind as the text 
is read. The reader’s investment makes The Mime a live presence and creates the possibility for Issy 
to emerge through the interaction of text and reader. In a sense, the story requires the reader to act 
out the scene as it is presented in the text; however, Issy’s script makes it possible for readers to gain 
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a fuller sense of her emerging sexuality as it interrelates with her roles as Izod and Miss Pott. This 
multiplicity is in direct contrast to the reductionist impulses of desiring males.  
 Moreover, like mime, the word “witch” functions as both a noun and verb. A mime is a 
performer as well as an act of performing, and a witch is a person as well as a practiced craft. In the 
play, Issy figures as a “bewitching blonde who dimples delightfully” (FW, 220.7-8). The physical 
interpretation of Issy here begins with her hair. As part of the dancing troupe of “dumbelle” 
“flowerheads” (FW, 236.12, 33; 237.8) it seems at first that Issy is cast as a dumb blonde. Issy as 
Miss Pott might be cast in the equally reductive role of a blonde bombshell that is literally a marker 
of sex in the play (the nickname “cunt” would support this reading). In this case “bewitching” 
functions as a verb and is another word for the power to seduce. Given the facial expression that her 
dimples create, Issy is presented like a delightful “Turkish” (FW, 235.17) dessert, which is to say that 
she is something one could live without. The witch in bewitching, however, suggests that she is less 
ignorant and sexually innocent than her fellow dancers who are pretty (Latin bella means beautiful) 
but silent or “dumb” (in the sense of stupid or silent). To refer to someone as a witch typically 
functions as a character assassination. It labels a woman with everything that “Christian” culture tells 
her she should avoid: old age, haggish appearance, or allegiance with the devil. One might imagine 
Issy taking a bow as the curtain drops (FW, 257.30-31) to the accompaniment of loud applause – 
“uplouderamainagain!” (FW, 258.19). Bowing in this instance would not necessarily imply that Issy 
submitted to a mimetic role (bombshell or dumb blonde), but rather that she took a step forward in 
honor of her multitudinous contribution to the “perfumance” (performance; FW, 219.5).  
 
SECTION 3: SEXED EDUCATION: ISSY’S NIGHTLESSON IN SYSTEMIC INEQUALITY   
 Indexed as “Nightlessons,” FW II.2 is a “panoptical purview” (FW, 279.9-10) of the 
children’s studies and forecasts Issy’s sexuality at later stages – “the future presentation of the past” 
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(FW, 272.13-15) – by connecting it to her genetic (biological) and education-based (cultural) 
inheritance from her mother and grandmother. To address problems facing women as alienated and 
marginalized objects historically entrenched in a male-privileged society (and what this means for the 
conditioning of males), Joyce creates a children’s study room — the “studiorium upsturts” (the 
study/studio upstairs; FW, 266.13), a kind of “skole” (school; FW, 265.6) or “museyroom” (muse, 
music, museum, playroom) and depicts Issy’s reactions to the lessons from a female perspective. She 
sits at the fringes of the room, on the “solfa sofa” (musical notes “sol” and “fa” suggest that she 
sings her story, recall Storiella as She is Syung; FW, 268.14). Notably, sol-fa is also a technique for 
teaching “sight-singing” that involves tonal relationships; as such, Issy functions as a kind of musical 
“key” for connecting eyes (dotter of his eyes) and musical song (she is syung).  Further, in a position 
of alienation analogous to her disenfranchised social position, it is this detachment that also gives 
her perspective. Joyce’s technique for representing the multitude of simultaneous and varied events 
and voices that occur in FW II.2 is “a reproduction of a schoolboy’s (and schoolgirl’s) old classbook 
complete with marginalia by the twins, who change sides at halftime, footnotes by the girl (who 
doesn’t), [and] a Euclid diagram” (Rose and O’Hanlon, 144). The result is an all-at-once presentation 
of Issy’s sexuality as a “mode of being disposed toward others” (Butler, 33); that is, how Issy comes 
to understand her sexuality as a woman who is systematically positioned from birth to conform to 
traditional modes of femininity associated with sexist gender ideology. Must she look like a 
“washable lovable floatable doll” (FW, 268.F7) in order to attract a husband? Is she destined to 
become a wife and mother? What is the “law of the jungerl” (jungle, Jung-girl, young girl, Carl Jung 
analyzed Lucia Joyce in 1934; FW, 268.F3)? In sum, Issy’s lessons suggest that the social role for a 
woman is to be childish, to amuse and attract men and later to nourish their babies. Joyce signifies a 
sexuality that Issy begins to understand through a study of the following subjects: (1) biology – 
female genitalia as a medicalized object; (2) fashion – extraordinary clothes and a mannequins’ pose; 
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(3) war – sexual violation in “hunterland”; (4) grammar – the rhetoric of wedlock. Each of these 
subjects reveals a particular aspect of female sexuality that Issy must grapple with in the child sex 
world of FW II.2. The subjects are simultaneously presented in FW II.2 but will be treated 
separately below with an aim at coherence. 
 The first subject to be addressed is an issue of biology, specifically female genitals, and the 
uterus’s association with hysteria. Joyce diagrams a version of Euclid’s proposition on page 293 – 
halfway down the page at the midpoint of the chapter and the midpoint of FW itself. Euclid’s 
mathematical proposition, according to Bertrand Russell, assumes the intersection of two circles 
and, as McHugh notes, the “area enclosed by the arcs is a mystical figure, Vesica Piscis, a symbol of 
the womb” (293). This “gyrographical” (FW, 292.28-29) depiction of “The Triangle” or ALP’s 
genitalia is the object of the lesson and its subject. Incidentally, “The Triangle” diagram might be 
read as a work of art in the fashion of Cubism. Pudendum, the female vulva, has long been 
associated with shame; in Latin pudendum means “thing to be ashamed of” and linked to pudere: “to 
make ashamed.”49 Shaun’s comment on the left margin, “Uteralterance or the Interplay of the Bones 
in the Womb” (FW, 293.12-15) connects uterus to utterance (Latin uter) and reminds readers that 
ALP does not speak in this chapter nor is her actual body present. Instead, the boys diagram her 
maternal physiology in the name of scholarly pursuit. Such objectification does not represent ALP’s 
embodiment but disregards her as “silent and outside speech” (Burns, 77) – the quintessential 
position of the hysteric. The pudendum’s negative connotation extends to female reproductive 
anatomy internal to the body as well. The uterus has long been pathologized as the cause of mental 
disease. The Greek physician Hippocrates linked the symptoms of hysteria – paralysis, 
hallucinations, and nervousness – to a “wandering womb” (hystera is Greek for uterus). In medical 
discourses, the word “hysteria” was replaced by “conversion,” a term used by Sigmund Freud and 	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Josef Breuer to refer to the “substitution of a somatic symptom for a repressed idea.” Conversion 
disorder represented a non-verbal communication of “forbidden ideas or feelings” (Owen and Dein, 
152-157), and, for Issy, is manifest in her lisping and could be argued as evidence of a somataform 
disorder (mental disorder characterized by symptoms that suggest physical illness or injury).  
 On page 293, the boys diagram ALP’s vulva in conjunction with a “secret scripture” (FW, 
293.F2); however, the chapter arguably positions female sexuality as the source of all knowledge just 
as ALP is the source or mouth of the river. Their drawing of sex organs (hysteric or otherwise) and 
laughingly (and in the spirit of the “precocious sexuality of young children”) gestures toward a non-
reductive account of female sexuality that might be taken seriously (and comically) as something 
other than a “medical and medicalizable object” to be determined mathematically (Foucault, 4-5). 
Such a diagram confirms what Issy suspected earlier: that “improper frictions is maledictions” 
(fictions, sex outside of marriage is bad; FW, 269.F3) and “mens uration makes me mad” 
(menstruation causes madness; FW, 269.F3). There is something about speech encoded in these 
phrases as well, such as matron and oration.  
 Additionally, lunacy or insanity was once thought to be related to phases of the moon, hence 
the etymological connection to luna (Latin for “moon”). Female human menstruation generally 
accords with a 28-day period that coincides with the duration of the moon’s cycle of phases every 
29.53 days (Adams). Notably, “malediction” and “mensuration” begin with masculine associated 
prefixes – “male” and “men.” In patriarchal society, the diction or language of medical discourse is 
male and “suration” is a synonym of “impregnate” (“menstruation” does not occur when a woman 
is impregnated). Like hysteria, female human menstrual cycles are commonly associated with 
alterations in behavior and bodily dis-ease; although, as I am suggesting, the emotional/mental and 
bodily aspects of a woman are often conflated.  
 Issy adopts characteristics of Lucia Joyce, Joyce’s own daughter, who suffered and was 
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eventually diagnosed as schizophrenic. Notably, Joyce’s “mimetic strategy of structuring the chapter 
[FW II.2], as an example and parody of the children’s own studies, with commentaries and asides 
happened in July 1933-July 1935 as Joyce was preoccupied with Lucia’s condition and treatments” 
(Crispi, 214). Lucia never gave birth and was confined to a series of mental institutions that also 
served as places of tolerance for illegitimate sexualities (perhaps barrenness being one of them in a 
world where marriage and childrearing was the prevailing female profession). On page 293, Joyce 
plays with Issy’s awareness to some degree of the connection between maternity and mental illness. 
Her footnote reads: “O, Laughing Sally, are we going to be toadhauntered by that old Pantifox Sir 
Somebody Something, Burtt, for the rest of our secret scripture” (“Sarah laughed when God said 
she was to bear a child at age 90,” McHugh, 293; FW, 293.F2). Moreover, the name “Sally” relates to 
Christine Beauchamp, a patient described in Morton Prince’s The Dissociation of a Personality who 
suffered from dissociative personality disorder – a “part wrenched from the whole.” Beauchamp 
referred to one of her subconscious personalities (the self in hypnosis) as “Sally,” and according to 
Glasheen, Joyce “borrowed a good deal of Sally’s behavior for Issy.” As Glasheen contends, it was 
Sally who caused Beauchamp to “stutter, sent her hallucinations, jumbled her letters, tore them up, 
tried to cut her hair” (Glasheen, 89-96). Issy’s lisping footnote is positioned in a line that refers to 
ALP, her mother: “alljawbreakical expressions out of old Sare Issacc’s universal of specious 
aristmystic unsaid, A is for Anna like L is for Liv” (again Biblical Sarah, who named her son Isaac, 
meaning “he laughed,” McHugh, 293; FW, 293.16-19). As Shelton observes, Issy’s footnotes 
“address readers of the novel directly,” and the footnote of “Earwicker’s schizoid daughter” 
(Shelton, 210) equips readers to link maternity (ALP, Sarah) and mental illness (Issy, Sally).  
 Next is the subject of fashion. It is not as visible as the geometric diagram, but Issy’s choice 
to knit rather than strictly attend to her brothers’ lessons can well be understood. Knitting, 
combined with footnote references to clothes and designs, mark Issy’s attitude toward, interest in, 
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and engagement with fashion. Issy fashions yarn or thread (the word fashion means “to make”) as 
she “will sit and knit on solfa sofa” (FW, 168.9-14) – while her brothers take lessons in other 
subjects. Knitting, unlike sewing, involves two long pointed needles with no hole inside. The 
purpose of knitting with yarn or thread is to make a garment from a series of intertwined loops. By 
using two needles, Issy continues to represent duality, as she does throughout FW, and enacts a 
symbolic copulation or coupling of two otherwise disconnected things that join to make something 
new. In contrast to knitting, sewing involves a single needle that has a small eye for thread. Although 
the “eye” used in threading a sewing needle recalls the returning motif of I/eye sight in FW, it is 
more fitting for Issy to knit, as the lesson here is that “babes” (FW, 308.25) are produced when “Pep 
and Memmy” (father and mother; FW, 308.17-18) have sex – “sexsex home” (FW, 291.26). 
Understandably, the phrase “Storiella as she is syung” (history, sung/sighing, so young; FW, 267.7-8) 
was interpreted by Rose and O’Hanlon as Issy sewing on the sofa (148). Issy’s own footnote also 
refers to sewing: “sewing up the beillybursts in their buckskin shiorts” (FW, 295.F1). “Eysolt” (eye; 
FW, 394.30) herself refers to sewing in her footnotes. For example, “A timbrelfill of twinkletinkle” 
(“tumblerful, thimbleful”; FW, 295.F2; McHugh, 295) includes thimble, a tool used to protect the 
needle-pushing finger in sewing. Nevertheless, Issy’s physical act of knitting, more than sewing, 
showcases the creative potential and expansiveness of an individual to make something new out of 
two discordant things by using two needles.  
 There are more explicit references to Issy’s clothes, rather than her attitude towards them, in 
chapters other than FW II.2. In the previous chapter, FW II.1, for example, Shaun is at great pains 
to guess – “fand for himself by gazework” (fend for himself by guesswork and gazing/looking; FW, 
224.26-27) the color or hue of Issy’s underpants – “wishyoumaycull” (what you call, call my hue; 
FW, 223.14; McHugh, 223). In FW III.3, Yawn considers the “seam level” of “false clothes” (seam 
is the line formed by sewing; FW, 508.3-4) and finds underpants to be unnecessary despite their use 
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for covering the gluteus: “Needer knows necess and neither garments” (“nether garments,” 
McHugh, 508; FW, 508.14), “concaving now convexly to the semidemihemispheres and, from the 
female angle” (FW, 508.21-22, c.f. “posterior female hemispheres,” Ulysses, 734; McHugh, 508). In 
FW III.2, Issy refers to laundry and stockings– “sickly black stockies…salvadged from the wash” 
(FW, 459.8-9) as well as the style of shoes (FW, 459.15-16). There are, of course, nameless other 
references but the point is that clothes are not specific to FW II.2, but Issy’s decision to knit and 
create garments is specific to FW II.2.  
 Issy is aware of the “genderous” (gendered, generous; FW, 268.25) nature of clothes and 
notices that certain garments are worn by one gender demographic more than another. Issy 
associates functional items such as hats and trousers with men, for example. Although such items 
protect the body from inclement weather (as a necklace would not), they also function symbolically 
in particular instances. The costume of a king, for example, might include a hat with a family 
crescent to signify his royal status and create an image of prestige: “Strutting as proud as a great 
turquin weggin that cuckhold on his Eddems and Clay’s hat” (“Tarquin the Proud, last king of 
Rome in The Rape of Lucrece, cuckold”; FW, 278.F7, McHugh, 278). The hat inspires a confident 
stride in the king’s walk and recalls another king, Mark of Cornwall – Isolde’s betrothed – who walks 
with a swagger, thinking he is “cock of the wark” (cock of the walk; FW, 383.10). A hat might 
indicate the wearer’s sexual orientation, such as the “jerryhatted man of forty” – “jerry hat” (a hard 
round hat such as the Vikings wore) – of FW II.2 who resembles the pedophilic, jerry-hat wearing 
man in “An Encounter” (Dubliners) (FW, 262.F2). Other outerwear, such as the coat worn by the 
militaristic red-coated liar - “redcoatliar” (because it is the uniform of the British army; FW, 264.F2) 
– is gendered male and more than that is also associated with disbelief or nationalist betrayal 
(McHugh, 264). Another government reference is made via boots. Issy notes, “That is tottinghim in 
his boots” (“Charles Tottenham rode 60 miles and entered Parliament in his boots to vote against 
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government”; FW, 284.F2; McHugh, 284). 
 The jersey, a knitted sweater or shirt, as well as pants are two additional garments that Issy 
associates with men. The jersey is connected to Issy not only because it is knitted but also because it 
is mentioned in her footnotes. “I loved to see the Macbeths-Jerseys knocking spots of the 
Plumpduffs Pants” (FW, 302.F1). The reference to Macbeth repeats the notion of betrayal, and the 
“plumduffs pants” that Issy sees knocked or criticized by “Macbeths-Jerseys” might be read as a 
kind of fashion trumping: Macduff kills Macbeth but Macbeth’s sweater was much better (knocking 
spots off) or more fashionable than Macduff’s pants. It could also suggest that Macduff and 
Macbeth are two parts of the same body/person. Furthermore, readers learn that Issy is oriented 
sexually toward men based on her nervous reaction to someone wearing pants: “He gives me 
pulpititions … twowsers and even in those twawsers” (palpitations and trousers; FW, 276.F1). The 
phrase “even in those twawsers” with an emphasis on the word those (said with a tone of disgust) 
suggests that, for Issy, a man might attract her despite his shabby pants. The person who wears the 
pants is a phrase stereotypically associated with men who take the lead on a number of relationship 
issues and decisions. Incidentally, Molly appears wearing them in the “Circe” episode of Ulysses.  
 In contrast to the functional clothes (hats, coats, sweaters, pants, and boots) that Issy 
attributes to men, women’s fashion is about actually making clothes and the effort to make her own 
self up in the feminine fashion or to be fashionably feminine. Fashion is about sketching “our 
drawings on the line” (FW, 308.F2) by “the free of my hand” (FW, 308.F1) and purchasing 
materials, such as wool, at a reasonable price and knitting garments: “Bag bag blockcheap, have you 
any will?” (FW, 300.F4). Issy is certainly concerned with fashion, as the final word of her 37 line-
long monologue ends with “clothes” (FW, 279.F1.37). Issy implies that there are certain things “you 
can tell” about a person “by their extraordinary clothes” (FW, 263.F4). For example, some women 
are copycats – “soppyhat” (sloppy hat; FW, 267.F6). They imitate other women by adopting a kind 
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of “mannequins’ pose” (Manneken Pis, “Little man Pee,” in Brussels, statue of boy peeing; FW, 
267.F2). One might discern that some women are distressed based on the way they dress: “Note the 
Respectable Irish Distressed Ladies” (FW, 270.11-12). Whereas Issy associates hats with men, 
bonnets (made of seamless wool fabric; i.e. knitted) are gendered for women - “bonnets woman” 
(FW, 283.F1). Either that or headgear appropriate for a nunnery: “Miss Dotsh took to veils” (FW, 
290.F6).   
 Sometimes a woman veils or literally “masks” herself in order to appear non-threatening and 
to provide “indirect reassurance” to men by hiding her “possession of masculinity” and intellectual 
power (Rivière, 12 ). It is not that a woman is fraudulent, rather that the act of identifying herself as a 
woman is, as Joan Rivière and Judith Butler describe it, a kind of gender performance or masquerade 
of womanliness. As regards women, Issy notices ornamental items, such as bracelets - “bracelonettes 
gracies barcelonas” (FW, 273.18-20), or lingerie (babydoll styles) intended to attract men. The lesson 
is that women’s clothing is meant to infantilize and seduce. A woman is affiliated with “a washable 
lovable floatable doll” (FW, 268.F7) and lives with “the kids” in a “dolls’ home” (FW, 294.F11). The 
art of seduction is based primarily on looks and cosmetic charms. Issy notes, “Tho” I have one just 
like that to home, deadleaf brown with quicksilver appliques, would whollymost applissiate a nice 
shiny sleekysilk out of that slippering snake charmeuse” (FW, 271.F5). The phrase “quicksilver 
appliques” might refer to the short time that make-up application to the face stays fresh. The 
implication is that as a woman ages, she needs to apply more cosmetics: “It must be some bugbear 
in the gender especially when old which they all soon get to look” (FW, 275.F3). “Snake charmeuse” 
(snake charmer and chemise; FW, 271.F5) suggests an attempt to lure by mystic means. Given its 
sexual undertone, the phallic snake might charm a man to take his clothes off, whereas the Biblical 
serpent made Adam and Eve aware that they were not wearing any. The inhabitants of Eden are 
“startnaked and bonedstiff” (started naked, stark-naked, bored stiff, bone-erection; FW, 264.F1). 
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Other bedclothes relate to women: “what buys the bed while wits borrows the clothes” (“betroth”; 
FW, 279.34-37, McHugh, 279). 
 The “heart aches of waxedup womanage” (romantic heartbreak, cosmetic-enhanced woman 
of a certain age; FW, 270.10) is not something Issy learns in “skool” (school; FW, 265.6). Instead, 
being feminine is something she learns through play. In the playroom, Issy will “play dress grownup 
at all ludo poker you’ll be happnessised to feel how fetching I can look in clingarounds” 
(“clingaround corse”; FW, 261.F1; McHugh, 261). She talks to her mirror-image about the fit of her 
clothes: “Well, Maggy, I got your castoff devils all right and fits lovely. And am vaguely graceful” 
(FW, 273.F6). She prefers to keep a gold-standard for herself and maintain a youthful face without 
wrinkles which, she thinks, will be especially suitable for “Johnny” when he returns to her: “My 
goldfashioned bother near drave me roven mad and I dying to keep my linefree face like readymaid 
maryangs for jollycomes smashing Holmes” (“oldfashioned brother, song When Johnny Comes 
Marching Home”; FW, 276.F2; McHugh, 276). One might adopt a “Mannequins’ Pose” (FW, 
267.F2) and try to remain fresh and ageless. 
 The next lesson involves war, sexual violation, and the “law of the jungerl” (jungle, young 
girl, Jung girl; FW, 268.F3). It is a lesson in patriarchal rape culture wherein females are judged by 
their bodies and deemed “handicapped by two breasts in operatops” (strapped with a bra; FW, 
532.34-35). Issy, by her own account, is “A liss in hunterland” (Alice in wonderland, fox; FW, 
276.F7; McHugh, 276) – a young girl or fox in a land of hunters where she must use her wits or even 
trickery to escape danger. But it is the male hunters privileged by patriarchy who think a woman is 
dangerous and in need of domestication: she is not after all in the forest; rather she has the forest, it 
is her pubic hair located at the site of her “old triagonal delta” (sexual, triangular FW, 297.22, 24) 
equipped with a “safety vulve” (valve; FW, 297.26-27) that “stream’s your muddy” (stream blood, 
menstruate; FW, 297.23-24). She is a “blood-lekar” (leaks blood, blood-letter, FW, 301.1-2) whose 
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danger is associated with her “sixuous parts,” (sexual) and her sexuality more generally. “Adam, Eve. 
[…] Nature in the Forest” suggests nakedness and the beginning as well as “benefits” of 
“recreation” (play/sex, create anew; FW, 306.20-22). ALP herself is figured as the forest in the 
diagram of her womb or “eternal geomater” (FW, 296.31-297.1). ALP is reduced by her son’s 
lessons (lessen) to genitalia. This is not surprising, as the word “mother” (Latin is mater) – à la Mer 
(FW, 292.18), is, again, synonymous with uterus as it shares an etymological root matri with the 
words for “womb”: matris, matricis, matrix (pregnant animal, mother).  
 Proportionate to a grown woman’s forest, young Issy is likened to a shrub. Issy may be 
acquainted with her pubic delta as the portmanteau words, “sherubsher” (shrubs, she rubs her; FW, 
280.16) and “shrubsheruther” (shrubs, she rubs her other; FW, 280.19) indicate. Equally, she might 
be petting her cat, which makes sense given the reference to Alice (Alice in Wonderland), who has two 
cats. It may also be that Issy’s cat - “pershan of cates” (Persian cat; FW, 280.15-16) – brushes against 
her and licks her. Nevertheless, the informal word for cat (pussy) connects the terms, both derived 
from an interpretation of the vulva as “folds” or “pocket,” Old English pusa means bag. 
“Allwhichhole scrubs … a pansy for the pussy in the corner” highlights the resemblance between 
the words “shrub” and “scrub” and connects pansy (a flower and term for derogatory term for non-
masculine men, also French pensée, thought, Ophelia: here’s pansy, that’s for thoughts) with pussy 
(a willow flower and insulting term for weak men). Footnote 2, referring to pussy in the corner, 
speaks of a “bothom” and sitting on a “stool” that “chafes our ends” (again a Hamlet echo: there’s a 
divinity that shapes our ends, bottom; FW, 278.F2), thus suggesting an awareness of the anus ring as 
well as vaginal “hole”.  
 Unlike her mother, depicted as a cold, geometric series of circles, FW II.2 presents Issy as a 
“dotter” (daughter; FW, 306.15) – a marker of resistance (someone who makes dots) and who 
“knows the ruelles,” at least partially, and “don’t’ fear andy mandy” (rules, any man; FW, 279.F1.31). 
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As a version of her mother (who is Issy at a different stage of life), Issy is the “dotter” who is 
defined retrospectively by the older, maternal version of herself. In her dying soliloquy, ALP 
remembers meeting her husband on the “island, bridge” at a time when “I was but teen, a tiler’s 
dot” (FW, 626.7-9). “Sea, sea!” (FW, 626.7), ALP says, recalling where she met HCE – “where you 
meet I” – and thereby connects water (sea) with sight (see); eyes are associated in FW with Issy. She 
is the “dotter of his eyes” (FW). The double “I” – ALP and Issy – is also a Morse code signal.  
Two dots next to each other in Morse code indicated the capital letter “I”. The sigla for Issy is 
sometimes represented in the text as a pair of dotted i’s. The dots “ii” indicate Issy’s presence in FW 
and, given the position of the dots in Morse code, look like eyes on a human face. Morse code is 
commonly associated with signals of distress, such as those transmitted during wartime. This 
association is used in FW in the context of incestuous overtones and the libidinal energy HCE 
directs toward Issy, the “dotter of his eyes”. 
 Issy finds herself in a hunter’s land. She is, as previously determined, “A liss in hunterland” 
(Alice in wonderland; FW, 276.F7). Issy announces in her longest footnote: “Since alls war that ends 
war let sports be leisure and bring and buy fair. […] towntoquest, fortorest” (all’s well that ends well, 
town quest, conquest, forest, fortress, forest; FW, 279.5-8). The forest of pubic hair is a place for 
hunters – “hunterland” (FW, 276.F7) and is positioned in the sports analogy as a kind of pitch or 
outdoor playing area. It is also a forest for hunters to prey on animals. In FW II.4, the connection 
between sex and sport is heterosexual: “Iseult la belle” (Isolde, love; FW, 398.29) engages in a “love 
embrace” (FW, 10) with the sporty Tristan, the “heroest champion of Eren” (hero, most masculine, 
he, champion, Ireland; FW, 398.5). In FW II.2, however, “hunterland” is a site of incestuous erotic 
motivation. “Since footnotes exist only in texts and not in oral forms of communication,” Shelton 
argues, “we can be relatively certain that during Issy’s footnotes at least, she is addressing readers of 
the novel directly” (210). Issy’s 37 lines of footnote might be read as a confession to readers. So 
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what is she telling us? Perhaps that she is an object of her father’s desire. In the “museyroom,” as 
Joseph Valente rightly notes, HCE “spies on his schizoid daughter Issy peeing [and it] sets off an 
antagonistic family romance” (219-220). It “git the band up”; in other words, it causes an erection 
(French bander means to have an erection). HCE symbolizes the “fathering law” (FW, 267.F5). As 
John Vickery noted in 1972, despite the incestuous overtones (FW, 241) it would be a mistake to 
assume that any bodily violation occurred: “the act does not actually transpire but is only a 
subliminal impulse or fantasy” (213-242).  
 Joyce joins a tradition of literary authors who depict incestuous desire50 by aligning Issy with 
Miranda (whose name means “to admire,” see above analysis on mirrors) from Shakespeare’s The 
Tempest. The structure of the relationship between Prospero and Miranda as well as HCE and Issy – 
father and daughter – denotes a power inequality that is neither new nor radical. Issy, like Miranda, is 
admired as an object of desire, but unlike Miranda, Issy is also a seductress and thereby undermines 
the totalizing power of paternal “Law” (FW, 301.22). By emphasizing her powers of seduction, 
Joyce divests the daughter of her powerlessness as solely an object of desire. She is not merely the 
pawn of men or a commodity to be traded but “one of romance’s fadeless wonderwomen” (FW, 
395.30-31) who consents to her romance with Tristan. In The Tempest, Prospero arranges a suitable 
marriage for his daughter, Miranda, and enables a renunciation of his paternal claims over his 
daughter. As Jane Ford notes in Patriarchy and Incest from Shakespeare to Joyce, the possessive father in 
The Tempest resolves the plot when he “relinquish[es] his daughter by finding a husband for her, after 
which the isolated family returns to society” (111).  
 Finnegans Wake employs the father/daughter/suitor triangle but with a revised plot: HCE is 
the cuckolded and “moulty Mark” in 2.4 (FW, 283.8), who sees the “spry young spark” (Tristan; 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
50 On incest themes in literature: Otto Rank, The Incest Theme in Literature and Legend: Fundamentals of a Psychology 
of Literary Creation (1912), (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992) extends Sigmund Freud’s 
interpretation of the Sophoclean drama Oedipus Rex and the motif of incest to other poetry and sagas. 
Relevant in the context of the HCE/Issy relationship is Rank’s study of father/daughter incest.  
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FW, 383.11) kiss Issy, the object of his paternal desire. Issy is a “strapping modern old ancient Irish 
prisscess” with a “firstclass pair of bedroom eyes” (FW, 396.7-11) who kisses Tristan “down to 
death and the love embrace” (FW, 398.10). Joyce’s text resists such hierarchies of power (father’s 
authority over daughter) by casting the daughter as an unwitting seductress who, arguably, does not 
intend to seduce the father. Issy is the intended betrothed of Tristan’s uncle, King Mark of Cornwall 
(figured as HCE), but Issy willfully enjoys a “luvillicit” (illicit because unmarried love; FW, 385.25) 
romance with Tristan. In this way, HCE too avoids being the object of the “wishes of an Other” 
(Boszormenyi-Nagy and Framo, 53). “Pleasure, it turns out,” as Joseph Boone succinctly noted, “is 
not exclusively male; the problem is that female pleasure is subjected to male demand within the 
patriarchal frame of heterosexual coupling” (190-225). 
 The daughter’s seduction51 reaches across generations in FW II.2 through the motif of 
“gramma’s grammar” (FW, 268.17). As Rose and O’Hanlon note, FW 270.29-275.02 explicitly 
“moves the children’s studies from one topic to another, from grammar/rhetoric/logic to history. 
The children’s lessons are “genderous” (FW, 268.25) insofar as Issy’s knowledge of attracting a man 
is, to some extent, sex specific: “But all is her inbounre” (FW, 268.16). Issy’s grandmother and “old 
nurse Asa” (FW, 279.F1.20) teach her (and not her brothers) the arts of seduction and the rhetoric 
of wedlock. Her education is “to be the contionuation through regeneration of the urutteration of 
the word in pregross” (word/lesson, however “gross” continues through multiple generations and 
iterations; FW, 284.20-22). The word “gross” means the whole or entirety, and the word “whole,” of 
course, includes “hole” and recalls the diagram on page 293 of ALP’s genitals as well as Issy’s 
footnote about the “moon with a hole behind it” (FW, 271.F1). According to Luce Irigaray’s 
response to Freud’s theory of castration anxiety, her sex organs “represent the horror of nothing to 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
51 Jane Gallop, responding to the maleness of logocentrism, argues that language privileges the father 
(patriarchal law) rather than the daughter (feminism) and suggests how feminists might undermine 
“subvert/seduce” male-female distinctions in language, see The Daughter’s Seduction: Feminism and 
Psychoanalysis (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1982).  
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see” (81). The diagram makes visible an otherwise hidden space and includes Issy’s “bissyclitties” 
(Issy, clitoris, tit, bicycle; FW, 284.23). 
 Issy’s lessons fall largely into two categories: grammar and seduction. It may seem on the 
surface that there is little or no connection between grammar (the study of the way sentences are 
constructed) and seduction (the technique of attracting someone sexually). Joyce hints to the reader 
that in FW II.2, however, “sintalks” (FW, 269.3) are a matter of syntax. The lesson is in the “chimes 
of sex appeal” (charms; FW, 268.2) and Issy is a seductress in training whose sexuality is a “mirage” 
(illusory perception) as well as a prelude to a “distorted mirage” (marriage; FW, 265.29). The 
connection between grammar and seduction may be found, appropriately, by tracing the 
etymological root of these words. In Greek, grammatike tekhne means “art of letters” and stems from 
gramma (“letter”). Issy’s longest footnote, FW.279.F1, “comprises a music letter” (Rose and 
O’Hanlon, 150). Its secondary meaning, “occult knowledge,” started in the fifteenth century and 
evolved in Scottish as glamor (Klein). The word glamour is related to sexual allure or “lure” (FW, 
287.F1) and is all part of the “game” (FW, 301.F1) or technique and practice of seduction. 
Furthermore, this etymological study confirms that the word gramma, and Joyce’s use of it, is 
intended as a portmanteau: a nickname for grandmother and predecessor to “grammar”. Issy herself 
is a unit of language, “this sybilette” (FW, 267.20) that “we may syllable her well” (FW, 267.21). 
Learning itself is, as Luca Crispi noted, “the primary lesson performed” (214).   
 Issy reveals a previous knowledge of seduction or “wenchcraft” (witch, wench: young girl; 
FW, 269.4) by relating her lessons to what she knows already about “virginity” (FW, 279.F1.15) and 
sex’s “secret scripture” (FW, 293.F2). She knows this: “When we will conjugate together toloseher 
tomaster tomiss while morrow fans amare hour … with love ay loved have I on my back spine” (to 
get her, to lose her, to master, to miss, amare: to love, have sex on back/horizontal position; FW, 
279.F1.8-10; see also “all’s fair on all fours, as my instructor unstrict me”; FW, 295.21). She is 
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increasingly aware of her sexual development and skills for attracting men (although, as indicated in 
the “Nuvoletta” section above, her efforts are sometimes futile). Her capacity to seduce pushes 
against the boundaries of culture: “None of your cumpohlstery English here” (compulsory, hosery, 
upholstery; FW, 271.F3). Seduction, like male masturbation, is a “question of pull” (FW, 266.F4). It 
involves creating an image of sexual allure, and for Issy, this means playing dress-up: “When we play 
dress grownup at alla ludo poker you’ll be happnessised to feel how fetching I can look in 
clingarounds” (play dress up, ALP, hypnotized, cling-around corset; FW, 261.F1). Those filled with 
“sinobiled” (sin and bile, witches; FW, 263.4) may be identified by their clothing: “You can tell by 
their extraordinary clothes” (“the gay Lothario: seducer in Rowe’s Fair Penitent, cenobite: member of 
religious community, M. Maitland: Life & Legends of St Martin of Tours, 107: all who wore any 
extraordinary attire, might be known for heretics”; FW, 263.4; McHugh, 263).  
 Seduction is a kind of spell resembling witchcraft and grammar, but it also a matter of 
legality and economics. In FW II.2 witchcraft is figured as “black and White Wenchcraft” (“Lewis & 
Short: Latin Dictionary; black & white: witchcraft”; FW, 269.4; McHugh, 269). Issy talks to herself 
about her flirtation mechanisms: “Pipette. I can almost feed their sweetness at my lisplips” (feel, 
sweet-sense; FW, 276.F6). “Will you walk into my wavetrap? said the spiter to the shy” (“will you 
walk into my parlor said the spider to the fly”; FW, 287.F1; McHugh, 287). Issy is aware that men 
infantilize women, calling them “babes” and “babeteasing us out of our hoydenname” (flirtation, 
baptizing us out of our maiden name; FW, 276.F1; McHugh 276). This scenario involves the rules of 
Catholicism and female exploitation: “My intended, Jr, who I’m throne away on” (thrown away or 
disregarded; FW, 279.F1.11). When it comes to “wadlock” (wedlock; FW, 284.F4, the “sacred name 
of love” must sometimes be sold (“All things are sold: the very light of Heaven is venal…even love 
is sold” in Shelley’s “Queen Mab”; FW, 268.F1). The marriage market, like the stock market, is a 
matter of finances. Issy explains, “it’s the surplice money, oh my young friend and ah me sweet 
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creature, what buys the bed” (surplus; FW, 279.F1.35-37). A virgin is “a bluedye sacrifice” (bloody; 
FW, 305.F1) who is sold to the highest bidder: “Dear Auntie Emma Emma Eates” (“phrase at 
auction: going, going gone”; FW, 306.F1; McHugh, 306). “Impending marriage” (FW, 279.F1.18-
19), of course, for men, might be supplemented with visits to a brothel, where women offer sex in 
exchange for money. Joyce highlights the similarity in the words bed and beg - “Begge. To go to 
Begge. To go to Begge and to be sure to reminder Begge. Goodbeg, buggey Begge” (go to bed, beg; 
FW, 262.7). In contrast to their future husbands, “daughters in trade” (transfer of property, 
ownership; FW, 532.25) are socialized to remain chaste – “bolt the thor” (door; FW, 279.F1.25-26) - 
and “save her suiterkins” for marriage (sooterkin: sweetheart; FW, 301.F1; McHugh, 301). Such 
women may become severe and forlorn: “hers sinfly desprit” (sinfully desperate; FW, 267.F3). 
 The “studiorium upsturs” (children’s study room upstairs; FW, 266.13; McHugh, 266) is 
equipped with a “childlight” (FW, 266.13) in addition to a writing “slate” (rock plate used as a 
writing surface; FW, 279.F1.1) and equipment for training in BDSM: “gags for skool and crossbuns 
and whopes he’ll enjoyimsolff over our drawings on the line” (school, skull & crossbones, whips, 
hopes, he’ll enjoy himself; FW, 308.F2; McHugh, 308). The subculture of erotic childhood sexuality 
is often a “secret” or avoided in everyday conversation, like issues regarding the sexual violation of 
minors, incest, and pedophilia, among others. In the studio, Issy reads Shakespeare’s The Rape of 
Lucrece: “And a ripping rude rape in his lucreasious togery” (FW, 277.F2), referring to the sexual 
violation experienced by Lucretia, who was raped by the King of Rome. Issy, for her part, does not 
fear men; “she knows the ruelles of the rut and she don’t fear andy mandy” (rules of the road, rut, 
any man; FW, 279.F1.30-31; McHugh, 279). In addition to books, Issy’s teachers are her nurse and 
grandmother. Her nurse is qualified to teach Issy about sex based on her own extensive and various 
experience: “Nature tells everybody about but I learned all the runes of the gamest game ever from 
my old nourse Asa. A most adventuring trot is her and she vicking well knowed them all heartswise 
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and fourwords” (Slang trot: whore, fucking, arsewise/backwards, ways, forwards; FW, 279.F1.19-
21).  
 Issy struggles to express her sexuality using a language and alphabet constructed by men. She 
speaks, according to McHugh’s Annotations, a “children’s secret language” such as in the phrase, “A 
pengeneepy [penny] for your warcheekeepy [thoughts] (“peneggepy = breeches”; FW, 275.F1; 
McHugh 275). In contrast to the secrets of scripture written by men (addressed below), Issy’s sexual 
identification is, by her own admittance, no secret (FW, 273.F7). She is curious about her sexuality 
and wonders whether it has a (grammar) tense: “hasitatense” (has it a tense, hesitance; FW, 296.F4). 
Joyce’s use of “hasitatense” holds multiple meanings.52 Grammar tenses are used to identify a time 
that something occurred, such as in the past, present, or future. Tension in the medical sense is a 
nervous or mental discomfort. Joyce, of course, injects humor into an otherwise troublesome 
quandary by associating the alphabet with “animal alphabites […] from aab to zoo” (animal 
crackers/biscuits, A to Z; FW, 263.F1; McHugh, 263; see also “forbitten fruit”; FW, 303.16-17). The 
carnal aspects of sexuality and related consumption return in references to “hunterland” (FW, 
276.F7), “his primal handstoe” (hand, toe, recall “funny place to have a fingey”; FW, 286.20-21), 
“menkind of every desception” (mankind, deception; FW, 270.F4), and Issy’s comment, “We’re all 
found of our anmal matter” (“alma mater: school regarded as foster mother”, carnal, animal matter; 
FW, 294.F5; McHugh, 294). Like a convincing rhetorician, Issy knows how language may be used to 
persuade: “Old Teangtaggle, the only pure way to work a curse” (Irish teanga: language; witch, 
wenchcraft; FW, 287.F4). 
 Issy notes, “I gnows me” (knows, gnosis; FW, 274.F2) – but her education is secondary in a 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
52 One letter cleared Charles Parnell’s name in the Phoenix Park murders. Parnell knew how to spell 
“hesitance” – the word, however, was misspelled in the forged letter. Jocelyn Hunt, “The Irish Question: 
1845-1921,” Britain 1846-1919 (New York: Routledge, 2013), p. 228. 
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culture that privileges men.53 Issy learns the holy secrets from a book that is produced – written, 
published, dispersed – by and for men. “Looking up the plan in Humphrey’s Justice of the Piece,” 
Issy notes, “it said to see preseeding chaps” (precede, seed, chap is nickname for men, chapters; FW, 
275.F4; McHugh 275). Humphrey’s book is the product of generations of men reading each other’s 
books and writing a book in response. The idea that men plant seeds of knowledge implies a self-
congratulatory sexual potency that works through words as well as bodies. Joyce shows Issy’s 
marginal position at the bottom of the social hierarchy by relegating her commentary to footnotes. 
Visually, Issy’s footnotes on the page carry the weight of the male text above it; her notes hold (up) 
the seeds of men.  
 
SECTION 4: THE “SACRED VIRGINITY” AND NOSEPAPER OF A QUEEN BEE   
 Joyce announces Issy’s presence in FW III.2 with a series of recurring images from previous 
chapters. At the same time, the chapter introduces new symbols and emphases. For example, the 
virgin queen bee becomes a symbol for Issy and nose/note paper signals her grief associated with 
parting or loss. This section, “The ‘Sacred Virginity’ and Nosepaper of a Queen Bee,” investigates 
how these symbols highlight virginity and loss in order to create a fuller portrait of Issy’s sexuality as 
it is presented in FW. Previous sections addressed Issy-associated imagery such as floras, clouds, 
rainbows, stars, and rain (“showeryweather”; FW, 447.32, 437.35, 457.31, 458.14, 461.9, 471.9). 
These and others, pussy/cats for example, return in FW III.2 and recall the geometry lesson in 
female anatomy presented in FW II.2 (FW, 431.34, 435.24, 445.19). Joyce positions the figures Alice 
Liddell, “liddle giddles” (little girls; FW, 448.25), and Swift’s liaisons Stella and Vanessa (“stellar 
attraction followed swift […] O, the vanity of Vanissy!”; FW, 449.3-4) in this chapter to stress 
vanity’s futility. This reminds us of Pepette’s vanity table in FW I.6 but is presented here with a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
53 On equality for all sexes, see John Stuart Mill’s The Subjection of Women (1869); on women’s rights, especially 
equal education see Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792). 
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religious, ecclesiastical overtone as Jaun lectures his sister, in the spirit of an Old Testament teacher, 
on the virtues of chastity and modesty (FW, 440.32; “soft accord” - FW, 446.16; “mirror” – FW, 
458.35). “Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, vanity of vanities; all is vanity” (Ecclesiastes line 2). 
Juan riffs on the ephemeral quality of one’s physical “attraction” by noting how beauty inspires 
“wulderment” (wonder, bewilder; FW, 449.2) but ends ultimately by “vanishing” (FW, 449.4).  
 In this chapter, Juan departs and Issy and the leapyear girls, “daughters of February” (FW, 
470.4), grapple with loss in terms of sibling grief and lost virginity. “They wail” (FW, 470.12) in 
response to a euphemistic deflowering: an arcane notion that woman’s virginity is a prize that needs 
to be protected and used as a key resource in a world of men. Indeed, Juan’s lecture to the girls is 
largely about chastity and extreme sexual conservatism: “never lay bare your breast secret” (best 
secret: virginity; FW, 434.26-27). Jaun finds “the “twentynine hedge daughters out of Benent Saint 
Berched’s national nightschool” (FW, 430.1-2) sitting under a tree, and “all but that one” girl 
“praise” him “sowarmly” (FW, 430.17-22) upon his arrival. His “fond sister Izzy” (FW, 431.15) 
stands by as others compliment his vanity (FW, 434.24). She asks Juan to pardon her in advance – 
“don’t be ennoyed with me” (annoyed; FW, 460.36) – as she focuses on her desire to become 
famous – “for me being turned a star” (film star – FW, 461.1-2; galaxy girl – FW, 432.5). Evidence 
of her star-power may be found in such statements as “umto extend my personnalitey” (I am going 
to extend my personality; FW, 461.3-4) and symbolized by her role as queen bee or “pet pupil” (FW, 
431.34) among the schoolgirls.  
 Issy’s queendom, a “bestbehaved manor” (behaved manner, beehive manor; FW, 464.33) in 
FW III.2, like other bee colonies, is comprised of three castes or “casques” (FW, 431.2) of bees. 
Entomologically, Jaun figures or is “martimorphysed” (Joycean verb of metamorphosis; FW, 434.32) 
as the lone drone bee (the only male in the colony) and the 28 floras represent the industrious 
worker bees. Issy’s responsibility as the queen is to lay eggs and “produce chemical scents that help 
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regulate the unity of the colony” (Blackiston, 86). The queen’s “mandibular gland” holds 
pheromones that “inhibit behaviors such as the rearing of new queens” (Holden, 1457). The 
symbolic queen bee sets a powerful tone for the mourning scene that happens later in the chapter 
when Issy presents her brother with a gift of nosepaper. Joyce emphasizes the significance of scent 
in this chapter with repeated references to nose and nosepaper (scenta – FW, 434.23, 457.34, 
458.11-12) as well as scent’s homophonic counterparts: the monetary cent (FW, 458.28-30) and 
postage sent (FW, 456.28, 31). 
 As beekeepers will tell you, the worker bees are the ones that transfer pollen from one 
flower to another (thereby promoting fertility and sexual reproduction). Issy’s schoolmates, who 
figured earlier as the floras, represent the worker bees in this analogy; the “joke” (FW, 458.13) lies in 
the inference that as both flowers and bees, the girls effectively fertilize themselves. Issy, who admits 
that she “always had a crush on heliotrope” (FW, 461.9), reigns supreme among the other bees in 
her colony. This loyalty to a particular flower is consistent with actual practices of foraging 
honeybees that “normally visit only one type or species of a flower during a foraging trip.” This 
pattern is “possible because foragers quickly learn flower attributes such as colour, shape and odor 
and use this information to land selectively on particular flowers” (Holden, 1455). Unlike Issy’s 
brother, who failed to guess the color of her flower in FW II.1, the behavior of Issy’s peers is 
consistent with worker bees that practice color recognition and stability. It is not only the bees but 
their keepers as well that make decisions based on color. When choosing the next virgin queen, 
beekeepers often base their decisions on color. According to one beekeeper, “color is one of the 
least accurate methods to use to determine genetic backgrounds. Some keepers prefer to have “all-
yellow or all-black bees in their apiary” (Grüter, 1397-1402).   
 It could be argued that Issy is the virgin queen bee on the cusp of replacing an older queen 
in her colony, in this case, her “mother” (FW, 444.34) ALP. The mated queen still dominates bee 
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behavior, but the newly emerged virgin queen increases her output of pheromone while the older 
queen’s dissipates (Conner, 41-43). Moreover, the fact that the queen bee releases pheromone to 
maintain her status suggests that worker bees (all female) might otherwise rebel and try to usurp the 
queen’s position. Psychologists in the 1970s used the phenomenon of the queen bee to explain 
same-sex competition among female executives in the workplace. Most of us are familiar with the 
term “queen bee-ach/bitch,” which is grounded in sex-role stereotyping rather than scientific 
findings of actual chemical compounds secreted by females in positions of power. The theory of 
“queen bee syndrome,” proposed in 1974 by Staines, Tavris, and Jayaratne, defines a female human 
as a “queen bee” when she exhibits behavior that “generally aligns with those against the 
advancement of women and exercises power accordingly. If the woman was already considered 
highly successful, the queen bee was willing to support her accomplishments; however, in all other 
situations, the queen bee was the least inclined to advance the cause of women” (Snipes, 81-97). 
Joyce’s emphasis on Issy’s “bestbehaved manor” (bee, behavior; FW, 464.33) reminds us that the 
“queen” (FW, 465.27) must work to neutralize attempts from the leapyear girls to “leap” (FW, 
469.33) outside their worker positions. The phrase used by Jaun, “I overstand you, you understand” 
(FW, 444.30) exemplifies the kind of message a queen bee might deliver to her minions. In fact, she 
keeps the others from being sexual. She alone mates with drones and ensures the survival of the 
colony by producing a maximum of 2000 eggs per day (Wright). 
 Issy’s status as a virgin queen bee and her virginity more generally remains a focal point of 
the chapter. Shaun does his part to socialize his “fond sister Izzy” (FW, 431.15) to believe that her 
value as a human being is contingent on her sexual capital. Provoked by paternalistic illusion, 
Shaun’s “brokerly advice” (FW, 439.27) on Issy’s “whorable state of affairs” (FW, 438.17-18) is rife 
with comments that equate virginity with virtue. For example, “Keep cool your fresh chastity which 
is far better far. Sooner than part with that vestalite emerald of the first importance […] which you 
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treasure up so closely. […] Guard that gem, Sissy, rich and rare” (FW, 440.31-36, 441.18-23). To 
procure a “marrying hand” (FW, 441.35), Shaun infers, his sister must leverage her physical 
attractiveness and status as a virgin – “never lose your heart away till you win his diamond back” 
(FW, 433.14-15). Her chastity, her “jewel” (FW, 441.19) might be traded on the marriage market for 
a diamond engagement ring. Shaun warns Issy, however, not to worship the ring for its own sake: 
“thou shalt not commix idolatry” (commit idolatry/adultery; FW, 433.23). Issy herself resembles a 
weeping virgin whose “stellar attraction” (alluring physical appearance, Stella, star; FW, 449.3) might 
be idolized. It also recalls the hymn, “Ave Maris Stella” (Hail, thou Star of Ocean; star – FW, 471.9), 
praising Mary the Mother of God. Furthermore, “Sester Maggy” (nun/sister, Mary Magdalene; FW, 
458.10) figures in Joyce’s construction of Issy; some argue that Mary Magdalene was a virgin after 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ (Glasheen, 181). 
 In addition to being her brother – “brotherbesides” (FW, 431.18), Shaun is somewhat 
bizarrely cast as Issy’s “benedict godfather” (blessed protector; FW, 431.18). Joyce’s reference to 
Shaun as “the death angel” (angel of death; FW, 472.29) links him to Saint Michael, whose Hebraic 
name translates as “who is like God”54 (“Sainta! Sianta! O Peace”; FW, 471.5). Glasheen traces 
Joyce’s association of Maggy (Mary Magdalene, Issy) with Michael (archangel, Shaun) to Gretta (a 
form of Margaret) with Michael Furey (youthful, romantic) in “The Dead.” Finnegans Wake’s 
intertextual connection to Dubliners inverts the gender binary of unrequited love and departure: 
Michael died for Gretta, having caught his “death in the rain” while waiting for her. In contrast, 
Michael/Shaun declares that he is “leaving my darling proxy behind” (FW, 462.16) and Issy 
(symbolized by a raincloud), like Michael Furey, wails with “misery [largely] unnoticed” (FW, 
470.21). As both a “Romeo” (FW, 463.8) and “godfather” (FW, 431.18), Shaun is the one who aims 
to protect her virginity: “warn me which to ah ah ah ah” (FW, 461.32) but also leaves her behind 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
54 Daniel 12, the antichrist refers to Michael as the great prince who stands for the children. See “St. Michael 
the Archangel” (Hebrew meaning “who is like God”), http://www.newadvent.org.   
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and lovesick – “sickamours” (sick, love, trees; FW, 460.22). A substantial number of references to 
sickness in the chapter, including Issy’s cough, emphasize the dis-ease associated with grief and loss 
(FW, 458.10-12, 460.23.33; “Sickerson” – sick or sin, also Sigerson is an older version of HCE; FW, 
471.30). 
 Issy “tears those wild wet lashes” (tear/part, tear/eye water; FW, 463.10) and “wails,” 
according to a passage that echoes the Old Testament’s Ecclesiastes for the second time in the chapter 
(the first being the reference to “vanity”). The wailing of the “daughters of February” (FW, 470.4) is 
a narrative of sorrow based on Shaun’s departure. Unlike his predecessor the Archangel Michael, 
who escorted Eve and Adam from Paradise, Shaun “blew his own trumpet” (FW, 470.28) and 
departed alone. Issy mourns: “Gone is Haun! My grief, my ruin!” (FW, 472.14-15). Before he leaves 
and although it is she who is crying, however, Issy offers her “nosepaper” (facial tissue or cloth 
handkerchief) to her brother. Shaun himself is “nosepaper” of a sort, given his association with trees 
in the chapter, including the Tree of the knowledge of good and evil, Shaun “knows”/nose paper. 
He departs to a “fond floral fray” (FW, 471.27) of “hankerwaves” (waving with handkerchiefs; FW, 
471.23) from Issy and her schoolgirl companions. It is a “funforall” (FW, 458.22) scene in that it 
resembles a “funeral” (Shaun is departing) but is also “fun” because it celebrates the possibility of 
his return – “phaynix rose a sun before” (phoenix rising; FW, 473.16).  
 Joyce’s distinctive contribution to modernist representations of women and female pleasure 
in fiction expands in Finnegans Wake to showcase the female body as fragmented and multiple. 
Finnegans Wake ultimately shows a portrait of the artist as a young girl on the cusp of sexual 
maturation as Issy’s body unfolds or blooms through our reading of the text. Issy forms part of 
Joyce’s “elaborate group of narrative set-pieces [that] rewrite not only Irish and world history, but 
also the history of sexual relations” (Mahaffey, 188). Indeed, Finnegans Wake depicts the 
expansiveness of adolescent female sexuality and a variety of imaginative possibilities for depicting 
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Issy – including her vaporous quality as Nuvoletta (“little cloud”). The novel remains limited, 
however, by the boundaries of language itself as Joyce circumscribes Issy’s youthful sexuality, 
confining its multiplicity to a socially and patriarchy-sanctioned framework that delineates the limits 
of language and textual interplay.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
PLAYING THE (BODY) PART IN BECKETT’S THEATER 
 
 Largely identified with Théâtre de l'Absurde, a “collective term for plays [that portray] the 
futility and anguish of man’s struggle in an inexplicable world,”55 Samuel Beckett’s dramas challenge 
actors with the absurd task of performing inertia or non-active states of being. How does one go 
about “acting” the ostensible contrariety of non-moving momentum? Beckett depicts such acts of 
“non-Newtonian motion,” a phrase used in Murphy (1938), and dramatized for the theatre in Happy 
Days (1961), Play (1963), Not I (1973), Footfalls (1976), and Rockaby (1982), by staging bodies with 
minimal movement. Beckett’s dramas go beyond depictions of such absurdities as going nowhere, 
however, by using a character’s speech to comment on the intrinsic mobility of thought in contrast 
to immobile bodies. In other words, Beckett showcases a kind of theatre of the psyche that presents 
in dramatic form the material or “pure figment” that lives in the “madhouse of the skull.”56 Thus, 
the relationship between a character’s perception of her conscious self, expressed as the content of 
her scripted lines, and how Beckett stages the actor’s body to dramatize such a state is the focus of 
this chapter.  
 Through a chronological investigation of the plays listed above, this chapter argues that 
Beckett’s artistic expression of the female body – her stage presence and scripted lines (audible 
presence) – shifts over time in its presentation but maintains a consistent tone of apathy toward the 
solipsistic endeavor of “action” or the illusion of mobility. What makes Beckett’s female characters 
unique in their staging of mobility without movement is the extent to which the scenic body 
mirrors/inverts the intrinsic mobility and content of thought. The aesthetic function of each play is 
to present a bodily form that is consistent or contrary to a character’s mental “progress.” Taken 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
55 “Theatre of the Absurd,” Oxford English Dictionary, 3(b) phrases. 
56 A phrase used in Ill Seen Ill Said (1981).  
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together, these plays amount to an empathetic statement about female entrapment. Beckett’s 
presentation of a woman’s body on stage in the female subject position is characteristic of his later 
dramas overall, often staging women in scenarios of intense physical confinement that threaten 
suffocation or other forms of violence. Winnie, for instance, is buried up to her neck in a mound of 
earth (Happy Days), W1 and W2 are stuck in urns’ mouths (Play), May rigidly paces an old hallway 
(Footfalls), Mouth is afflicted by incessant buzzing in her brain (Not I), and W sits subdued on a 
rocking chair (Rockaby). Beckett’s women characters consistently represent the disempowered (and 
sometimes disembodied) position of a female subject on the fringes of a patriarchy structured to 
privilege men.  
 Prior to the 1960s, Beckett tends to have men play both gender roles rather frequently. In 
Waiting for Godot (1953) and Endgame (1957), for example, Gogo, Lucky, and Clov are all arguably in 
the female subject position, while being biologically male. In fact, it is only at this late part of his 
career that Beckett includes women characters in his plays at all. In particular, Beckett dramatizes the 
physical limitations and pressures that contain female modes of expression. Although Hamm 
(Endgame) is in a wheelchair, and M (Play) is stuck in an urn’s mouth, male characters are less 
confined than female characters overall.  
 
SECTION 1: TRAPPED, TALKING HEADS IN PLAY AND HAPPY DAYS    
PART 1, PLAY 
 According to Beckett’s stage notes, the curtain opens on Play (1963) to reveal “three identical 
grey urns [and] from each a head protrudes, the neck held fast in the urn’s mouth” (Play, 313). The image below 
shows the customary staging of the one-yard high urns populated by what look to be human heads 
in what appears to be a graveyard setting. Flanking M (the husband) is W1 (the wife) on the left and 
W2 (the mistress) on the right. 
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From the audience’s perspective, it seems that women surround the man on both sides, and their 
scripts suggest hostility and threats of violence toward one another (Play, 309).  
 Although the basic premise of the play is a love triangle involving all three characters, they 
seem unaware of one another for the duration of the play. Each character dramatizes his/her 
memory of what occurred, often talking over one another. In the Anthony Minghella-directed 
version of Play for Beckett on Film (Blue Angel Films, 2001), M’s urn is positioned closer to the edge 
of the stage than the women’s urns, which remain aligned with one another on the horizontal axis 
and slightly behind M. Such positioning works cinematically as camera angles illuminate the spatial 
separation of the urns that creates a triangle shape as their staged positions replicate the play’s 
adulterous “love triangle.” Incidentally, this subtle positioning of the urns would be less visible to 
	  	  
       Figure 3.  
“Image from “Beckett: Trapped in San Francisco, American Conservatory Theater, 12 May 2012.” 
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theater audiences, whose position is face-to-face with the actors. Likewise, it is impossible that M is 
“seen” by the other “heads” (Play, 317) – W1 and W2 – as all of the characters “face undeviatingly 
front throughout the play” (307). Nevertheless, the audience engages dialectically with the play, 
finding ocular arousal or “scopophilia” in the uninterrupted view of the figures onstage. The 
audience’s position is akin to the omniscient Foucauldian spectator who, from his vantage point in 
the dark theatre, remains largely anonymous.  
 Fundamentally, Play presents three perspectives on the same story from people who do not 
communicate with one another. The story itself begins to connect through the similarities in each 
perspective, but only insofar as the audience aims to connect them, as the play itself does not. Each 
character’s actions unravel imaginatively through competing narratives as the three “dead” 
characters describe emotionlessly their versions of the same story. The word “dead” warrants 
quotation marks here because it is largely assumed that the characters are post-mortem. The 
question is whether their deadness is fact or symbol, or whether their bodies are dead, with only 
their heads alive. This seems reasonable given that they are in urns, and also that each is a 
“heartless” body without organs trapped by an urn. Literally taken at face value, each character is 
present to the audience as a talking head. We might think of each character’s scripted lines as an 
effort to “remember” or dramatize the memory of occurrences between people, or what Rosi 
Braidotti refers to as the “dismemberment of the body” (Braidotti, 66). The objective world is 
represented through a prism of individual consciousness, suggesting that human experience is not 
solitary but public and that every experience is connected with, belongs to, and is constructed by a 
re-collected world of experiences.  
 These subjects – M, W1, and W2 – dramatize a confrontation with death and its 
representation. The morbid image of a head in an urn positions the body in an environment that is 
constantly disrupted by the disconnected plurivocal cacophony of the script that displays the fatality 
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of human relationships at every turn: words fail to connect people or to convey anything genuine. 
They remain immobilized and disconnected – invisible and inaudible – to one another. They are 
stuck in self-reflexive monologues of talking but not communicating in what becomes a kind of 
insular death. Woman 1’s “tongue” remains “hanging” out of her mouth (Play, 312); likewise, her 
words remain “suspended” (Kristeva, 154) with a “useless dying mouth” (154).  
 Beckett’s stage notes indicate that the characters’ voices are to maintain a “breathless quality 
from beginning of Repeat 1 and increasing to end of play” (Play, 320). The “breathy” voice quality, 
according to Stanford Music Professor G.P. Scavone, is “produced during an open phase mode of 
vibration, such that the [vocal] folds never completely stop the air flow through them” (CCRMA 
web). This quality emphasizes the repetitious circularity of speech patterns in Play that highlight the 
characters’ lack of any other bodily motion. Their necks firmly noosed “in the urn’s mouth” (Play, 
307), they do little more than “utter” (314), never breaking loose.  
 Further, Play offers a model of convergence: the illusion of communication without actually 
communicating. The script seems to offer a forward trajectory but ultimately ends in oscillation as 
the “chorus” repeats itself, albeit in a “changed order.” Beckett’s stage notes explain, “E.g. the order 
of interrogation W1, W2, M, W2, W1 at opening of 1 becomes W2, W1, M, W2, M, W1 at opening 
of repeat, and so on” (Play, 320). In this way, Beckett dramatizes different ways of being stuck 
through a derivation or restatement of Newton’s third law. Force multiplied by time (IMPULSE) is 
equal to a change of momentum. Impulse creates a change in the momentum, and in the play this 
impulse is the spotlight. What the light reveals, however, is something that remains a source of 
debate. One possibility is that the spotlight emphasizes the utter isolation of each character. The 
“irritating indeterminateness” (Adorno, 21) of Play precisely dramatizes the memory of and 
occurrences between people as “just” play (Play, 313). Play dramatizes aspects of life itself, as each 
character speaks endlessly of the affair and thus preserves his or her adulterated yet recognizably 
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human form.57 Indeed, M, W1, and W2’s stories reveal fractured aspects of a dynamic experience 
that do not necessarily connect to one another in any meaningful way. Instead, their perspectives 
emphasize the discordance and utter failure to communicate when all sociality is exhausted. Further, 
Beckett’s extensive stage notes on “Light” reveal that lighting designed to “assign to each face a 
separate fixed spot is unsatisfactory in that it is less expressive of a unique inquisitor than the single 
mobile spot” (Play, 318). W1 experiences “hellish half-light” (312) and asks, “Is it that I do not tell 
the truth, is that it, that some day somehow I may tell the truth at last and then no more light at last, 
for the truth? [...] Is that it? [...] I can do nothing...So it must be something I have to say. How the 
mind works still! [...] Is it something I should do with my face, other than utter? Weep?” (Play, 313). 
Conceivably, W1 directs her questions (or did at one time) to M and now addresses the void that 
absorbs her increasingly rhetorical questions, without offering a response.  
 The “eye” of the camera, the “mind’s eye” of the reader, or “eye” of the spectator moves 
around the urns. After recounting what he “know[s] now” (Play, 313) and what he “might have 
known” (311) before, M violates the fourth wall, speaking directly to the spotlight: “And now, that 
you are...mere eye. Just looking. At my face. On and off...Looking for something. In my face. Some 
truth. In my eyes. Not even...Mere eye. No mind. Opening and shutting on me” (317). M shifts from 
his relentless questioning – “Why go out? Why go...Why go down? Why not...Why not keep on 
glaring at me without ceasing?” (316) – to statements of woe and fading memories of past fantasy. 
M’s crisis resides precisely in his shift from declarative fact: “We were not long together” (308) to 
ponderous consideration: “To think we were never together” (316). The question remains, Does 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
57 For Woman 2 this drama is “like dragging a great roller, on a scorching day” (Play 315). This idea of life as a 
“strain” recalls the tortured character of Lucky in Waiting for Godot, who gives a poignant, raging monologue 
about the eternal torment and suffering of the universe and a God who abandons his children to wander 
alone, aimlessly without destination or worse, to wait forever for salvation that never comes. Beckett 
dramatizes the human odyssey from life to death and back, we “strain again” (Play 315) “on the way back by 
Ash” (311).   
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love’s fleeting unity—“we were not long together” (308), ultimately leave an individual more 
disembodied than before sensual intimacy with another?  
 The cause might also have been an attempt to cure or escape the problem of creeping 
deadness. W1 speaks of jealousy and unhappiness in relation to M’s admitted affair with W2. W1 
narrates, “I was happy again [after M claimed to end his affair]. I went about singing. [...] Then I 
began to smell her off him again. Yes. [...] I lay stricken for weeks. [...] Creeping. Yes. [...] Yes, 
strange” (Play, 311, 316, 317). M’s intimacy with W2 seems to result in the dismemberment of all, as 
all of the figures reduce from active limbs to talking heads. W1 is particularly aware of being visible, 
M wonders if he is being seen, and W2 wonders if anyone is looking at her. M repeatedly questions 
whether or not he is “as much as...being seen” (317) or is, perhaps “mere eye” (317). Man notices 
that “all is going out” (312) and asks W1 if he is indeed “hiding something” (315) and W2 if he has 
“lost the thing [she] wants” (315). Although the audience looks to W2 for the answer, she flatly 
responds, “I don’t know” (315). Thus ends the audience’s quest for the meaning of Play, and instead 
we may focus on the “modern artwork in its abstractness... [as] a cipher of what the work is” 
(Adorno, 21). 
 The setting of Play resembles a nightmarish wasteland where the “dead tree gives no shelter” 
and there is “no sound of water” (“The Waste Land,” I.24). In a setting similar to the barrenness of 
Waiting for Godot —“A country road. A tree. Evening” (Godot, 11), Play evokes a strong sense of 
barrenness and mortality (or perverse immortality). The adulterous M and W2 recall the faint echo 
of “mowing” (Play, 310, 311)—such as mowing a lawn of grass, thus evoking the possibility for 
motion and alteration—yet they remain in motionless urns. Blades of grass are often seen as 
“green,” which is also the color of the sick-corpse-looking countenances of the talking heads. To 
some extent, the urns may be read as pots—the heads as green plants (recall The Little Shop of Horrors, 
1960)—that await a gardener’s manicure. This manicure tool is a scythe, an “old hand mower” (Play, 
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310), a sharper version of the “razor” in Woman 1’s “vanity bag” (310). The “fool cutting grass” 
(311) may be none other than the Grim Reaper riding on the pale-green (chloros) horse of the 
apocalypse. Wielding the scythe, riding Death, the “fool” cuts with a “long thin curving blade” 
(OED) and “kill[s] with sword” (Revelation, 6:7-8). The pale-green faces of the talking heads58 
resemble the horse of Death and also the blades of grass about to be cut. Given this analogy, we 
may read the talking heads as severed from their shoulders down, the heads re-planted in the urns. 
Molting, they still speak, as a chicken may “stagger around” and cluck for “a full eighteen months” 
after it’s beheaded, precisely because the “brain stem [which controls most reflexes] is often left 
partially intact” (LiveScience). The repetitious diatribes of the talking heads may be read as “just 
[re]play” (Play, 313) of synapsed brain cells. “Mowing” is also an agricultural term that refers to a 
“stack of hay [...] in a barn” (OED). The reference to a barn links to W1’s “fancy” that W2 “lived 
like a pig” (Play, 315).  
 M’s narrative includes his confession, a plea for forgiveness, and a sense of humor that 
provokes no direct reaction from W1 or W2. A response to his questions would confirm “the 
existence of the other” (Kristeva, 153). Incidentally, M’s desire resembles that of the narrator in 
Beckett’s short story First Love. As Kristeva notes, “what the banished man needs most from a 
woman is simply someone to accompany him into Death’s void, into the third person’s void” (152). 
M seems to direct his questions to W1, as he repeats himself (now in past tense) on stage: “What 
have you to complain of? I said. Have I been neglecting you? How could we be together in the way 
we are if there were someone else?” (Play, 308). Notions of redemption frame these questions, yet 
M’s involuntarily spastic lungs interrupt his seamless plea. Hiccups invade his confession (308, 311, 
314, 316). Hiccups, according to the OED, involve a sudden closing of the glottis, or windpipe 
(from Latin glōtis, meaning tongue). This echoes M’s divulgence that W1 would “cut my [her] 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
58 See the Beckett on Film version of Play, directed by Anthony Minghella. (Blue Angel Films, 2001). 
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throat” if M did not “give up that whore” (Play, 308). We recall W1’s tongue “hanging out” (312) for 
“mercy.” Later, she asks if she “bite[s] off [her] tongue and swallow[s] it” whether it would “placate 
you” (314). The “you” referent is ambiguous here, the audience is left hanging, as it were, as to 
whether W1 is in dialogue with M (and/or if she once was and is now talking to a void). M seems 
mostly chuffed with himself overall—“What a male!” (309), as he makes wisecracks about civility: 
“She put a bloodhound on me, but I had a little chat with him. He was glad of the extra money” 
(309). “But she threatens to take her own, I said. Not yours? She said. No, I said, hers. We had fun 
trying to work this out” (310), “God what vermin women. Thanks to you, angel, I said” (311), 
“Perhaps they meet, and sit, over a cup of that green tea...Personally I always preferred Lipton’s” 
(314), “We were not civilized” (317).  
 Amid these wryly humorous comments, as noted, M hiccups and asks for forgiveness. These 
two acts connect as in the Chorus, M follows his continual “[Hiccup]” with requests for pardon (Play, 
319). Admittedly, there is not sufficient “proof” (308) to confirm anything specific with regard to his 
“affairs” of “intimacy” (311): his social “hiccups.” M narrates how he approached W1 with the 
“problem [of] how to convince her” that he ended his affair with W2. This confession he could 
express only as a gesture: “So I took her in my arms and swore I could not live without her” (309); 
“I took her in my arms and said I could not go on living without her” (311). The “elision of the 
object [the affair],” for Kristeva, indicates “syntactic recognition of an impossible object, the 
disappearance not only of the addressee, but of all topics of discourse” (Kristeva, 153). M 
acknowledges his silence resulting from an inability to verbalize “the object” (153) and narrates the 
experience of approaching W1 with his confession: “I couldn’t [tell her, verbally admit]. I might 
have known” (Play, 311). Later, he declares, “Oh of course I know now...I know now, all that was 
just...play. And all this? When will all this...All, this, when will all this have been...just play?” (313).  
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 Again, audiences are made aware that the drama unfolding onstage repeats a past experience 
and that the repetition remembers it and enacts its dialogue in the present. Thus, M continues his 
endless questioning and attests that “there was no answer” (Play, 309). Will an answer come? “Of 
course not!,” Kristeva answers, “but just the same, let us ask for Godot, this Father, this God, as 
omnipresent as he is incredible” (Kristeva, 155). Moreover, the audience listens at a distance and 
from the “stance of the knower” (MacKinnon, 50), a privileged and uninvolved place to be as W1 
and W2 reveal their own crises of (dis)connection. W1 “dogged” M “for months but no shadow of 
proof was forthcoming” of an affair with W2 (Play, 308, 309). The “bloodhound” that W1 hires to 
investigate M is a “first-rate man” (309). Likewise, W2 turns to a man for help when confronted 
with “violence” (309). Instead of taking action against M, each woman verbally abuses the other: 
“One morning...she burst in and flew at me. Give him up, she screamed, he’s mine...I smell you off 
him, she screamed, he stinks of bitch” (308). W1 refers to W2 as “that slut” (311). M recounts W1’s 
attitude toward W2: “Give up that whore, she said...I ran into your ex-doxy” (308, 311). The term 
“doxy” (meaning both mistress and opinion on religious doctrine, OED) adds a layer of glib humor 
to an otherwise unfortunate situation of misdirected anger as two women hate at each other out of 
anger over a man.  
 The rivalry between W1 and W2 amounts to a perpetual vacillation between the two objects 
of M’s attention. Both are female subjects, allied and yet not by male subjugation, with an implied 
sameness as a pleasure object for M. Although M professes his love for W1—“Loving her as I did, 
with all my heart” (Play, 308)—he wonders if she or anyone sees “some truth. In my [his] eyes” 
(317). Rather than wallow in self-misery alone, W2 decides to set “a bundle of his things” on fire 
(311). This scene evokes notions of permanent loss and permanent emptiness. The rhetorical form 
of questioning recalls M’s continual questions—“Have I lost...the thing you want? Why go out? [...] 
Why go down? [...] Am I as much as...being seen?” (315-17). The questions posed by the urn-viewer 
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remain unanswered; likewise,  the urn is a still object that does not develop or re-form. After she 
burns his things—“All night I smelt them smouldering” (311) — she fears an equally violent 
repercussion from him: “You might get angry and blaze me clean out of my wits” (313)...“like 
dragging a great roller, on a scorching day...Kill it and strain again” (315).  
 Finally, M decides that “it was all too much” and that he could “no longer” continue (Play, 
312). That which he refuses to continue doing, however, remains ambiguous. M’s “change” (312) 
offers little clue: Did he end his relations with W2; did he take W1’s “razor [from] her vanity-bag” 
(310) and cut his own throat, or all of theirs? W2, in another context, expresses reservation about 
this final speculation, on the grounds of character: “I doubt it. It would not be like you somehow” 
(313). Yet she seems to believe herself to be a disposable commodity—not desirable enough to be 
kept. W1 tells M to “give her up” (308) and W2 repeats it, “give him up” (308), though M’s response 
is to hiccup and suffer internally rather than take action externally. M, we learn, gives up W2 because 
she is “a bad job” (312), which W2 interprets as her failure as a fellatrix: “he stopped coming” (311).  
 Though her questions remain unanswered, W2 adopts M’s persistent mode of questioning. 
She fires a series of interrogations: “Mightn’t you? [...] Or don’t you? [...] Am I taboo, I 
wonder...what ever became of her, do you suppose? [...] What do you do when you go out? Sift? [...] 
Am I perhaps a little unhinged already? I say, Am I not perhaps a little unhinged already?...Just a 
little?” (Play, 313-316). Beckett’s stage notes indicate that the actor playing W2 should sound 
“hopeful” (316) when she first asks whether or not she is “unhinged” (316). The verb “hinge” recalls 
an association with hanging or attachment “as with a hinge” (OED). The significance lies in the 
negative prefix “un”—which is, notably, one letter short of “urn”. W2 hopes that she is unhinged, 
disconnected,  colloquially let off the hook—(un)hung, taken down from the cross of suffering, 
doubt, betrayal that causes her to feel “like death” (Play, 310). Ultimately, she doubts this possibility. 
The only “solution,” she notes, is to “go away together” (311). As M identifies, however, “we were 
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not long”—“never been”—together (308, 316). Nevertheless, M recalls “a scene between them” 
(309), a confrontation between W1 and W2, and a cynical retort that “perhaps they have become 
friends”; W2: “But I doubt it” (313).   
 In the Beckettian universe of Play the characters’ situation is immersed in parody while they 
remain in a serious liminality between life and death. Though readers may hear a tone of mockery in 
Beckett’s diction, it enables them to play or sing alongside (prefix “para-”, OED) and also move 
beyond (another meaning of prefix “para-”, OED) to form new associations, interpretations, and 
allegorical speculations, as they experience Play. Guided by hearsay, the audience is left to imagine 
the scenes described retrospectively by the characters. Such interpretations implicitly serve a political 
function. Imaginative reading, according to Lambert Zuidervaart, offers a way to “expose social 
conflicts by uncovering problems inherent in works of art...or the phenomena of daily life” 
(Zuidervaart, 5). Audiences “elicit a sociohistorical truth that might not have been intended by the 
artist” (5). Beckett’s drama, according to Zuidervarrt’s engagement with Adorno’s aesthetic theory, 
offers “self-conscious parodies” that enable audiences to “establish the artwork’s meaning [in] the 
absence of meaning” (154). This idea holds true for Play, given that the “urn” symbol ironizes the 
polarity of life and death; the heads talk from containers used conventionally as holders for cremated 
ash. What is the meaning of this? The meaning must be “reconceived” (156), Zuidervarrt  insists, 
and meaninglessness may be the most “objective” (156) way to engage “form and import” (156). 
Beckett achieves something close to aesthetic meaning, then, through expressions of “metaphysical 
absurdity [and] rigorous negation of traditional forms of dramatic meaning” (154).  
 
PART 2, HAPPY DAYS 
 The irony of the title “Happy Days” becomes apparent as the curtain opens on a woman at 
center stage half buried in a mound of earth. To show the most “dreadful thing that could happen to 
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anybody” (Knowlson, 500-501), Happy Days stages Winnie sinking in the ground full of ants with 
only a little parcel of things to see her through life. Beckett dramatizes her various states of 
immobility: entrapment, loneliness, incapacity, and paralysis as she is still capable of moving her 
arms in the first act, but finds herself severely reduced by the second act, as she is incapable of 
moving any of her limbs. The metaphoricity of immobility in Happy Days is consistent with Beckett’s 
presentation of other women in containers on stage (Puchner, 157-172). Beckett’s configuration of 
constricted bodies in Happy Days (1961), for example, happened before in Endgame (1958), as well as 
later in Play (1963) and Rough for Theatre I (1979), though the latter represents reduced mobility in a 
more realistic fashion. What distinguishes Winnie in Happy Days from other Beckettian figures also 
“up to their necks” (Bair, 472) in an unpleasant situation is her interweaving of joy and pain in song.  
 Closing the play, Winnie’s song lays to rest painful reminiscences of lost youth, depleted 
sexual energy, and incapacity to physically demonstrate affection for her husband. Beckett stages 
Winnie and her husband Willie to present aging as a regression to various stages of infancy. As a 
woman beyond middle age, Winnie is no longer “useful” to a society that values only a woman’s 
reproductive potential. To show the suffocating reality of being defined or valued by sexuality alone, 
Beckett stages Winnie entrapped in a vagina-shaped hole. Gradually subsumed by a hole, Winnie 
figuratively returns to “the womb … where life used to begin” (HD, II, 163). Further, by crawling 
“on his hands and knees looking up at her [Winnie]” (HD, II, 168), Willie dramatizes the developmental 
milestone of a 7-10 month old child. 
 “And I thought,” Beckett once said, “who would cope with that and go down singing, only a 
woman” (Knowlson, 500-501). Indeed, Happy Days concludes with Winnie singing, and her song 
functions as resistance to the gravity of her situation by balancing upward movement with the 
earth’s downward pull. The song’s triumph is to create art out of a joy rooted in pain and prompts 
its readers to focus on the primacy of the body in vocal expression. Singing expresses her desire for 
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human contact and love. It also resists prejudiced assumptions that bodily expression is exclusive to 
someone who can “feel her legs” (HD, II, 165). Her vocal art shares some of the characteristics of 
sexual pleasure but without its reproductive purpose. Like other women who have no sensation in 
their genitals, Winnie represents the possibility of finding pleasure in other parts of the body 
(Tepper, 283).  
 The physical and sensory properties of her singing body awaken as the earth – “you old 
extinguisher” (HD, I, 153) – continues to ascend over her body. As she suffocates in the tightening 
earth, she exhales air but does not fully exhaust her “breath of life” (HD, II, 161). In fact, she finds 
expression, if not pleasure, through breath and voice. By transferring Winnie’s erotic sensitivity to 
her throat, Beckett confounds commonplace views of sexuality that center on sex organs alone and 
signals the possibility that Winnie’s partially buried body might experience pleasure in unexpected 
places. In order to appreciate this in the context of the female body and artistic expression, one must 
first recognize Winnie’s singing as a form of sexual expression. To regard Winnie’s song in this way 
signals a possibility for “queer” pleasure beyond the limiting confines of so-called erogenous zones. 
Sexuality, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty once described it, “spreads forth like a sound” (195) and 
singing might be read as a way to disperse pleasure throughout the body. The play invites a critical 
reconsideration of the artistic and sexual possibilities for the body on display, and Beckett’s staging 
of her body challenges pre-“scripted” roles for female sexuality.  
 Indeed, Happy Days purposefully conflates the voice box with female reproductive organs 
(“box” is slang for “vagina”), effectively reducing both to a container for holding things. In so 
doing, Beckett’s use of “box” points to our cultural obsession with the body’s remote interiors, such 
as the throat and the vaginal tract. Readers of Beckett’s plays are familiar with the way that the long-
delayed speaking movements of Mouth in Not I (1972), for reasons discussed later, seem highly 
sexual. Significantly, images taken during a laryngeal stroboscopy, a procedure that “copies” images 
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of the throat with flashes of strobe light, reveal the phrase “voice box” to be misleading.59 The vocal 
folds are similar in shape to the inner and outer lips of the vulva, which are more vertical than 
square or box-shaped. Vocal chords vibrate at high and low pitches and may be examined through 
an endoscope, allowing for a view of the neck organs and vibrating vocal folds. Winnie flexes the 
muscle walls of her larynx: the “organ of voice” that forms part of the respiratory tract functions as 
an airway to the lungs and provides a way to communicate vocally. Her song signals the internal 
movements of her body as her vibrating vocal chords stimulate the otherwise “silent passage” (HD, 
II, 163) of her throat. 
 Challenging the expected public display of sexualized body difference, Beckett presents song 
as a kind of pleasure that is not useful or re-productive. As a result of being reproductively disabled 
by age, Winnie reroutes her sexual energy to her mouth, another vagina-shaped orifice. Using pain 
and immobility as her inspiration, Winnie’s song enables her to assert her status as a disabled subject 
and give voice to her sexuality in a way that her body is incapable of doing through other forms of 
intimacy that are based on tactile stimulation – “every touch of fingers” (HD, II, 168). Her song is 
an expression of the multiplicity of the sexual body regardless of its physical status. This perspective 
contrasts with readings that treat Winnie as a commentary on “bodilessness and utter isolation” 
(Kern, 49-56). As she dies or “goes down” singing, an unsilencing happens that enables her to let go 
of her once youthful and fertile body.  
 Her immobility becomes a metaphor for aging itself: a crippling process that happens 
eventually to everyone who lives long enough, regardless of trauma or congenital disease. Beckett 
addresses the prevalent cultural assumption that a person with an age-related disability is “incapable 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
59 Henry Gray, T. Pickering Pick, Robert Howden, “Splanchnology: The Respiratory Apparatus, the larynx,” 
in Gray’s Anatomy: The Unabridged Running Pressing Editing of the American Classic, 41st ed. (New York: Running 
Press, 1974). “Vagina,” Oxford English Dictionary. “Box,” Online Etymological Dictionary. The Voice Foundation, 
“Laryngeal stroboscopy,” The Human Voice, http://www.voicefoundation.org. A video of female vocal 
chords moving at high and low pitches is available from James Thomson, “Stroboscopy: Rigid,” YouTube. 
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of or uninterested in sex” (McRuer, 107-117) through his staging of Winnie. Winnie remains aware 
of her “stuck” (HD, I, 151) body, and yet, she is still interested in arousing her and her husband’s 
sexual excitement. She reminds Willie, for example, not to leave his “vaseline behind” (HD, I, 147). 
She also encourages the taboo allure of the vaguely pornographic card that Willie relishes by 
overplaying her own disgust: “Oh no really!” (HD, I, 144). Realizing the consequences of her 
progressive submergence in the ground, Winnie translates what this means for Willie: “And should 
one day the earth cover my breasts,” Winnie says, “then I shall never have seen my breasts, no one 
ever seen my breasts. I hope you caught something of that, Willie … it is not every day I rise to such 
heights” (HD, I, 154). Winnie’s figurative rise to the occasion for discussing breasts contrasts with 
the physical reality of her sinking position in the ground and with it the burial of proof that her 
breasts ever existed. Indeed, in the second act, she asks “what breasts” (HD, II, 161) because they 
are no longer visible on the surface.  
 Despite stereotypes of asexual old age, sexual pleasure does not necessarily end for Winnie 
and Willie in their fifties and sixties, respectively (HD, I, 138). Winnie’s interest in male sexuality is 
amplified by her reference to the word “jizz” as Willie approaches her. “Come on dear, put a bit of 
jizz into it, I’ll cheer you on” (HD, II, 167), Winnie says, in an effort to encourage Willie’s 
movement. Jizz, slang for semen or ejaculation, reminds Winnie mnemonically of the champagne 
fizz popping into “flute glasses” (HD, II, 166) on their wedding day. Before her breasts sagged and 
sank with age, Winnie implores Willie to look at her with desire: “Willie. Look at me again, Willie. 
Once more, Willie. Ah!” (HD, II, 167). Winnie dolls herself up as it were by applying lipstick and 
brushing her hair in an attempt to increase her visibility. Such styling and grooming routines do little 
to provoke the desired response from Willie that Winnie hopes to achieve. In fact, she objects to the 
way he looks at her: “don’t look at me like that!” (HD, II, 167). As such, Winnie dramatizes the very 
real pain experienced by people who feel desexualized or ignored on account of disfigurement or age 
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(Lukin, 6). Her objection to Willie’s way of looking at her suggests that she finds his affect 
disapproving rather than admiring.  
 Incidentally, age discrimination related to sexuality recalls the staging of Nagg and Nell in 
ashbins in Beckett’s Endgame (1958), which functions as a social commentary on the treatment of old 
people as discarded like garbage. Having lost their shanks to amputation, Nagg and Nell are not 
unfamiliar with disability and nevertheless stay entertained when they speak (the “entertainment” is 
intermittent) through conversations with each other about biscuits and sand. Winnie, on the other 
hand, counts her day as “happy” when Willie bothers to talk to her at all (HD, I, 146). Despite their 
inability to comfort each other through bodily contact, Nagg and Nell find a modicum of relief in a 
shared emotional register. They agree, for example, that unhappiness is the “most comical thing in 
the world” (Endgame, I, 101) although it may not inspire actual laughter. Winnie, on the other hand, 
thinks about a “brief … gale of laughter” (HD, I, 145) but does not actually laugh, as Beckett’s stage 
directions indicate: “Smile appears, broadens and seems about to culminate in laugh when suddenly replaced by 
expression of anxiety” (HD, I, 145).  
 Winnie imagines various scenes from her past and, vocalizing them, gives the audience a 
sense of her sexuality as it emerges over time. Ostensibly, pleasure related to the mouth and throat is 
not limited to singing for Winnie but to talking as well. Compelled to speak, Winnie’s stories might 
be read as confessions or fictionalized stories that she creates to pass the time. Each story reveals a 
particular aspect of her sexual stages of development. The first story is a tale of Mildred/Milly and 
her dolly taken directly from Melanie Klein’s psychoanalytic play theory (Klein, 57-68) and may be 
about Winnie herself or a story that she fabricates. It reveals a memory of her embodiment at the 
age of four or five that is different from her sense of her body workings at age 50. Winnie 
figuratively re-members her body as a young girl by inviting the memory of a mouse running up her 
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leg, a source of sexual excitation avant la lettre, which occurred as she started to undress her dolly 
(HD, II, 163).  
 Reliving the experience in the present, Winnie screams twice on stage and thereby recalls a 
fearful childhood experience when Milly “screamed and screamed and screamed and screamed and 
screamed till all came running … to see … what on earth could possibly be the matter” (HD, I, 165). 
The material presentation of Winnie’s body on stage represents a capacity to “hold one’s body and 
one’s self open to the possibilities of what one cannot know or anticipate [feeling] in advance” 
(Salamon, 92). Winnie dissociates from her childhood by renaming her younger self and adopting a 
third-person narrative voice to talk about her past (this is also true for Mouth in Not I, detailed 
below). To account for Winnie’s demonstrable shift in age and self-perception, actress Billie 
Whitelaw adopted a childish tone of voice to tell the “Milly and dolly story.” (Knowlson, “Review,” 
web). Her attempts to strip the doll naked are thwarted by the arrival of a “mouse – Willie! Willie” 
(HD, II, 163), Winnie narrates, mixing memories from the past with her present concern for her 
husband. Cued by the rhyme of Milly and Willie/willy, the audience might link her youthful sexual 
interest, as Milly, with her actual sexual experience as an adult with Willie’s “willy,” a euphemism for 
flaccid penis.  
 There is a difference between gawking at a freak and admiring something “wondrous,” but 
they are conflated in Happy Days. According to Rosemarie Garland-Thomson’s assessment, the 
“wondrous” category entails placing a subject “on high” – literalized by Winnie’s mound – and 
eliciting “awe from viewers because of a supposedly amazing achievement” (Garland-Thomson, 68-
74). It also involves the objectification of a person, or in this case a character, by regarding her as a 
spectacle. The problem with gawking is staged by Beckett through Winnie’s story about Mr. and 
Mrs. Shower/Cooker. Their attention takes the form of watching her breathe and admiring it as a 
supposedly amazing achievement that inspires wonder or awe. Thus, Winnie finds herself vulnerable 
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to a remembered or imagined couple, Mr. Shower/Cooker and his fiancée or “just some – loved 
one” (HD, I, 155), who stand and watch her literally expire – breathing and dying.   
 Beckett’s staging of Winnie’s body makes it constantly available for scrutiny both to the 
audience and its fictional counterparts, Mr. and Mrs. Shower/Cooker. As Beckett once explained to 
director Alan Schneider, the Shower/Cookers are substitutes for the audience and “represent the 
onlookers (audience) wanting to know the meaning of things” (Harmon, 42). Winnie calls “to the 
eye of the mind … Mr. Shower – or Cooker” (HD, II, 164), whose visual assessment of her, she 
imagines, leaves him with questions. His central questions – “Is there any life in her legs? Has she 
anything on underneath?” (HD, II, 165) – imply a mutually constitutive relationship between 
moving limbs and sexual potential. He desexualizes Winnie by staring at her body parts and 
wondering about the “life in her legs” (HD, II, 165) as though her immobility would compromise 
her sexuality entirely. For Mr. Shower/Cooker, it seems impossible to “imagine bodies and desire 
otherwise” (McRuer, 107-117) than from a heterosexual able-bodied regime. “Can’t have been a bad 
bosom in its day” (HD, II, 165), Mr. Shower reductively concludes, revealing his assumption that 
female bodies are unilaterally constructed by a composite of sexually charged parts: legs and breasts.  
 It is possible that Mr. Shower/Cooker is Willie in the past, and Mrs. Shower/Cooker is a 
younger, more affectionate version of Winnie. In Winnie’s fantasy, Mrs. Shower/Cooker takes her 
companion’s hand in an affectionate demonstration of romantic connection. Mr. and Mrs. 
Shower/Cooker walk “hand in hand” (HD, II, 165), which contrasts with Winnie’s current inability 
to reach for her husband because her arms are buried. Mrs. Shower/Cooker speaks out against the 
systemic, sexist attitude represented by her husband: “And you, she says, what’s the idea of you, she 
says, what are you meant to mean? Is it because you’re still on your two flat feet, with your old ditty 
full of tinned muck and changes of underwear” (HD, I, 156). The verbal similarity of ditty, a short 
simple song, and ditties, female breast or nipple, reminds us of the connection between Winnie’s 
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song and her sexualized body. Undeterred by the exasperated tone of his spouse, Mr. 
Shower/Cooker asks, “What good is she to him like that” (HD, I, 157), thus valuing a woman’s 
worth according to her ability to service her husband. Beckett further signals to the reader that Mr. 
Shower/Cooker’s primary concern is utility by underscoring his names, which are synonymous with 
domestic appliances for water and heating, respectively.  
 Another “tool” from Winnie’s past is “Mr. Johnson, or Johnston, or Johnstone” (HD, I, 
142). “Johnson,” like Willie/willy is a slang word for “penis,” and the setting of their first kiss in a 
“toolshed” (tool is also slang for penis) might suggest that women use men as instruments of 
pleasure and vice versa. Moreover, this reminiscence of kissing in a “toolshed” (HD, I, 142), a veiled 
reference to fellatio, signals another way to experience pleasure in the throat in addition to singing or 
talking.  
 Before finding relief and maybe pleasure from singing, Winnie slowly exhausts the numbing 
effects of a “bottle of red medicine” (HD, II, 161) from her bag. Her “capacious black bag, shopping 
variety” (HD, I, 138), also known as a purse, handbag, or pocketbook, might be read as an 
exteriorization of Winnie’s buried body. A metaphor for vagina, the word “pocket” also denotes a 
pouch-like cavity in the body of an animal (Sterling). “The pocket was the first instinct of 
humanity,” Flann O’Brien humorously contends, referring to the marsupial quality60 of female 
anatomy as the “kangaroolity of women” (O’Brien, 112-114). Further, the gravity-defying revolver 
that rises despite its weight to the top of Winnie’s bag may be a compensation for Willie’s lack of 
hardness. “My Willie,” Winnie’s nickname for the revolver, signifies the pleasurable aspects of sex 
melded into its mortal equivalent: death by revolver is a violent and mortal version of bodily 
penetration, here by a bullet (HD, II, 161). 
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 From Franz Lehar’s opera The Merry Widow (1905), Winnie sings about being a “respectable 
wife” and shows her affection for her husband by reminding him to wear his hat and protect his 
body from the sun (HD, II, 167; I, 142, 158). Vocalizing her longing for affection and desire from 
Willie in some form, Winnie asks, “Is it a kiss you’re after, Willie … or is it something else?” (HD, 
II, 167). The final lyrics of Winnie’s song, “It’s true, you love me so” (HD, II, 168) respond to her 
otherwise answered question. The discourse marker “so” functions as an adverb indicating degree 
(as in “so much”) as if to emphasize the intensity of Willie’s love. But she delivers the line with 
“happy expression” and “smile off” (HD, II, 168), which belies her doubt about Willie’s affection. The 
word “so” lingers as a preface to further action that never happens as the song ends and the curtain 
falls. There is no act three, and if there were, the earth’s rising intervals between acts suggest that act 
three would display Winnie buried entirely. 
 As a symbol linked to the natural world, the songbird personifies Winnie’s desire to rise “up 
into the blue, like gossamer” (HD, I, 152). Beckett links Winnie to the “bird of dawning” (HD, I, 
155), the “thrush,” which is a term for female singers as well as birds. Thrush is also a fungal disease 
of the mouth and genitals, thus adding another layer to Beckett’s connection of the voice and the 
vagina (Nurbhai, 24). The scientific name for song thrush, turdus philomelos, derives its name from the 
Greek mythological figure Philomela and means “loving song.” Like Philomela in Ovid’s story and 
the title character of Matthew Arnold’s poem, “Philomela” (1853), Winnie experiences the “plight of 
the bird-maiden,” but unlike her predecessors, Winnie endeavors to sing a “loving song” that rises 
above a piteous wail of “eternal pain” (Arnold, 32). Moreover, like “unhappy Philomela,” Winnie 
finds “no room for female tears” (Ovid, IV). Beckett literalizes the reason for Winnie’s lack of tears: 
scorched by the heat of the sun she is too dehydrated to cry. She can no longer “perspire freely,” 
and although “sorrow keeps breaking in” (HD, I, 147-152) no tears emerge.  
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 In addition to Ovid and Arnold’s songbirds, the thrush links Winnie to Thomas Hardy’s 
“The Darkling Thrush” (1899) as a figure of lyric expression. In a sense, Hardy’s poem anticipates 
the setting of Beckett’s drama: “Land’s sharp features seemed to be / The Century’s corpse outleant, 
/ His crypt the cloudy canopy.”61 Like Hardy’s songbird, Winnie perseveres despite an environment 
of gloom and death. As Winnie contends, singing cannot be done “just to please someone” (HD, I, 
155), but it passes the time and interrupts the lonely and silent “expanse of scorched grass [with] 
gentle slopes” (HD, I, 138). Her vocal artistry enables her to die graciously with a kind of swan song 
as she imagines the thrush singing “with no thought or benefit to oneself or anyone else” (HD, I, 
155). Singing is a function of the body that celebrates its own pleasure not limited by immobile 
limbs. Winnie’s song functions as a proof of life. “To sing too soon is fatal,” but waiting too long is 
another possibility; “the bell goes for sleep and one has not sung” (HD, II, 164).  
 Despite Winnie’s best efforts, sometimes “words fail” (HD, I, 147). She suffers slowly “amid 
severest woe” (HD, I, 150) yet with a modicum of joy; winnie means “joy” in Middle English. She 
waits, combing her hair and trimming her nails to keep herself occupied “until words come again” 
(HD, II, 159). Winnie is not alone among Beckettian characters that find failure in words and yet feel 
compelled to speak. In Krapp’s Last Tape (1958), for instance, Krapp listens to his recorded voice on 
tape asking, “Did I sing as a boy? No. Did I ever sing? No” (Krapp, I, 218). Relatedly, in Endgame 
(1957), Clov asks, “One hasn’t the right to sing anymore?” and Hamm answers, “no” (Endgame, I, 
127). Eventually, for Winnie at least, words arrive and create a visceral urge to “sing softly, [a] musical-
box tune” (HD, II, 168). “It bubbles up,” Winnie explains, “for some unknown reason, the time is ill 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
61 Thomas Hardy, “The Darkling Thrush” (1899), The Complete Poetical Works of Thomas Hardy, vol. 5, ed. 
Samuel Hynes (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1982-95). For more songbirds in literature see John Keats, “Ode to a 
Nightingale” (1819) in John Keats: The Major Works, ed. Elizabeth Cook (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2001); Ovid, 
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of Florida Press, 1994).  
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chosen, one chokes it back” (HD, II, 164). But when her time comes, she no longer swallows but 
channels pain and despair into a kind of graceful birdsong, deciding to go “down singing,”62 as “only 
a woman” could do.  
 
SECTION 2: “MOTIONLESS” MOUTH SPEAKS IN NOT I    
 Actress Billy Whitelaw performed the role of Mouth in Beckett’s Not I (1973) at the Royal 
Court Theatre in London, later describing the atmosphere as “one of slight bum shuffling, we killed 
all of the lights and broke all of the rules” (Whitelaw, Wake, radio). Confronted by the extreme 
minimalism of Whitelaw’s “mouth lit up by one little light” onstage, and the “scarcely perceptible” 
(Not I, 375) but disconcerting “shadowy figure in the corner,” it is hardly surprising that spooked 
audience members would try to leave. There was “no escaping it,” Whitelaw reports, because the 
stage crew removed the light bulbs from restroom and exit signs, which made it nearly impossible 
for people to navigate in the dark.  
 Beckett thus creates an environment for the audience to feel as much in the dark about what 
is going on as the incessant Mouth who speaks relentlessly and without a clear focused subject. The 
effect of presenting Mouth’s “state of mind on stage” (Whitelaw, Wake, radio) is that audiences 
witness a once “insentient” (Not I, 377) mind realizing, or bringing to light from memory, 
“something she didn’t know herself” (381) or admit to previously as her own experience. Having 
“dismissed” (377) from her “brain” the “thought” of her “position” in the field and her situation as 
a “tiny little girl” (366), we learn that it is not until about age “seventy” (367) that she “recovers from 
[her] vehement refusal to relinquish third person” (Beckett’s stage note; 375). With each “sudden 
flash” (Not I, 377), Mouth reveals to herself and consequently also to the audience a sense of her 
existential angst or her “position” on/in life. This position is comically reduced to a merely physical 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
62 For Billie Whitelaw’s performance of Winnie’s song in Happy Days, see “Waiting for Beckett – A Portrait of 
Samuel Beckett DVD,” www.waitingforbeckett.com  
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one as a mouth on stage contemplates, absurdly, whether she was/is “standing … or sitting … or 
kneeling” (377).    
 In an effort to create distance between “I” and what happened that day in “that early April 
morning light” (Not I, 376-77), Mouth speaks from the perspective of someone narrating a scene 
rather than participating in it. In what Beckett’s stage notes refer to as Mouth’s “vehement refusal to 
relinquish third person” (375), “she” talks continuously about finding “herself in the dark” (377). 
What happened in Croker’s Acres in the “early April morning light” (377) remains uncertain. April, 
of course, is “the cruelest month,” as T.S. Eliot declared earlier in the century (“The Waste Land,” 
1922). Contrary to conventional wisdom, spring is the true season of death, however, and not 
autumn. In autumn, nature sacrifices the tissues that it is willing to part with as death quickly follows 
the flush of birth. 
 Suspicious that “all” is not, in fact, “dead still” (Not I, 378), the brain buzzes on until Mouth 
realizes that she is speaking. She remains unsettled, orbiting between an “imperfect self” and “a 
fictional other” (Lawley, 407-414). At one point she unsubscribes to her “position” (Not I, 377) as a 
“speechless infant” (376) and figuratively digs to the bottom of herself, reaching the least reducible 
integer (I) – a “godforsaken hole” (376). From here, Mouth is able to narrate her story literally from 
the ground up: “face in the grass … get on with it from there” (382). “She” (379) re-writes the script 
of her memory to accommodate for her present self-estrangement and desire for self-negation.   
 Incidentally, this confusion about who she is recalls the literary trope of distressed female 
characters in a position where they feel it necessary to explain their existence. Take Alice’s 
adventures in wonderland, for instance, who tells the caterpillar that she is unable to “explain 
MYSELF, because I’m not myself, you see” (Carroll, chapter 5, emphasis original). Fearing that her 
lover is dead, the quintessential Shakespearean character, Juliet Capulet, tells her nurse, “I am not I, 
if there be such an I, / Or those eyes shut, that make thee answer I” (Shakespeare, III.II.48-50). 
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Juliet’s homophonic use of I/eye unwittingly drives an entire subset of interpretations about Not I 
and spectatorship, voyeurism, and varying degrees of audience participation. Moreover, the phrase 
“not I” denies identity while the pun on “I/eye” approaches third person omniscience. Enoch 
Brater contends, for example, that “I” stands for each “member of the audience” who watches 
insufferably the “relentless Mouth” (Brater, 18). Mouth is ultimately an object of annoyance, for 
Brater; she mutters a story that the audience, like Alice’s caterpillar and Juliet’s nurse before them, 
must decipher and translate.  
 Whether or not Mouth is annoying to the audience, or how others perceive her externally, 
remains largely irrelevant to her internalized perception of self and her expression of it. Further, 
there is no indication that she is at all aware of the “Auditor, downstage audience left, facing 
diagonally across stage intent on Mouth” (Not I, 376). One consequence of privileging either the 
Mouth’s narrative or the Auditor’s position as an interpreter overlooks the connections between 
them. The internal world of an individual and the generally humanistic aspects that define her 
expressions of sorrow ostensibly provoke empathetic engagements from the audience with her 
situation. A “reminder may be added,” Freud writes in “The Dynamics of Transference” (1912), that 
“the artistic play and artistic invitation carried out by adults, which, unlike children, are aimed at an 
audience, do not spare the spectators the most painful experience and can be felt as highly 
enjoyable” (Freud, 318). 
 The long-delayed speaking movements of Mouth seem highly sexual in addition to particular 
events recounted in her narrative. Only in one instance is the “whole body” (Not I, 380) mentioned. 
This reference confirms that Mouth’s existence – which amounts to a disembodied voice as if 
speaking into a telephone – was not, according to her narrative, always dislocated from the body 
proper. Mouth recalls times when she moved: walked through the supermarket, stood in court. She 
recalls “sitting staring at her hand …. there in her lap … palm upward” at Croker’s Acres (380). 
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Eventually she realizes that “tears presumably … hers presumably” (380) wet her palm long after her 
male counterpart “buttoned up his breeches” post coitus and with “no love of any kind” (376). An 
implicit result of this encounter, “eight months later,” is a “speechless infant,” also presumably the 
speaker who considers her existence as the “punishment” of an unmerciful God (376-377).  
 No longer a “speechless infant,” (Not I, 376) Mouth explodes with a cacophony of speech, 
as her lips remain parted throughout her monologue. In general, lips function as the force and 
mobility of the mouth. Mouth spews a series of references to isolated appendances and organs: ears, 
brain, skull, eyelids, eye, lips, jaws, lips, cheeks, face, tongue, and mouth (378-380). Although 
Mouth’s speech is of primary interest to the audience for understanding what she struggles to 
express, it is difficult not to be completely transfixed by the vision of the Mouth itself. The 
powerful, eroticized image of an embodied voice, the actor’s mouth lurks hauntingly “8 feet above 
stage level” (376). Staging in this way forces the audience to look upward in order to see Mouth. 
From its position at the top center of the stage, Mouth draws attention to itself. Captivated 
audiences stare at the grotesque vision, struggling to escape or make sense of its purpose.  
 In the two figures below, the first shows Billie Whitelaw’s mouth during the first 
performance of Not I in Britain. As the actor once said in an interview, “my Mouth, although it’s not 
small, that’s all there was on the stage. I can’t imagine what it looked like. People tried to get away 
from this relentless mouth that wouldn’t let go. Perhaps that’s what I recognize in there, an inner 
scream and no escaping it” (Whitelaw, Wake, radio). This disturbing inner scream takes on a 
different tone in the second figure, which exhibits the 1986 Twizzlers commercial featuring its candy 
mascot, “the mouth.” The American candy company was, arguably, privy to Beckett’s dramatic 
presentation of a single body part on stage because it garnered press attention after its performance 
in New York City (September-December, 1972). Over a decade later, the candy company 
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appropriated Beckett’s idea of featuring a mouth on stage, but instead of disturbing its audience, 
Twizzlers’ mouth claims its product “Makes your mouth so very happy!”63 
 
 
   Figure 4.         Figure 5. 
 Image of MOUTH, Royal Court Theatre, 1973.              Image of “the mouth,” Twizzlers, 1980. 
 
 To account for the change in cultural temperament that found a single mouth on stage 
disconcerting in one decade and the impetus for purchasing licorice in another remains largely 
conjectural. One theory is that Twizzlers Candy Company amplified the sexual image of a licorice 
stick splitting two glossy and otherwise closed lips. The marketing strategy plays on late 1970s-early 
1980s American baby-boomer demographics interested in being “hip” and “sexy.” Twizzlers tried to 
make biting licorice akin to other fellatio (from the Latin verb “to suck”) references, such as the 
Charms Blow Pop lollipop campaign (1973), which played on the Victorian idiom “below-job,” 
which by the 1940s became more popularly referred to as “blow job” (Hitchens, 188). Such sexual 
charge, of course, is not unique to Twizzlers and may be identified in the script of Not I in addition 
to its presence on stage as two parted lips, which are both romantic and also visually similar to 
female genitalia.  
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 Innuendo in Mouth’s monologue does little to discourage sexualized readings of her body 
experiences. Although the movement on stage is limited to the locus of her mouth, references to 
walking and standing, for instance, in the monologue imply that she was not always locked in the 
position she now finds herself. Eroticized descriptions abound: “what position she was in … 
whether standing … or sitting” (Not I, 377), “face in the grass” (382); phrases, too: “words were 
coming … imagine! .. words were coming … a voice she did not recognize … at first” (379), 
“intended to be having pleasure” (377), “vital she should … was on the point … after long efforts 
… when suddenly she felt … gradually she felt … her lips moving” (379), “quicker and quicker” 
(382), “hit on it in the end” (383), “reflex they call it” (378), “flashes from all over” (380), “quick 
grab and on” (382), “same spot” (378), “starting at the top … then working down … the whole 
machine” (380), “steady stream” (379), “can’t stop the stream” (380), “no love … spared that” (381), 
“pay and go” (379), “then die of shame” (382); and specific words: “groan” (378), “writhe” (378), 
“hole” (381). In order to “produce a single precise words,” Luce Irigaray contends in This Sex Which 
Is Not One (1977), the lips would have to remain apart, “definitely parted” (Irigaray, 208-209). 
Women with lips, mouth and vaginal are not “lacks [or] voids awaiting plentitude” (209). 
Nevertheless, it is “lips” that define “women” as speaking sexualized subjects. 
 At the lexical level, the script of Not I employs an overload of ellipses. The dot dot dot 
signals the author’s omission of words or phrases from the printed or spoken text. Not including 
one or more words in the “grammatical construction” of the sentence makes it nearly impossible to 
fully comprehend what “sense” is being expressed. As the Oxford English Dictionary reveals, ellipsis’ 
former use as the “name of the dash (—),” which physically looks more like a mouth in stasis. The 
flat line recalls the crease created between the lips when the mouth is closed. Mouth’s facial orifice is 
not closed during the play, of course; instead, it opens wider at intervals. Thus, the […], a kind of 
punctuated teeth, more accurately refers to Mouth’s physical presence on stage and its movements. 
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 Additionally, the motion of the script is elliptical. Syntactically, the “buzzing” (Not I, 378) 
triggers Mouth’s narrative to shift direction, often returning to repeat a phrase or part of a story 
detailed previously. With the “brain … flickering away like mad,” it is “feeling” that ultimately 
propels her from a comfortable apathy to a relentless compulsion to express her self in language 
(382). Part of Mouth’s personality expresses the experience of her silenced younger personality as 
her memories re-emerge in the speaking present. “Feeling” propels her from a comfortable apathy 
to a relentless compulsion to speak. Largely dissociated from the remainder of her body, Mouth 
refers to the “agony” of her existence as one “numbed” to human feeling and akin to a “machine” 
(378). With its stream of unfinished sentences, “we piece together the sketchy story of a 70 year-old 
woman whose existence was practically meaningless from her careless birth until she found herself 
in the dark one April morning while gathering cowslips” (Chapman, 6). The relentless mouth, as 
Billie Whitelaw once explained, would not let go and could not be escaped by the audience. Beckett 
“put that state of mind on stage in front of your eyes,” and the voice started before the curtain rose 
and “continues behind curtain” even once it is “fully down” (Whitelaw, Wake, radio). 
 
SECTION 3: THE PUNCTUATING RHYTHMS OF FOOTFALLS AND ROCKABY    
 In comparison to Happy Days (1961), Play (1963), and Not I (1973), two of Beckett’s later 
plays are more realistic as far as staged movements are concerned. For Footfalls (1976) and Rockaby 
(1982), Beckett employs the full body of each female character, May and Woman, respectively, 
making their physical presence on stage entirely visible to the audience. Given Beckett’s reputation 
as an avant-garde dramatist, audiences might expect to find less than the full-body presence of actors 
in his late dramas. At first glance, staging severed heads caught in the lip of an urn, a woman buried 
to her waist and later to her neck in a mound of earth, or a bare mouth surrounded by darkness, 
seems a more jarring stage apparatus than a woman pacing the hallway outside a bedroom door 
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(Footfalls), or a woman rocking in a chair (Rockaby). As a matter of degrees, it is difficult to discern 
which plays are more absurd than the others; yet, each play adheres to principles of avant-garde 
theater in its own way. The women in these latter two plays are equally if not more confined than 
the physically immobilized characters in Beckett’s earlier plays. Each character is locked in conflict 
with a voice perhaps inside of her head: that of the quintessential and ever-influential mother figure.  
 A mother’s voice inside of her daughter’s head (sometimes endlessly as if on repeat) is 
dramatized as a dialogic theater of the psyche in Footfalls and Rockaby. These plays draw from and 
expand upon Beckett’s earlier work with monologist theaters of the psyche (staging a state of mind). 
With these later plays, Beckett extends the drama from an interior monologue that is expressed or 
performed before an audience to a dialogue or conversation of sorts that occurs between a daughter 
figure and her mother. In both instances of Footfalls and Rockaby, the daughter imagines the voice of 
her mother speaking to her. To dramatize the sound of a mother’s voice inside of her daughter’s 
head – and how the voice provokes the daughter’s movement – Beckett includes voiced dialogue for 
the audience to hear. It cannot be proven for certain whether May and Voice (Footfalls) is the same 
person or that Woman and Voice (Rockaby) is the same person. Nevertheless, these plays dramatize 
an exchange or call and response narrative. The character on stage engages in conversation with a 
voice inside of her own head that is expressed audibly for the audience as the sound of another’s 
voice.  
 Largely because Footfalls and Rockaby unfold in a theatric space and in front of an audience, 
we hear fragments of a character’s internal monologue spoken aloud. Incidentally, reading from the 
script potentially makes it clearer what part of the action occurs in the character’s mind. The female 
characters in both plays remain locked in their minds for the most part. Given its theatric venue, 
however, Beckett dramatizes the character’s state of mind literally on stage, as he did with Not I. To 
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the audience, it all sounds a bit like overhearing someone talk to herself. Part of the strangeness of 
this dynamic is that only snippets of these imagined dialogues become audible to the audience.  
 
PART 1, FOOTFALLS 
 Although some Beckett scholars64 take May at her word that “the motion alone is not 
enough, I must hear the feet, however faint they fall” (Footfalls, 401), it is worth looking carefully at 
the script to see that it is not May’s word or even her speaking. Instead, it is Voice and not May 
speaking. Although part of Voice’s monologue includes an imagined conversation between her and 
May, it is the Voice of May’s mother who reveals to the reader/auditor that “she” – referring to May 
– “fancies she is alone. How outwardly unmoved” (401). The Voice describes May’s countenance as 
stoic and apathetic, standing “stark” and with “her face to the wall.” May, from her mother’s 
perspective, remains focused on the house’s interiors – figuratively linked to her internal voice, the 
one that “fancies” (401). Further elaboration on this section of the script is warranted, given that the 
nuances are often overlooked.  
 Given that Voice exists in May’s head, it is therefore true that when Voice speaks it is also 
May who is speaking. To take May at her word, however, is to ignore Beckett’s subtle distinction 
between May’s speaking voice and the monologue of Voice in her head. “The motion alone is not 
enough,” is recorded in the script as the mother’s Voice speaking, 
  V: The floor here, now bare, once was – [M begins pacing.] But let us watch  
  her move, in silence. [M paces]. I say the floor here, now bare, this strip of   
  floor, once was carpeted. Till one night, while still little more than a child,   
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  she called her mother and said, Mother, this is not enough. The mother:   
  Not enough? May – the child’s given name. – May: Not enough.  
  The mother: What do you mean, May, not enough? May: I mean, Mother, that I  
  must hear the feet, however faint they fall. The mother: The motion alone is not  
  enough? May: No, Mother, the motion alone is not enough. [M resumes pacing]  
  (Footfalls, 401).  
A close reading of this part of Footfalls underscores how Beckett, perhaps in homage, employs the 
Hamletian “play within a play” technique. French Beckettians might be more familiar with the term 
“mise en abîme” (literal translation: placed into the abyss) to describe this literary device. Said 
another way, the story within the story in Footfalls is May’s story narrated to the audience by a Voice 
that exists in her own head. Despite May’s efforts to tell her own story, it is in fact the “motion 
alone” of her pacing that reveals her situation as one of static “revolting” (400). She goes nowhere 
and remains stagnant – her “bare” “feet” (401) is made visible to the audience as non-Newtonian 
pacing: movement without development.  
 May remains stuck – outwardly (socially) unmoved – as she does not progress in 
conventional ways. There is no indication that by the age of 40 she is a mother, for instance. In this 
way, she aligns with “old Mrs. Winter” (Footfalls, 402), a Dickensian character of sorts whose name 
clues readers to aspects of her persona. As her name suggests, she is frigid and non-reproductive – 
perhaps cold and dead – like the winter season. “Though scarcely a girl anymore” (402), May does 
not “go to bed” (with a man to reproduce) like her mother, who remains implicitly supine for the 
duration of the play, refusing to inherit the lineage of her mothers and her place within the hold. 
According to V, May sleeps sometimes, but only while standing vertical and “against the wall” (401). 
Nevertheless, May moves along one axis with horizontal and vertical components. Like a Newtonian 
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x/y graph, May continues through time and space, moving back and forth while her mother’s voice 
prompts kinetic movements and linear actions. 
 Moreover, May’s movement along an axis or line symbolizes an implicit concern in Footfalls 
with lineage. May remains stuck in certain aspects and rebellious in others. She breaks from the 
conventional role of wife and mother, but her alternative choice to remain inside the “old home 
where she began” (Footfalls, 401) does not seem particularly progressive even if it does demonstrate 
resistance to the status quo. Identifying with her mother would mean “reduplication” for May of her 
mother’s position rather than establishing a personhood of her own. To understand this principle of 
reduplicating or replicating the identity of another person, we might defer to Julia Kristeva’s 
explanation of reduplication as “outside of time, a reverberation in space, a game of mirrors with no 
perspective, no duration.” Reduplication, Kristeva continues, is an “unachieved [self] identification” 
(Kristeva, 145-148).  
 Like Mouth interrupting her own narrative in Not I, Footfalls is littered with a series of 
punctuated rhythms. The most explicit instance of such punctuation in Footfalls is May’s pacing 
(whereas in Not I, as previously noted, it is the ellipsis). According to Walter Asmus, Beckett directed 
the Berlin cast of Footfalls that the words proceed from the woman's pacing: “The walking up and 
down is the central image, he says. This was his basic conception of the play” (Asmus, 91). The 
deliberate pacing of May’s footfalls echo in the Voice of her mother as she records May’s journey to 
nowhere every step of the way. Incidentally, the chime provides a brief instrumental interlude 
between the four sections of the play (Footfalls, 399, 400, 402, 403). With a “low and slow” rhythmic 
voice, V keeps time in the musical sense to her daughter’s movements, “one two three four five six 
seven eight nine wheel one two three four five six seven eight nine wheel” (399). “Wheel” is a 
particularly apt word to describe May’s situation generally; her pacing in “the old home since 
girlhood” (401) is akin to a captive rodent running in a hamster wheel. As the text indicates, May’s 
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limited outward mobility mirrors her mind’s disquiet, a continuous mental running that is “never 
done” (403).  
 
PART 2, ROCKABY 
 As in Footfalls, a mother’s voice echoes in the head of her daughter in Rockaby. The most 
visually obvious difference between these two plays, however, is that the daughter in Rockaby is 
substantially older than the daughter in Footfalls. According to her mother, May is “in [her] forties” 
(Footfalls, 400). The Woman in Rockaby looks “prematurely old” (Rockaby, 433) although a numeric 
age is not given. The play opens with a “prematurely old” daughter rocking on a chair (433). As 
Beckett’s stage notes indicate, the Woman’s rocker is “controlled mechanically,” which underscores 
the fact that the rocking is constant. As this section will demonstrate, Beckett stages the body 
movement of Woman in relation to the imagined voice of her mother that prompts its motion. It is 
beyond the scope of this chapter, but it might be worth comparing Beckett’s use of a rocking chair 
in Murphy with Rockaby. Additionally, the idea of holding a (mental) conversation with a deceased 
person in this play might be read as an idea consistent with Ill Seen Ill Said (1981): “If only she could 
be pure figment. Unalloyed. This old so dying woman. So dead. In the madhouse of the skull and no 
where else” (Ill, 20). 
 Despite the overlap between the mother and daughter in Rockaby (both sat/sit on a chair, 
both dressed/dress in black), the mother exists in the memorable past and the woman in the active 
present. It is the daughter who sits in the chair on stage. Rockaby begins in medias res, implying that 
the action continues with or without an audience. The title recalls the lullaby “Rock-a-bye Baby,” 
often sung by a caregiver to soothe an infant and lull it to sleep. Beckett drops the “e” in Rockaby, yet 
the tone of departure, farewell, and death remains. Beckett uses the word “aby” (which may also be 
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spelled “abye”) as a suffix in the play’s title, thus alluding to suffering and atonement.65 Woman 
ostensibly suffers for her “own other living soul” and atones, to be connected with her mother, the 
metaphoric “curving arms” of the rocker, the “mother rocker” (Rockaby, 440). The lullaby is also 
about death: “When the bough breaks, the cradle will fall / And down will come baby, cradle and 
all.”66 The daughter may not say “bye” to her mother directly, but she is passing “by” in a way 
resemblant of her mother’s parting. That is, Woman prepares for death by emulating her mother’s 
final position. “In the end went down / into the old rocker / mother rocker / where mother rocked 
/ all the years / all in black” (440).       
 The end of the play mirrors how it begins by showing a reverse image. It opens with the 
light fading “up on Woman rocking” (Rockaby, 433) in the chair, and in the end, the light fades “out” 
as the rocker “comes to a rest” (442). Further, ambiguity surrounds the closing scene as Rockaby 
leaves the audience wondering, without resolution, whether or not the Woman adopts her mother’s 
position and dies. Throughout the play, Woman progresses temporally toward death through various 
present progressive acts: breathing, blinking, speaking, rocking, and dying. Sitting in her mother’s 
rocking chair, the Woman occupies a space haunted by its former occupant. The degree of haunting 
is elevated by the fact that Woman’s mother “rocked / till her end came” and she was found “head 
fallen / dead one night / in the rocker / in her best black” (440). The final detail that the mother 
wore her best black suggests that she was aware of, if not willed, her impending death – dressed for 
her own funeral in customary black. 
 Beckett’s stage notes for lighting indicate how the fade-in and fade-out effects should 
correlate with the actor’s speech patterns and movements. The lights set a dim, transient 
atmosphere. As Woman ostensibly shifts between periods of sleep and wakefulness, the light fades 
on and off. Stage notes direct the actors playing Woman and Voice to speak their lines “a little softer 	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each time” (Rockaby, 433) as the light calms to a final fade-out. Throughout her performance, 
Woman’s face remains “unaffected” by successive shifts in lighting. The rocking chair moves in 
tandem with her blinking eyes. With otherwise severely reduced body movements she moves in and 
out of the spotlight (and audience visibility). It is this hazy space between fading-in and fading-out 
that represents the moment between speech acts where “I” may enter.   
 The eyelid recalls the “lid” of a coffin or urn, containing the body or ashes of Woman’s 
mother. It might also refer to the blinds covering the “only window” (Rockaby, 437); the “eyelid” of a 
blind flips up and closes at intervals. Similarly and with a slow blink up and down, Woman’s I/eye 
symbolizes the oscillation between waking and sleeping states. She seems alert and moving at times, 
and at others, her eyes close and she stops.  
 While the word “no” interrupts the speaking Voice, it is the word “more” that inspires its 
motion. There are four sections to Rockaby, and each begins when Woman says “More” (Rockaby, 
435, 436, 438, 440). Other than the word “more,” Woman rarely speaks throughout the play, and for 
the most part it is in unison with the recorded Voice. Keeping time with the movement of the 
rocker, Voice and Woman speak the following lines together: “living soul” (438), “time she stopped” 
(440), and “rock her off” (442). The phrase “time she stopped” might be interpreted as “time” as the 
direct object of stopped, as in she stopped time. Woman starts the clock again, demanding “more,” 
as the rocker begins to move again. On two occasions the rocking stops entirely, and the lights fade, 
when the voices in unison repeat “time she stopped.” Simply put, the word “more” promotes 
motion whereas “stop” demands stasis. 
 Moreover, the rocking chair as an object holds potential for violence as well as pleasure. The 
phrase “rock her off” recalls, on account of its demanding tone, the line before it: “stop her eyes” 
(Rockaby, 442). An audible “no” disrupts the otherwise melodic rocking and soothing voice in the 
final third of the play. Its first use jars the audience in its quick, breathy voice, acting almost like a 
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hiccup. Voice uses the word “no” to clarify how Woman does not want to be a spectacle or object 
of another’s gaze; rather, Woman wants to see outwardly and from her own perspective. Woman sits 
quietly at her window, longing to see another set of “eyes” (439) – another “I,” her mother, “like 
herself.” “Never mind a face,” Voice narrates, “behind the pane / famished eyes / like hers / to see 
/ be seen / no / a blind up / like hers” (439). The second line, “behind the pane,” simultaneously 
refers to the window pane Woman looks through, seeing a reflection of herself in the glass, and the 
physical pain of grief she experiences over the loss of her mother. Her “expressionless face” (433) 
betrays a spirit broken by an unceasing repetition of “long days” (Not I, 435).  
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CONCLUSION 
 
EMBODIED FEMALE VOICES 
 
 “Embodied Female Voices: Sexuality and Artistry in Woolf, Joyce, Yeats, and Beckett” 
traces a parallel between avant-garde literary techniques and complex constructions of female bodies 
and subject positions. Through a series of close readings that focused on stylistic innovations in 
twentieth-century English and Irish fiction, I have argued throughout this dissertation that the 
female body is a modernist trope for artistic creativity in the case of these four central modernist 
writers. An investigation of prose from Virginia Woolf’s Orlando, James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake, 
poetry from W.B. Yeats’ Collected Poems, and dramas from Samuel Beckett’s Complete Dramatic Works 
demonstrates how representations of the female body in art challenged – through language, 
symbolism, imagery, and motifs of femininity – the prevailing social and cultural norms of 
twentieth-century England and Ireland. Further, it showed how the art of “femininity” relates to 
ideas of “constructedness” in fiction and how the “made-up” object is both a fictionalized female 
character and a work of literary fiction, which takes various forms: poem, novel, or play. 
 The unifying concepts for these authors and texts included: 1) innovative literary styles 
paralleling changing modes of constructing “woman”; 2) movement and containment related to 
sexualized bodies and their expression; 3) education, roles, and female “spaces”; 4) inheritance and 
the lineage/geometry of mother figures. Organized by author and text, the dissertation chapters 
individually address each theme as it pertains to a specific author and text. In different ways, the 
texts render experiences of living in an historical epoch of dynamic and massive change. Taken 
together they showcase a collective artistic attempt to make sense of or to represent the experience 
of immense cultural uncertainty related to the upheavals of war and, evolving in tandem at times, to 
quickly changing gender roles. Overall, the texts enact modernist experiments with literary 
techniques and stylistic innovations used for constructing female characters. 
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 The Jungian idea underscoring this project of the female anima as a creative force was used 
to illustrate how this type of creativity is not limited to women authors. Biologically male authors – 
Yeats and Joyce, in particular – tapped into their female anima to showcase expansive perspectives 
on the world that are not confined to the limiting perspectives rooted in masculine privilege. 
Nevertheless, “femaleness,” or the experience of identifying as a female, remains a constantly felt 
presence in a man’s world, where the laws of patriarchy dictate the status of particular bodies as 
“outsiders.” In the text that follows, I address the stakes of “femaleness” in a broader context.  
 The afterlife of this project expands its major themes to address additional characters in 
different texts by these authors. An expanded version of this dissertation would include a character 
study of Margot Ruddock’s role in Yeats’ New Poems, Molly Bloom in Joyce’s Ulysses, and the trio of 
female characters (Flo, Vi, and Ru) in Beckett’s Come and Go. Choosing these characters in particular 
aims to expand the project of gender and artistry to include further examples of explicitly female 
artist characters constructed by the same authors. The idea would be to compare Margot Ruddock 
with Crazy Jane, Molly Bloom with Issy Earwicker, and the female trio (Flo, Vi, and Ru) with W1 
and W2 from Beckett’s Play. The aim is to explore character constructions by each author in more 
depth and range to see how depictions change over time and what aspect of artistry is brought to the 
fore in each case.  
 Another line of inquiry would be to consider the characters and texts studied for this 
dissertation and compare them to character studies from earlier literary historical periods. A starting 
place would be Charles Dickens’ character constructions compared to those of Joyce. The reason 
for this choice would be to see how Joyce understood Dickens’ characters and how it influenced 
Joyce’s own artistic style. Significantly, Joyce wrote a non-fiction essay in 1912 on Dickens and 
character for his examinations at the University of Padua. In his essay titled “The Centenary of 
Charles Dickens,” Joyce noted that every Dickensian character embodies one strongly marked or 
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even exaggerated moral or physical quality. It is precisely for this reason that, for Joyce, Dickens 
gained a “billet for immortality.” Some of Dickens’ characters likewise found a lasting place in 
cultural memory and, as Joyce noted, many people have “cried over the fate of Little Nell, laughed 
over the adventures of Pickwick and hated Uriah Heep” (Joyce, “Centenary,” 185).  
 Such a study of character construction would illuminate our understanding of Joyce’s 
engagement with his nineteenth-century literary predecessor in fiction as well as his non-fiction essay 
occasioned by Dickens’ centenary celebration. A major distinction between Dickens’ character 
construction and Joyce’s, however, is that Dickens’ characters – as Joyce’s essay explains – are 
evidenced by a singular trait and known “in the light of one strongly marked […] quality” (185). 
Joyce’s approach is radically different: Issy, though based partially on a living person (Lucia Joyce), is 
dispersed and flexible, appearing in different forms throughout the text. This distinction between 
the Dickensian static character and Joyce’s presentation of femaleness as a fluid force of multiple 
parts interwoven at a given time is symbolized by color — the R-A-Y-N-B-O-W (Finnegans Wake, 
II.1) girls.  
 By troubling the two-dimensionality of female character construction often found in 
Victorian literature, Joyce, as well as Yeats, and Beckett resisted, rather than reinforced cultural 
reminders established in the nineteenth century about women’s “place” in relation to men. If we 
want to understand how the female body emerged as a modernist trope for artistic creativity, we 
need look no further than the Victorian literary tradition of Dickens (Great Expectations), Wilkie 
Collins (The Woman in White), Thomas Hardy (Tess of the d’Urbervilles), George Gissing (The Odd 
Women), and others who depicted women largely as the “lesser sex.” These texts in particular 
showcased the “male-defined social order” that constrains women to “stultifying [and] crippling 
ways of life” (Taylor, 87). Women would not be encouraged to enjoy sex ever, rather to serve as 
chattel to produce more sons. Another role women played is temptress to men, who are portrayed 
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as naturally superior but sometimes fall prey to the evil ways of the lesser sex.  
 The aesthetic and sociopolitical benefits abound for extending this project in its original 
period further back into the nineteenth century. Conservative ideologies and women’s changing 
social roles in nineteenth-century British culture might be productively compared to debates in 
twentieth-century literature about the uneven power dynamics of gender. Take Dickens’ showcasing 
of female entrapment vis-à-vis Miss Havisham in Great Expectations, for instance, who remained 
inside her house for decades after being left at the marriage altar. How might we compare Dickens’ 
presentation of aborted marriage to Beckett’s literal depiction of the “trap” of marital bliss that 
Winnie faces in Happy Days (stuck in a mound of earth) or the life of Play’s W1 after her husband’s 
infidelity (stuck in an urn)? While these depictions of containment are nuanced, they all address 
major problems that continued in post-war English and Irish culture: misogyny, patriarchy, and 
sexism. Notably, these sociopolitical realities are central causes of discrimination, and they are 
among the longest-running and deepest-rooted ones, but not the only ones.  
 “Embodied Female Voices: Sexuality and Artistry in Woolf, Yeats, Joyce, and Beckett” 
recognizes the crucial efforts of these authors to eradicate assumptions about gender and the roles 
women play. Ultimately, this project indicates how innovative styles and techniques for representing 
female bodies in literature complicated divisions between gendered people. Particularly, these 
authors challenged uncritical cultural assumptions about women that prevent productive alliance 
building. Despite being linked through discriminatory practices, women are supposed to 
acknowledge degrees of “femaleness” in order to accommodate hierarchies of masculinity 
perpetuated by men. For these authors, changing cultural norms no longer dictated necessarily that a 
woman behave according to Victorian codes of propriety. Such cultural shifts rendered in these 
works of literary modernism as the “made-up woman,” her behaviors, and her physical impressions 
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are writ large, drawing attention to the fact that “fiction” is the most apropos medium for depicting 
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